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Abstract
Disabled women across the globe have experienced multiple oppressions on the grounds of
gender, disability, age, class, race, sexuality and other factors through the decades. It has
prevented them from equal opportunities and deprived them of physical and psychological
wellbeing. In this master’s thesis I have explored disabled women's experience of multiple
oppressions in Iceland with emphasis on gender and disability. Also the psycho-emotional
effects of being subjected to different manifestations of direct and indirect violence and in
what way the women resist as well as looking at their recommendations for social change.
The findings suggest that the disabled women experience multiple forms of oppression in
various spaces and often in subtle and injuring ways. The psycho-emotional effects are
complicated and paradoxical, but present themselves through exhaustion, sadness, anxiety
and fear, as well as anger, feelings of powerlessness, dependency, sexual objectification and
dehumanisation. The women resist and heal in different ways, e.g. reclaiming selfidentification, reaching out to friends and family who validate their experience and through
solidarity with other disabled women. They believe the way forward is to influence
marginalizing power structures and harming ableist and sexist cultures in society that
prevents disabled women in Iceland from full inclusion and human rights.
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Ágrip
Fatlaðar konur um allan heim hafa orðið fyrir margþættri mismunun á grundvelli kyngervis,
fötlunar, aldurs, stéttar, kynþáttar, kynheigðar og kynvitundar frá upphafi. Það hefur komið í
veg fyrir jöfn tækifæri þeirra og dregið úr líkamlegri og andlegri vellíðan. Í þessari
meistararitgerð hef ég rannsakað reynslu fatlaðra kvenna á Íslandi af margþættri mismunun
með sérstakri áherslu á kyngervi og fötlun. Jafnframt hef ég skoðað sálrænar afleiðingar af
því að verða fyrir margskonar beinu og óbeinu ofbeldi, hvernig konurnar andæfa slíku ofbeldi
og hverjar hugmyndir þeirra eru af samfélagsumbótum. Niðurstöður rannsóknarinnar gefa til
kynna að fatlaðar konur upplifa margþætta mismunun í ólíkum rýmum sem oft sé bæði dulin
og meiðandi. Sálrænu afleiðingarnar eru flóknar og mótsagnakenndar og birtast í gegnum
þreytu, sorg, kvíða og ótta, reiði, tilfinningar um valdaleysi, að vera öðrum háðar,
hlutgervingu og afmennskun. Konurnar andæfa og stuðla að betri líðan með ólíkum hætti,
m.a. með því að taka vald yfir því að skilgreina sig, leita til aðstandenda sem viðurkenna
líðan þeirra og í gegnum samstöðu við aðrar fatlaðar konur. Þær telja að breytingar á
jaðarsettri stöðu þeirra felist í að uppræta kúgandi valdakerfi og skaðlega menningu sem ýtir
undir fötlunar- og kvenfyrirlitningu sem koma í veg fyrir að fatlaðar konur á Íslandi geti tekið
fullan og virkan þátt í samfélaginu og búi við mannréttindi.
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Preface
‘I am discriminated against because I exist’: Psycho-emotional effects of multiple
oppressions for disabled women in Iceland is the title of the thesis for my MA degree in
Gender studies in the School of Social Science in University of Iceland, in cooperation with
Manchester Metropolitan University. The thesis is 60 ECTS. Many people have in one way or
another contributed to this master thesis. I want to thank my supervisors Þorgerður
Einarsdóttir and Rebecca Lawthom for meaningful guidance, great learning process and
encouragement. I also want to thank Kristín Ósk Hlynsdóttir for her important contribution as
my proof-reader. My parents I want to thank for their patience and support while I have been
working on the thesis, for always believing in me and through my life teaching me not to feel
ashamed of my emotions. I belief it has been important when working on this research. I'm
also grateful for my circle of friends, in the disability community and beyond, who have spent
hours and hours with me reflecting on my work, being there when I have become tired and
reminded me why I am doing this. I especially owe the women in Tabú gratitude for
reminding me each and every time I'm with them why we may never stop asking questions
about multiple oppression and the effects of internalized oppressions on our lives. They have
been my greatest resource of expertise. Then it is of course Embla Guðrúnar Ágústsdóttir,
my friend, colleague and comrade, who has taken over loads and loads of work in Tabú
while I research and write, been of endless wisdom and knowledge, and listened to me talk
constantly about this research the past two years. I do not know where I would be without her
friendship and solidarity. And at last, but not the least, I will be forever grateful for the trust of
the nine disabled women who opened their hearts and minds about their experience of
internalized multiple oppressions and participated in this research. I believe that is an act of
courage, resistance, hope and generosity. Their stories did not only lay groundwork for my
research but will also permanently shape my way of thinking and acting. Without their
contributions this research would not exist.
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Fingertips and Cigarettes: Helen at the Café
I never wanted to be a hero.
The heat from the gaze
of strangers almost burns my hands.
They call me wonder woman, then say
they'd rather be dead than live like me.
I'd like to blow smoke rings around
their pity. If only they could
have seen me hung over this morning
or hugging the softness of mink coats
at Saks Fifth Avenue this afternoon.
"Get the espresso," my fingertips
plead. "I must be awake."
Helen Keller
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I dedicate this master’s thesis to all the disabled women out there
whom I know and whom I will never know of, that have with their
everyday resistance and political actions, shaped a world where I can be
empowered as a disabled woman and gain the right to access university
education.
Without their effort, resilience, knowledge, focus, sacrifices and
bravery, my freedom to do this research would not exist.
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Introduction
Disabled women are among the most marginalized groups in the world. Various research
shows that they are not only discriminated against on the grounds of disability but also
gender, age, religion and other factors. It is estimated that the majority of disabled women
experience violence of some sort, e.g. in intimate relationships, out on the streets and in the
health care system. In disability research the focus point has been more on structural
barriers that prevent access to education, services, the labour market and politics, but less
so on the personal affects of dealing with these barriers. Furthermore disability research has
been dominated by men, both disabled and nondisabled, as well as by people physical and
visual impairments. With that in mind the aim of this research is to refocus and explore
disabled women’s voices on multiple oppressions in different spaces in their lives. Also to
look in to how oppression on the political level becomes internalized on the personal level
and what the consequences are for their psychological and emotional wellbeing. Finally, this
research will explore how disabled women deal with or resist internalized oppression and
how they wish to see social change in action.
The main research questions are:
1. How and where do disabled women experience multiple oppressions?
2. How do the multiple oppressions affect disabled women’s psychological and
emotional wellbeing?
3. Which paths have disabled women taken in dealing with, responding to and resisting
oppression and the process of internalization in their everyday lives and what steps
do they want to see taken to affect social change?
In this master’s thesis I choose to talk about ‘us’ and not ‘them’ when referring to disabled
women since I identify as a disabled woman myself and my writing is influenced and
grounded on being socially positioned on the margins in Iceland, which I will further explain
now.

Social location and self reflection
‘When I say I am a Black feminist, I mean I recognize that my power as well as my primary
oppressions come as a result of my Blackness as well as my womanness, and therefore my
struggles on both these fronts are inseparable.’ These words of Audre Lorde (2009a, 58) are
meaningful to me as a feminist disability activist and university student doing a master’s
thesis in gender studies. While doing research acknowledging and critically examining our
social location is vital. Consciousness about where we come from, how our life experience
8

has influenced us and how much access to power we have is an important aspect of how we
do research, where and with whom. This may sound simple but from my experience it is
complicated and to be honest, terrifying.
When I decided to research the psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions for
disabled women I became afraid that my social location would invalidate the women’s voices
or mine in the eyes of the academia and society because I am a disabled woman myself. I
was also afraid that my activist and political work and public opinions would put off the
disabled women or make them insecure to express their opinions and knowledge. I am also
privileged for a disabled woman and I felt that I might therefore be inappropriate or not
conscious enough. Through my education the focus on objectivity in professional work and
research has taken up a lot of space and often made me feel unsure of myself doing
research as a marginalised person on the margins. It is not until recently that I realised that
the definition of objectivity I have come used to, which is basically when privileged people
from the centre research anything, might not be so objective at all. Throughout history it has
been problematic that nondisabled people perform the majority of the research done on the
experience of disabled people or on disability as a concept. This is also the case for other
marginalised groups that has led us to being objects in research processes instead of active
agents of research. That is partly why we, who live on the margins, feel like we are not
equipped or capable of doing ‘proper’ research (Brown and Strega, 2005).
As I started working on the thesis, interviewing disabled women, discussing my
worries with my supervisors and other people I trust, reading and in particular gathering
information about anti-oppressive research and the importance of locating one self in
research, I realized that this fear was mostly rooted in my own internalised oppression. I
have for the past decade had to work hard as a disabled woman to be taken seriously in my
work. I have over and over again been dismissed as someone who only makes decisions
based on emotions (that are not balanced) and is not patient or rational enough. I have also
been harmed by other people’s privileges and I was afraid that my privileges would harm my
research. Therefore I was also agonising over separating myself from the research and then
worrying that I would be so obsessed on separating myself from the research that I would
become too detached from it. In this process of self-reflection and scrutiny alongside doing
the research I have needed to face the fact that maybe I will never know fully where I end
and the research begins and vice versa. I realised that my lived experience and location of
identifying as a woman and disabled is not a sign of weakness for this research, but most
likely, if I am aware of my privileges, a source of strength and accountability. It could be a
transformation from being an object of knowledge making to taking control and power,
alongside the disabled women in this research, in producing new knowledge. As Hoare,
Levy, and Robinson (1993, 46) state; ‘If knowledge is fundamental to understanding,
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interpreting and establishing values within a society, then control over its production
becomes an integral component of cultural survival’ (Kovach, 2005; Hoare, Levy, and
Robinson, 1993). Kimpson (2005, 88), a disabled Canadian woman and academic wrote
about her struggles in allowing the personal to become political and the political to be
become academic when she was in graduate school doing research.
In this silencing of self, my creative, embodied, knowing self was not free to
emerge and play with the data in ways that made sense to me as a disabled
woman studying in the same social context as the informants. […] In some
ways, I merely had to turn inward. This was a move that was ever more
difficult because of my marginalized identity as a woman living with disability
for whom so many aspects of life are authorized by those who construct me
as devalued and worthless. Giving myself the authority to value my own
insights and to focus undeterred on my knowing was a transgressive move,
a stepping off the road. (Kimpson, 2005, 88)

With this in mind I will briefly share my story as a part of this thesis. I do that first and
foremost to locate myself and address my privileges, but also to acknowledge that my
experience and feelings have and will influence this research, without undermining it or
making less of it.
I was born on the 27th of June in 1986 in Reykjavík and was the first child of my
straight cis-gendered white nondisabled middle class parents. Two hours after I was born I
was labelled disabled and put in an intensive care unit even though I was not sick or in any
need for intensive health care. I believe it is symbolic for what my future was about to
withhold; medicalization, paternalism, desexualisation and dehumanisation. Even though the
doctors did not have a clue what to do with me, and had never worked with a child with my
impairment before, they constantly said I was dying. They took the power over my body from
my parents, placing me in an incubator, where I became an object of the system but not the
child of my parents. By doing so they taught my parents that their knowledge and instinct
was not good enough and started taking us down the road of powerlessness.
Fortunately, my parents were getting support and encouragement from their extended
family and somehow built up the energy to resist and defend my right to have agency over
my body and to be included in society. It was not an easy task and they sometimes lost
control or were too afraid to fight back – often because they were punished or shamed for
being unrealistic or having to high hopes for my future. In my first five years they watched
professionals send me to physical therapy where I was injured in the name of physical
progress and to a heavy surgery that failed, where my body shape was to be repaired. My
parents also listened to professionals try to convince different school systems that I belonged
in segregated schooling and themselves that I should be put in a group home for disabled
children. In a way they were forced to put me in all kinds of situations that taught me that my
body was someone else’s property, pain was inevitable and I should just get used to it, and
that there was not a place for me in society.
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The time came, when I was about six years old, that my parents had enough and
started following their heart in decision making on my behalf. Even though I went through
extremely hard experiences my childhood memories are mostly filled with happiness, love,
encouragement and creative ways of experiencing in my own ways almost everything my
nondisabled peers did. I also learned that I was a human being, and a girl, with rights that
should be respected. Even though there were many places that did not expect my existence,
I was not the one to blame, but the structure of society. I went to my neighbourhoods’
Nursery school and primary schools, a mainstream high school and eventually, university. I
was socially active in school and had many friends so I did not experience isolation or much
loneliness as a child. I became big sister to two brothers and moved with my family for two
years across the world, to New Zealand. There, I also went to my neighbourhood schools,
learned to speak English fluently and got to experience a society that was much more
progressive in disability rights than Iceland. So, in many ways, I had privileges.
But life is full of contradictions, and as I became a little bit older I started to
experience more directly that my body was labelled as abnormal. People stared, children
asked questions, some commented and when I participated in particular situations and
conversations many became silent. In role playing everyone got weird when I offered to ‘play
the mommy’ so I soon just started to take the role of the dad, that seemed to be fine,
because he did not have to ‘hold the baby (doll)’ or ‘cook the dinner’. When it got closer to
my teenage years I felt that if I discussed boys I was attracted to or flipped through wedding
magazines with my friends (which apparently was something we did) there came this
suffocating silence. In addition, sex education only mentioned and represented nondisabled
physically fit bodies and traditional heteronormative sex. When I watched movies and TV
shows, disabled women’s bodies were absent. Fashionable clothes became an issue and
they were often not suitable for my body. All this firmly and quickly started to push me into a
desexualised closet that I with time locked up and stayed in for years to come. When I was
around 15 years old I hated my body, I isolated myself from my friends and was so full of
shame that I barely functioned. I also had almost no assistance outside of school so I was
very dependent on my parents whom I did not want to have with me when out with my
friends since it was so embarrassing. My grades, that had always been good, went down and
I spent most of my time after school crying in my room. It was hard to get up in the morning, I
stopped going to family gatherings with my parents or other activity and on my worst days I
wondered if my life wasn’t just pointless and burden on others. Deep inside I knew I needed
mental health support but I was afraid of professionals and was sure they would make me
feel worse and not understand my situation. My parents constantly tried to talk to me but I did
not want to discuss my self-loathing and anxiety with them. I did not want to burden them
with those feelings because I saw how worried they were becoming. I was also afraid that all
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my fear of the future was true and if I would ask them about my options they would only
confirm my worries.
In 2004 there came a turning point for me when I attended my first conference for
people with the same impairment as I have in the United States. Up to that point I had never
been around disabled people and actually avoided it. I also had not met anyone who shared
my impairment. At this conference I met disabled people who were working on the open
labour market, going to university, had partners, children, their own homes, had done a lot of
travelling and seemed to be living a fulfilling life. I also got to know the concept of UserControlled Personal assistance and the Independent Living Movement. Even though nothing
in my environment at home had changed after the conference I myself had changed. I had
finally met role models who I could identify with and learned about solutions that could
support me in making my own future the way I wanted it to be. Things started to develop fast;
I applied for Personal Assistance, even though it was not a well-known or accepted concept
in Iceland at the time, and I got to know disability studies, which had a major influence on my
way of thinking. In 2007, after an extremely hard and stressful struggle, I got my first
personal assistant contract. The changes for me personally were revolutionary and slowly I
went from being dependent on my family and friends and feeling like a burden to being an
independent person who started university, published an autobiography and started
participating in disability activism. I felt that I could not under any circumstances be
experiencing these major changes in my life and not doing everything in my power, alongside
others, to making it a reality for other disabled people.
In the years 2010-2014, after I graduated with a BA degree in social pedagogy, I
worked as a managing director at the Independent Living Centre in Iceland. Besides doing
political work fighting for Personal Assistance I worked as a peer counsellor supporting
disabled people and their families in applying and advocating for personal assistance and
building up their Personal Assistance system. What surprised me was how many disabled
people and parents of disabled children were afraid of asking for help and admitting their
wishes and needs. Even though I had gone through similar experience myself I hadn’t
realised that this was something that most of us had in common. I was shattered by how
hard meetings with the authorities were for my clients who had to listen to constant
messages about how they were being ungrateful and a financial burden on municipalities. My
colleagues and I started to approach everyone who came to the Independent Living Centre
conscious of the likelihood that were or had been subjected to some form of violence. In our
political work it also became apparent that disabled people were sometimes terrified of
criticising and being punished, especially people still stuck in segregated traditional services,
and so exhausted from their long-term struggles, that they couldn’t participate fully in
activism, even though many of them wanted to.
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A few of us, especially disabled women, with time tried to bring this up for discussion
with the board and members of the centre, but it did not get much response, especially not
from male members with physical impairments. When trying to explain that much of our work
was around emotional support it was repeatedly argued that it ‘was not our job’, that ‘we
needed to invest time in the political’ and ‘fix the webpage’ - that we of course were also
doing. But in our mind it was barely possible to take political action when so many of us were
still afraid and tired of dealing with the personal consequences of oppression and sometimes
life-threatening situations because of lack of services. In 2014 Embla Guðrúnar Ágústsdóttir,
my collegue, and I left the Independent Living centre and founded Tabú (e. Taboo). Tabú’s
aim is to create an intersectional feminist space, both on the Internet and in the ‘real world’,
for self-identified disabled women. The space is meant to be safer than other feminist and
disability spaces in Iceland for disabled women to come together and share our experience
and knowledge with each other for personal empowerment and social change (Tabú, 2014).
Through my shift to more gender-based work I became interested in gender studies and
started my MA degree in gender studies at the University of Iceland. Black feminism has in
particular shaped my thoughts and been a great tool in my activist work, education and my
own empowerment.
As well as being a feminist disability activist I have participated in politics. I first ran
for the Constitutional Council in 2010 where I worked among 25 other publicly nominated
people for four months in making a bill for a new Icelandic constitution. By 2012 I ran for
Parliament for a new political party called Björt framtíð (e. Bright future) and was elected as a
vice parliamentarian until 2016 when I decided not to run again. For those three years I took
seat in Parliament for four weeks in total but was active and on the board of the political party
until recently. Today I am one of the spokeswomen of Tabú. I rent an apartment from my
parents, have Personal Assistance 24/7 and own a car which allows me freedom of
movement. I am a straight, single woman and do not have any children yet. I am, in the
process of taking the Child Protection Services of Iceland to court for denying my application
for becoming a foster parent on the grounds of ‘health’ before my application has even gone
through traditional application protocols. So, if it wasn’t for discrimination and stigma around
disabled motherhood, I would probably be a mother by now.
It is not an understatement that my social location is entangled in marginalisation and
privilege. As a disabled woman I have been subjected to multiple oppressions and
discrimination from the moment I was born. At the same time, as a white cis-gendered
straight middle class woman, who has had access to mainstream education, Personal
Assistance, activism, politics and other empowering factors and opportunities, I have many
privileges. I am located on the margins with the privilege to access to the centre that though
often pushes me back to the margins in a split second. I have worried about these privileges
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but at the same time tried to see them as my duty to act. Audre Lorde (2009b, 115) phrased
it well when she said; ‘Your privilege is not a reason for guilt, it is part of your power, to be
used in support of those things you say you believe. Because to absorb without use is the
gravest error of privilege.’ Most disabled women around the world do not have access to
university education due to ableist, sexist and other structures of the academia. Therefore it
is important to me that this master’s thesis is not only done for the degrees sake but for
resistance and social change. I believe it is difficult to tackle the oppression of disabled
women until we, in all our diversity, bring to the centre our knowledge and experience of our
messy, contradictory, complex, creative and beautiful lives.

The research structure
This thesis is split into for chapters that each has different subchapters and themes. The first
chapter is about the theoretical background of this research. There I explore different
manifestations of multiple oppressions such as dis/ableism, direct violence, cultural violence,
structural violence and micro-aggressions. Also intersectionality will be explored with special
emphasis on black feminist thought and feminist disability studies. Psycho-emotional effects
of multiple oppressions will be discussed with focus on effects of direct violence, microaggressions, ableism and sexism. Finally I will look at healing and internalized oppression.
The second chapter is about the methodology of the research where I explain feminist antioppressive research, qualitative research and narrative methods, data gathering and
analysing, research participants and ethical issues and shortcomings of the research. The
third chapter is about the findings of the research. That chapter is split up in themes based
on the data analysis of the research. The first theme is multiple oppressions in different
spaces where I will reflect on where and how the research participants encountered
oppression. The subthemes are families and friendship, education, the labour market and
political activism, the service system and public space. The second theme is about psychoemotional effects of multiple oppressions which is also sectioned into subthemes;
exhaustion, anxiety and fear, frustration and anger, sadness and trauma, dependency and
the feeling of being a burden, shame and powerlessness and dehumanization and sexual
objectification. The third and final theme is about everyday resistance and social change for
the participants where I reflect on the subthemes; self-identification and the spectrum of
disability, objecting sexist stigma and reconstructing femininity, pushing back and breaking
the silence, informal support, empathy and the validation of experience, peer support and the
solidarity of disabled women, claiming power: psychological support and mental health and
demanding a revolution: living without violence and shame. Finally, in the fourth and last
chapter, I will summarize the findings and explore based on theory, practice and personal
experience recommendations of social change and personal empowerment for disabled
14

women.
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1. Theoretical background
In this chapter I will shed a light on the theoretical background of this master’s thesis. I will
discuss the different manifestations of multiple oppressions in disabled women's lives
emphasising direct violence, dis/ableism, cultural violence, structural violence and microaggressions. Then I will reflect on the meaning of intersectionality for disabled women
focusing on theories on black feminism and feminist disability studies. Finally I will explore
the psycho-emotional effects of oppression for disabled women and look at the affect of
direct violence on mental health and well being, the emotional cost of micro-aggression,
internalised ableism and internalised sexism.

Disabled women: manifestations of multiple oppressions
Disabled people have, at least in the global south, a history of being perceived as abnormal,
dependent, desexualized, worthless and undesirable victims of our ‘limitations’ and
‘otherness’, burdens on people closest to us and on society. It has resulted in oppression
and violence where we are objects of medicalization and charity; we are institutionalized,
excluded and deprived of privacy, various opportunities, participation, access, and personal
and political power. As other marginalized groups we have challenged these preconceived
beliefs through the last decades by pointing out that disability is a social construct much
more than a bodily dysfunction. Also, that our problems will be solved much less by ‘curing’
our bodies and minds but more by reconstructing societies.
Looking back at this history of disabled people, the structure of western welfare
systems and the still existing tendency to define disability as an individual problem and a
personal tragedy, many people would assume that the oppression and high risk of violence
against disabled women is rooted in their impairment. It is important in that case to bring out
that being both disabled and a woman causes a power imbalanced social status in most
cultures (Hague, Mullender and Thaira, 2011). Disabled women are exposed to multiple
systems of oppression, e.g. on the grounds of disability and gender as possibly other factors
like race, class and religion (Barrett and co., 2009). As Vernon (1998) stated ‘often a
combination of two or more stigmatized identities can exacerbate the experience of
oppression’ (Nixon, 2009, 85). Disabled women often lack resources, appropriate services
and access and are exposed to a great amount of stigma, e.g. concerning their bodies,
independence, sexuality and humanity, which puts them in a position of powerlessness. That
easily deprives them of opportunities to control their lives, participate in society, work or
study and be mobile. This can lead to being stuck in abusive situations and
institutionalization, hence less safety (Hague, Mullender and Thaira, 2011).
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In this subchapter I will explore more closely the multiple manifestations of
oppressions and violence in disabled women’s lives. First of all I will look at direct violence
which is defined as violence where there is a particular perpetrator (an individual or a group)
who deliberately, with intention, harms a particular victim. Thereafter I will explore indirect
violence, which is defined as cultural and structural and is often subtle, hard to pinpoint and
does not always have a particular perpetrator or a victim. In close relation to that I will explain
oppression, first and foremost on the grounds of disability. Oppression in general is defined
as when one group has more access to power and privilege than another group and that
power and privilege is used to maintain status quo, i.e. power imbalance between groups. It
is both a state of inequality and a process of maintaining that inequality. Oppression can
come in the form of sexism, ableism, racism, classism, heterosexism to name but a few.
Those who oppress are dominant or in power in a particular space or in society as a whole
and use their access to power and privilege to impose their view of the world on oppressed
people and justify and provoke systemic, social and political denial of resources to oppressed
people. Oppression can be maintained through imposition and deprivation. To oppress a
group by imposition the oppressor is imposing a label on someone, a role and living
conditions that are not wanted, painful and decreased physical or psychological well-being,
e.g. with degrading job roles, humiliating media representation and messages that foster
prejudice and harmful beliefs. Oppression through deprivation, on the other hand, involves
depriving people of desired jobs, healthcare, social services, education or living conditions,
such as nutrition, housing, love, respect and self-dignity, factors which are necessary for
physical and mental wellbeing. It is apparent that oppression can become institutional and
structural, that is through laws, physical environment and social norms (David and Derthick,
2014).

Dis/ableism
Because disabled people have been objects of medicalization and welfare, the fact that we
are members of an oppressed group that is discriminated against on many levels, is often
ignored (Keller and Galgay, 2010). Oppression presents itself as a domination of one group
over the other to maintain inequality, exclusion and the status quo, and is therefore both a
process and a state of being. It can manifest itself as an imposition or force and as
deprivation. While oppressive groups can be imposing roles, labels or living conditions that
harm oppressed groups they can be depriving them of desired jobs and education,
healthcare and living conditions necessary for physical, mental and social well-being.
Oppression can also be institutional or systemic which presents itself through laws, policies,
physical environments and social norms and traditions (David and Derthick, 2014).
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Oppression on the grounds of disability has been defined as ableism, where
particular cognitive, competitive and consumer abilities are favoured when, on the other hand
the lack of those abilities is presumed negative. It is a set of beliefs, practices and processes
that produce understanding of ‘oneself, one’s body and one’s relationship with others of
humanity, other species and the environment, and includes how one is judged by others’
(Goodley, 2014, 22). Ableism is described as a dominant attitude that degrades disability and
presents it as abnormal by glorifying able-bodied-ness and situating nondisabled people as
the norm. Ableism also produces systems and social relations that presume able-bodiedness
that consequently marginalizes disabled people. It is also 'victim blaming' in a way that all the
hindrances and violations that disabled people face are their bodies fault, since they are
'inherently and naturally horrible', and their own problem to solve (Campbell, 2009). Lydia X.
Z. Brown (2016) an autistic disability queer activist of colour explains ableism.
We know hate and we know violence, because it is written on our bodies and our
souls. We bear it, heavy, wherever we go. Ableism is the violence in the clinic, in
the waiting room, in the social welfare lines, in the classroom, in the recess yard,
in the bedroom, in the prisons, in the streets. Ableism is the violence (and threat
of violence) we live with each day.

With this in mind it is thought to be important to note that it can be dangerous or troubling to
align disability and able-bodiedness as discrete categories. As Campbell (2009) argues
'ableism sets up a binary dynamic that is not simply comparative but rather a co-relationally
constitutive.' She points out that the core of ableism is forming a naturalized view of disability,
which erases difference in impairments and experiences of disabled people, and produces
an understanding of what it means to be fully human. A feminist queer disability activist in
Iceland who has long-term illness, Bára Halldórsdóttir, points out in an interview on Tabú’s
webpage that she encounters ableism because her impairment is invisible at times, it affects
her differently on a daily basis and therefore people do not believe that she is disabled;
‘When I first put a photo of myself in a wheelchair on Facebook it was like people had a
shock. Even though they had all seen me almost passing out [from pain] and going to the
hospital back and forth’ (Haraldsdóttir, 2016). Another queer feminist disability activist from
Iceland Rán Birgisdóttir points out in another interview on Tabú’s webpage that because her
physical impairment is more visible some days then others even her friends doubt her
disability. Once she went to the mall, borrowed a wheelchair because she was too tired to
walk and met her friend who asked surprised; ‘Since when are you disabled? It was like I
was all a sudden disabled because I sat in a wheelchair’ (Ágústsdóttir, 2016a). This ableist
dualistic approach removes fluidity in abilities and appearance so that there is a clear divide
between having a disabled body, that is seen as out of control and different, and a non
disabled body that is accountable and normal (Campbell, 2009).
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An ableist society therefore triggers disablism which is described as situating disabled
people on the margins and putting barriers in their way as well as often becoming
internalized and undermining our psychological and emotional wellbeing (Thomas, 2007). As
Goodley and Lawthom (2016) argue disablism is something specifically experienced by
disabled people. Campbell (2009) points out that some people discuss ableism as a
interchangeable concept to disablism but argues that it is important to make distinctions
between them since it is radically different. Ableism evolves around governing a civil society
and provoking knowledge that builds procedures and structures that favourites nondisabled
people. On the other hand disablism is a set of conscious and unconscious assumptions and
practices that trigger inequality and othering of disabled people which can lead to
victimization of the group and paternalistic approaches from nondisabled people (Campbell,
2009).

Direct violence
Despite the lack of research available, data suggests that disabled women are at higher risk
than nondisabled women and disabled men of being abused and experiencing violence in
their lifetime (WHO, 2011; Attard and Price-Kelly, 2010). In the United Kingdom 50% of
disabled women experience violence at some point in their lives (Sha, Tsitsou and Woodin,
2014) and the same goes for Australia (Attard and Price-Kelly, 2010). Existing research also
reveals that women with learning disabilities are at an even greater risk of being victims of
violence, e.g. findings show that 68% of Australian girls with learning disabilities will
experience sexual abuse and adult women with the same label are four times more likely to
experience sexual abuse or assault compared to nondisabled women (Pestka and Wendt,
2014).
One of the most common forms of gender-based violence is intimate partner violence,
but disabled women experience that twice as often as nondisabled women according to
research in the United States and Canada (Barrett and co., 2009). A UK study found that
more than 50% of disabled women have experienced domestic violence in their lifetime and
that they experience intimate partner violence twice as often as nondisabled women. A
British Crime Survey carried out in 2006 found that there was a strong relation between
having a label of ‘limiting illness or disability’ and experiencing all types of intimate violence
(Hague, Mullender and Thiara, 2011). According to Australian research, domestic violence
that disabled women become subjected to presents itself in the same way as for nondisabled
women, though it can come in more diverse forms, from a bigger number of perpetrators and
for longer periods of time (Attard and Price-Kelly, 2010).
It is important to acknowledge that research also shows that disabled women are at
even greater risk of experiencing violence in residential and institutional service settings.
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Therefore they are often exposed to a broader group of perpetrators, e.g. professionals,
resident staff members, co-residents, family members and intimate partners like spouses
(Attard and Price-Kelly, 2010). In a blogpost by an autistic woman Kitt McKenzie (2014) it is
explained that not only do disabled people experience violence but they also witness other
disabled people being abused and in a way feel enormous powerlessness and pain. She
explains an incident in her school where her autistic classmate was put in a position that
caused him pain, he reacted in anger and the staff dealt with it by force.
I saw an apraxic struggle. I saw a nonverbal student being pushed through a door
in a frenzy of movement, everyone shouting at the same time, bent over with
hands thrusting at his back, pushing against the doorframe and struggling to stay
upright. I saw too much, too much. […] I saw dizzy and disoriented. I saw what he
saw. I saw a classmate who couldn't respond to prompts because they were
coming too fast, and who couldn't comply because everything was being thrown at
him at once. He slumped against the gym wall and slammed his head back. The
act was met with a sharp reprimand from a bystanding aide. And I know what they
saw. They saw defiance. Headbanging behavior. A tantrum. I saw a student trying
to block out external input. I saw. Everyone else gawked and chattered as the
other kids did the warm-ups. I stood by helplessly (McKenzie, 2014, para. 9 and
11-15)

Cultural violence
In the lives of disabled people, especially women, violence is not always direct, that is as
Johan Galtung (2007, 151), a theorist in peace studies, would define as 'in short: harming
others with intentions'. Therefore discrimination and oppression are not always seen as
violence because it is not always a particular act of a particular person/group but more
violence as an effect of culture and structures of different systems that we are dependent
upon and are produced over time. Cultural violence is defined by Galtung (2007) as indirect
violence that reinforces direct violence and lays the ground for structural violence that will be
further discussed in the next subchapter. It culturally justifies violence through sexism, racism
and other forms of discrimination and oppression, e.g. ableism. A variation of belief systems,
values and traditions in systems that structure services, the economy etc. support and
maintain structural violence and direct violence. The media and education systems play a big
role in encouraging violence and prejudice through harmful but accepted discourse and lack
of realistic representation of history, social groups and events that shape the way we think
and act (Galtung, 2007). I believe it is helpful to explore Sarah Ahmed's (2010) work on
happiness in relation to cultural violence. She suggests that we have an obligation to be
happy with what the majority of people are happy with and follow written and unwritten rules
on what constitutes of a happy life. She argues that this can lead to forced acceptance of
discrimination and oppression; 'Happiness is what holds things together by getting what you
desire, and desiring what you get. You must give up desiring what you have not got, and
cannot get. [...] To be conditioned by happiness is to like your condition' (Ahmed, 2010,
kindle location 3660).
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Cultural violence is therefore the most difficult to change because the groundwork is
so deeply rooted in societies and people's minds. In many ways, as will be discussed further
in the chapter on internalised oppression, what perpetuates cultural violence and in
consequence structural violence is the fact that even those who are oppressed and
discriminated against sometimes experience it as their fate, hence do not push back or resist
the situation and normalise it further (Galtung, 2007). As Goodley and Runswick-Cole (2011)
argue cultural violence of disablism makes the groundwork for psycho-emotional and
systemic acts of violence for disabled people. They make an example of disabled children;
'disabled children violate the model of the happy, playing, discovering child. In some cases
this may mean that the disabled child ceases to exist as a child – in terms of dominant
cultural notions of childhood – and instead functions ‘in order to restore our sense of
ourselves and the world we want’ (Goodley and Runswick-Cole, 2011, 11). They further
theorise that the violence of disablism is normalised through a culture that represent disabled
people in ways that make people paradoxically both hate and love us and become both
disgusted and fascinated by our existence.
Iva Marín Adrichem (2015) who is a disability activist, a singer and a pianist from
Iceland, wrote in an article how cultural violence towards her as a disabled woman is
sometimes manifested through religious fanaticism; ‘He [missionary] had decided that this
evening he would spread the word of God. I decline respectfully for both of us, which made
the man shocked and angry. When I was about to walk away he stopped me and asked
aggressively; 'but don't you want your sight back?’ (Adrichem, 2015). This represents the
dis/ableist culture where disability is seen as a flaw or brokenness to be fixed and in this
case religion is used as a justification for showing intolerance and hate. Another disability
activist in Iceland, Sigríður Jónsdóttir (2015) wrote an article about the freedom of speech
and harming disability humour. She explains the harm of nondisabled people having the
freedom to make jokes about disabled people.
People who are not marginalised, and are in that sense privileged, of course do
not understand my view and thinks this joke is okay, because they are not the
ones who are harmed. They don't understand this kind of humour does not only
reinforce stereotypes and prejudice but also segregation or 'othering' with the
label of 'us and them' - that is if the joke is repeated over and over again without
knowledge and consciousness of the injustice it comes from and is reproduced.
Othering can involve degradion and shame, which then boosts ongoing
discrimination and human right violation. (Jónsdóttir, 2015)

I, myself, often encounter the effects of cultural violence, where I am seen as someone who
is sick and therefore it is assumed that I am unable to do hard work or be in a powerful
position. In a speech at an International Conference Celebrating the Centenary of Women’s
Suffrage in Iceland I shared a moment of experience from my first time in parliament. I find
the intersecting culture of sexism and ableism symbolic in this incident because my
colleague, and other colleagues found nothing wrong with approaching me in this way
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despite being, in my opinion, rude and prejudice. In a way I sensed that they felt good about
themselves after devaluing me with their inappropriate, culturally excepted, kindness.
‘You must be tired’ – he [a male parliamentarian] said as he stood there
with his hair all messed up, his tie loose and his shirt wrinkled. In his face I
could read a mixture of pity and amazement. [...] I was getting a lot of
comments about being a brave hero and felt, by what some people said to
me, that they were surprised that I was intelligent enough to be in
parliament. Some people also talked to me like I was a child. […] I didn’t
know what to say to him and I wondered whether he was saying this to me
because I was disabled, a woman or both. [...] But of course I was tired. I
was tired from the job and of answering stupid questions like his.
(Haraldsdóttir, 2015)

Cultural violence makes sexism and ableism look normal and acceptable, at least that it is
not wrong. The violence becomes a mundane part of the structure of society. Both those who
go through the violence and those who are perpetrators, directly and indirectly, often do not
see this culture as violent. We do not know any other way and believe that the power
imbalance has always existed and is inevitable (Galtung, 2007).

Structural violence
Cultural violence is in a way what keeps structural violence going. It can cause power
imbalance where, e.g. disabled women are in little or no control over their situations or
actions and are put in a position of powerlessness. This has been defined as structural
violence in the era of peace studies. It is when political, economic and cultural structures
slowly but harshly cause massive suffering for societies and/or socially devalued groups. The
harm comes with time (sometimes referred to as slow death) from unjust structures of
society, being deprived of freedom of choice and access to personal and public decision
making on ones own issues. Structural violence is not always illegal, e.g. even if people are
not directly starved by taking away food or not offering food people can be starving because
the social security system and the regulations around benefits force people into poverty.
Structural violence is when socio-political structures and decisions hindrance people's
access to 'basic needs necessary for fulfilling one's own potentials in life' (Galtung, 2007,
151).
What reinforces structural violence are conflicts between those who are in powerful
positions and prefer status quo and those who aren’t and are not ready to live with 'the fate'
of being marginalised or having their human rights violated against. What is harmful about
structural violence is that it deprives people of basic needs and therefore leads to direct
violence. As Galtung (2007) points out structural violence is deeply rooted in harmful
masculine attitudes that write of the seriousness of violence and normalise violent structures
by demanding that oppressed people do not complain at the same time as the oppressors
are pushed towards not giving in to change and sticking to their status quo.
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Theories on structural violence and peace studies have been criticised for not
acknowledging how much it relates to sexism, racism and other forms of oppression on the
grounds of social status. Tickener, a feminist scholar states;
Virtually no attention has been given to gender as a category of analysis.
Scholars concerned with structural violence have not paid much attention to
how women are affected by global politics or the workings of the world
economy, nor to the fact that hierarchical gender relations are interrelated
with other forms of domination they do address. (Galtung, 2007, 223)

I would argue that the same goes for disability analyses and structural violence. I have not
come across material that is directly related to theories on structural violence even though
many disability activists and scholars have acknowledged and theorised on how structures
are violent to disabled people (Haraldsdóttir og Jóhannsdóttir, 2011). Goodley and RunswickCole (2011) discuss in their article 'The violence of disablism' that disabled people
experience different and overlapping forms of violence, e.g. structural and cultural forms of
violence that are triggered by processes of ideology, dominations and oppression that 'shape
the inner world of our psyches' (Goodley and Runswick-Cole, 2011, 5). Bára Halldórsdóttir
(2015) elaborates on this when she writes in an article about being sick long-term, living in
poverty and how the structure of the health care system harms her wellbeing and puts her in
a position of dependency.
Recently I got a letter from the hospital that said that my brain scan, that I had last
time I was there, would cost me eight thousand kronas. The situation is that I
obviously have to ask about all tests I need to have and whether I have to pay for
them myself and therefore pick and choose tests based on how much I can
manage financially and because of that harm my own health. Or call up my mom
from the hospital and ask her if she can pay. Because sometimes my mom lends
me money. Not everyone can. (Halldórsdóttir, 2015, para. 8 and 9)

Another example is of a woman with learning disabilities in Iceland, Salbjörg Ósk Atladóttir,
who has Personal Assistance through Direct Payment every other week, but has to go to a
resting home for disabled children (she is an adult) the other two weeks of each month. This
causes her a lot of pain, anxiety and is in many ways harmful for her health. Reykjavík, the
capital city of Iceland, is not willing to offer full time Personal Assistance in accordance to her
needs and only offers either the resting home or a group home. Salbjörg has her own
apartment where she wishes to live and has taken Reykjavík to court but lost her case since
Personal Assistance is still a pilot project in Iceland but not a legal right. The capital city
states that according to their regulations they are not obligated to offer Personal Assistance.
In an interview for a public newspaper in Iceland, Fréttatíminn, Salbjörg's father, Atli Lýðsson,
explains the situation.
This actually is not a question of money but how the money that go into Salbjörg's
services are used. The cost is similar to make her feel miserable and to assure
her wellbeing. That's why we don't understand why it is not a possibility to change
the rules. [...] When you have sat in a courtroom and listened to everyone who
has worked for your daughter explain that it is causing her harm living in two
places, you don't stop fighting for her right to live in one place. We made those
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rules [as people], we must be able to change them (Þórarinsdóttir, 2016, para. 5
and 7).

Finally, Lydia X. Z. Brown, explains how ableism can be structural violence that leads to
death.
Ableism is the fact that on average, autistic people die 30 years younger than
non-autistic people, with suicide as the second leading cause of death. As
one friend put it, that's an act of murder by society, because it is so bad that
too many of us decide that it is no longer worth trying to live in a world literally
designed to destroy us from the moment we are first born. They hate us, and
we already know it. They aim for us. They mean to kill. They mean to harm.
They know what they are doing, and we know it too. There can be no
innocence, not for us. Ableism is not some arbitrary list of "bad words," as
much as language is a tool of oppression. Ableism is violence, and it kills.'
(Brown, 2016, para. 19)

Micro-aggressions
One form of oppression that is important to look at in relation to disability and gender is
micro-aggression. Active ‘manifestations of marginality and/or a reflection of a worldview of
inclusion/exclusion, superiority/inferiority, normality/abnormality, and desirability/undesirability’ (Sue, 2010a, 14). It sends messages to oppressed groups that they do not belong to a
particular environment, e.g. schools, neighbourhoods or the society in general, and that the
people belonging to the group are undesirable. Also, that the group is abnormal ‘defined from
a White Western-European male perspective’ and inferior, e.g. intellectually, and that people
in a particular oppressed group are ‘all the same’ (Sue, 2010b, 78). Micro-aggressions are
defined in three ways; micro-assaults, micro-insults and micro-invalidations.
Micro-assaults are conscious biased beliefs of individuals and are expressed or acted
out intentionally toward a marginalized person or a group. Micro-insults are usually
unconscious and appear in interpersonal interactions, are either verbal and nonverbal, or
cues from the environment that are rude, insulting, insensitive and belittling a person’s
identity on the grounds of gender, ability, race, etc. Often these interactions seem to be
positive or nice but underlying is stigma and prejudice. Embla Guðrúnar Ágústsdóttir, a
feminist queer disability activist and scholar in Iceland presented a slam poem at a disability
studies conference Theorising Normalcy And The Mundane in Manchester Metropolitan
University in 26th of July in 2016 where she unfolds this unkind kindness that is symbolic for
micro-aggressions.
As I walk down the hallway and pass the operator one nurse notice me and
starts shouting “Oh you look so pretty today, you are wearing high heals
and everything!!!” Oh shit, what should I do now? I am so tired - I don’t have
time for this. But I can’t let her do this to me. What can I do? Finally I say
thank you and smile. ‘Oh god I can’t believe I’m that oppressed’ I think as I
look for the room number (Ágústsdóttir, 2016b).

Finally, micro-invalidations are also often outside consciousness and are a form of attack or
denial of oppressed person’s experience and reality (Sue, 2010a). It seems to be one of the
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most troubling micro-aggressions because it takes away the power of an oppressed person
to define her own experience, feelings and emotions, and leaves it to the oppressor who can
benefit from it. As Sue (2010a) suggests; ‘The denial of differences is really a denial of power
and privilege. The denial of power and privilege is really a denial of personal benefits that
accrue to certain privileged groups by virtue of inequities’ (Sue, 2010a, 11) Micro-aggression
therefore places socially devalued groups in a hopeless position trying to analyse the
motivation behind the actions of perpetrators and deciding how to respond, or if to respond
(Sue, 2010a).
Most research on micro-aggression has been done on the experience of women and
various racial groups. Theoretical literature shows that subtle sexism is widespread which
downgrades women's contributions and accomplishments. That leads to double standards
for women in social and professional settings because they feel that they constantly have to
prove themselves and work harder than men. Gender micro-aggressions can present itself
e.g. in everyday sexism, sexual harassment, hostility, objectification and slut shaming. Microassaults can include a man catcalling a woman on the street, micro-insults are often
unintentional and can involve stating generalised facts about women being unfit for particular
jobs or making a rape joke. Micro-invalidations are usually unintentional verbal or physical
messages that belittle women's thought, opinions or feelings or dismissing a woman when
she tries to speak at a meeting. Various researchers have defined classifications of microaggressions and the original one was put forward by Sue and Capodilupo (2008) for different
marginalized groups. Six themes were specifically gender based and included sexual
objectification (e.g. when we as women are treated as sexual objects), second class citizens
(e.g. when men are treated as more important or fit for some particular space than women),
assumptions of inferiority (e.g. when we are assumed to be less competent than men), denial
of the reality of sexism (e.g. when we are assumed to be dramatizing our experience of
sexism), assumptions of traditional gender roles (e.g. when we are judged for not having
children) and use of sexist language (e.g. when language is used to dehumanise and
humiliate us) (Sue and Capodilupo, 2008). Nadal (2010) added; denial of individual sexism
(e.g. when a man doesn't recognise his privileges or says that gender is a non issue) and
environmental micro-aggressions (e.g. the gender gap in pay) (Nadal, 2010).
Not much research has been done on micro-aggression towards disabled people but
a small-scale research done by Sue (2010a) shows evidence of the effects. Since
oppression in the form of ableism and disablism often represents itself in a very subtle way
one can assume that those oppressive behaviours can be called ableist micro-aggressions
(Sue, 2010a). The categories found in that research showed denial of personal identity,
denial of disability experience, denial of privacy, helplessness, secondary gain, spread effect,
infantilisation, patronisation, second-class citizen and desexualisation (Sue, 2010a).
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When personal identity is denied any aspect of a person's identity other than disability
is ignored and sends the message that there is no part of our lives ordinary or like
nondisabled peoples by them saying e.g.; 'I cant believe you have kids'. When denied
disability experience it is basically the opposite of the former and our disability related
experience is minimised or ignored by nondisabled people who by implying that our feelings
and thoughts do not matter, are not valid or real. They might say; 'Well, don't we all have
some sort of disability?' When privacy is denied, e.g. when nondisabled people on the street
ask us 'what happened' to us or how we 'have sex', they are requiring personal information
that they would not require from other nondisabled people. That sends us the message that
our privacy is not important and, that everyone has the right to demand personal information
from us and we are obligated to give it. Feelings of helplessness can occur when no-disabled
people offer or force unwanted or unneeded help to disabled people, e.g. getting on a bus or
pouring coffee in to a cup, and therefore sending the message that we are not capable of
doing anything on our own or are able to ask for needed help (Sue, 2010a). Rán Birgisdóttir
explains this in a Tabú interview; ‘It’s fine to offer disabled people assistance but it matters a
great deal to then trust us to know what we are able to do and not able to do. Don’t force
your assistance on someone because you think he needs assistance. Let’s trust each other’
(Ágústsdóttir, 2016a).
Secondary gain is when nondisabled people expect to feel good or be praised when
they do something for disabled people leading us to feeling like a charity case or a burden.
Spread effect is when nondisabled people expect that due to certain impairment you have
other kinds of impairments, e.g. assuming blind people hear poorly so they speak very
loudly. Infantilisation is when we, disabled people, are treated like internal children, e.g. when
nondisabled people don't believe that we live on our own or are shocked that we are drinking
red wine, leaving us feeling that we will never be treated like adults. Patronisation is when we
as disabled people are praised for almost everything or that we are inspiring by simply
remembering our own name. As for gender micro-aggressions disabled people are treated
like second-class citizens but it presents itself more as we are social and economic burdens
who should not take up nondisabled peoples space, time, resources, effort and money. It
leads to lack of access, assistance and other opportunities and sends us messages that we
are demanding, hard to handle, disgusting and not deserving of human rights. Finally,
according to the study, disabled people are desexualised by ableist micro-aggressions. It
presents itself through messages that we are not attractive or interesting and not worthy of
being a partner/spouse. Nondisabled people say things like 'I could never date a disabled
person' or simply dismiss us in spaces where people’s sexualities are recognised. Two other
themes were recognised in the study but not by the majority of the participants so it is
underdeveloped; exoticisation, where disabled people are hyper-sexualised and fetishized
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and spiritual intervention where disabled people are stopped and prayed for, even by laying
hands on the disabled persons body (Sue, 2010a).

Intersectionality: acknowledging and embracing difference
Intersectionality is a definition used to describe the experiences of people who face
oppression on the grounds of multiple factors. It acknowledges that systems of gender,
ability, race, age and social class are mutually constructed features of organization (Collins,
2002). Intersectionality rejects categorizations of identities and challenges ‘the essential
views of groups, single-axis analyses and additive models of identity’ (Artiles, 2013, 336).
Intersectionality is also about understanding that within marginalised groups there are
people with different identities. Not only because they may belong to other marginalised
groups, but also that they can have different experience and backgrounds. When denied it
can contribute to tension within groups and marginalise members even further (Crenshaw,
1994). Crenshaw (1994) defines intersectionality as structural and political. Concerning the
structural she looked at women in Los Angeles who had experienced domestic violence and
were seeking shelter. She saw that many of them were in poorly paid jobs and the majority
were living in poverty. On top of getting out of abusive relationships she also saw that when
women of colour sought help in the shelters, due to their lack of opportunities of education
and well paid jobs, they were at an even greater risk of living in poverty and had fewer
opportunities to get help. If the shelters did not approach these multi-layered issues it was
much more unlikely they could help the women. In this sense it is safe to say that the
structure of economic situation, housing and the labour market can increase and decrease
the power women have over their lives based on social locations. This requires strategies in
intervention to be responsive to these intersections (Crenshaw, 1994). When it comes to
political intersectionality Crenshaw (1994) points out that for women who are located in two
or more marginalized spaces their political energy is split between those groups which
sometimes have different agendas. When this fact is not acknowledged by more privileged
people in these groups it can be disempowering for multiple marginalised women. They may
feel that they have to deny apart of themselves or refuse to acknowledge their whole identity
(Crenshaw, 1994). As Audre Lorde (2007, kindle location 1884) stated; ‘I find I am constantly
being encouraged to pluck out some one aspect of myself and present this as the meaningful
whole, eclipsing or denying the other parts of self.’ In an article written by Ágústsdóttir (2015)
she points out a similar viewpoint as a disabled lesbian woman; ‘In my case, and probably
most, it is impossible to break to pieces the discrimination I encounter. I can’t be disabled on
Mondays, a woman on Tuesdays and a lesbian on Wednesdays to fit better into social
movements’ agenda’s each time’ (Ágústsdóttir, 2015, 69).
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Further in this chapter I will explore why intersectional approaches are essential in
black feminist thought and feminist disability studies. The reason for picking those
perspectives are conscious; disabled women's situation is up for discussion and I believe that
we have a lot to learn in disability studies and feminist studies from black women's lives. That
is not to say that other groups of marginalised women don't have enough to offer, they most
certainly do, but in my studies and activism I have come across very important and useful
insights and knowledge from black feminist thought. That is why, for the time being, it will be
my focus.

Black feminist thought
Feminist thought has through the years been dominated by white women's voices and black
women and women of colour have criticised this exclusion and worked hard on the margins
shaping black feminist thought (Collins, 2002). One of the pioneers in the United States was
Maria W. Stewart, an African-American woman who worked most of her lifetime as a
'domestic servant' but used every opportunity she could to read and educate herself. She
developed into an important black feminist thinker who fiercely wanted to reject the negative
image of black womanhood, emphasising that the intersections of racism, sexism and
classism were the main causes of Black women's poverty. She explained powerfully how
white patriarchy, men in particular, had held black women down; 'We have pursued the
shadow, they have obtained the substance; we have performed the labour, they have
received the profits; we have planted the vines, they have eaten the fruits of them' (Collins,
2002, 1). She also demonstrated that self-definition was essential to ending sexist racism.
Maria W. Stewart was one of the many black feminist thinkers from the 19th century
whom only had bits and pieces of their work collected and archived; 'Many Maria Stewarts
exist, African-American women whose minds and talents have been suppressed by the pots
and kettles symbolic of Black women’s subordination (Collins, 2002, 2; Guy-Sheftall, 1986).
One of them was Sojourner Truth who was a black woman born into slavery and became a
anti-slavery speaker. In Akron, Ohio, the year 1851 she did a famous speech where she
asked; ‘Ain’t I a woman?’ She is one of the women who demanded that her voice, as a
former slave and a black woman, was included in the women’s rights movement and the antiracist and anti-slavery movement (Gilbert, 2011). In this speech she said; ‘That man over
there says that women need to be helped into carriages and lifted over ditches, and to have
the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mud-puddles, or
gives me any best place! And ain't I a woman?’ (Sojourner Truth Memorial, 2015, 13). All
those African-American women, despite slavery, being banned from education, target to
different manifestations of violence, and lacking health care, laid the ground for analysing the
self, community and society and built up black feminist thought. Their work has still not
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reached far into U.S. and European gender studies, which have focused mostly on
challenging oppression based solely on gender, but not on class and race and other factors
that shape women's lives. Collins (2002) states that even though black feminism is now
mentioned and reflected on in gender studies academic settings around the globe, the
hesitation of actually changing practices has not come a reality. For example she points out
that white women have researched topics on race and gender to a greater degree, but
haven’t included women of colour in the research process. Others say that since they are not
black they lack experience to mention black feminist thinkers, let alone to reflect on black
feminism deeply in teaching. In addition, some white feminist thinkers discuss a few hand
picked black feminists to reflect on but mostly to avoid criticism and tick the 'race' box
(Collins, 2002).
The same goes for anti-racist studies or organisations that are male dominant and
often reflect mostly on the experience of black men. The issue of gender is almost absent, at
least not a priority. In the book The Rebellious life of Mrs. Rosa Parks the male dominance in
the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People, which is the oldest and
largest Civil Rights organization in the United States, is asserted. Parks was one of the main
strategists behind the Montgomery bus boycott as well as being one of the women who was
sent to assist black women who had been raped by white men and decided to take them to
court. She was of support in the legal proceedings as well as offering emotional help and
often physical help since some of the women were injured or had become disabled after the
attacks. Still, Parks was not trusted to be a leader in the organisation because according to a
male leader she was 'too kind' and it would be more successful to have a 'man secretary to
handle things with a firm hand' (Theoharis, 2014, 26). As Theoharis (2014) stated in the book
mentioned above; 'She would be held up as a simple heroine, not as a thoughtful and
seasoned political strategist in her own right, in part because she lacked the social status,
education, and gender that some people believed necessary to be a strategist' (Theoharis,
2014, 26). Audre Lorde has written about the sexism in black people's activism and
academia and the racism in feminist spaces; 'Black feminism is not white feminism in
blackface' she states (Lorde, 2009c, 44). She demonstrates that black feminists speak as
women who don't need anyone to speak for them. With that in mind she wrote that black men
needed to speak up themselves about 'how their manhood is so threatened that Black
women should be the prime targets of their justifiable rage' (Lorde, 2009c, 45). She explains
that black men have every right to talk about their experience of racism and other oppressive
factors but it can not silence black women in discussing the sexism they encounter from
black men.
In this country, Black women traditionally have had compassion for everybody
else except ourselves. We have cared for whites because we had to for pay or
survival; we have cared for our children and our fathers and our brothers and our
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lovers. History and popular culture, as well as our personal lives, are full of tales
of Black women who had “compassion for misguided black men.” Our scarred,
broken, battered, and dead daughters and sisters are a mute testament to that
reality. We need to learn to have care and compassion for ourselves, also. (Lorde,
2009c, 45)

In a way this discussion can lead us to reflect on how black feminist thinkers have built up
knowledge around self care, resistance and the right to feel, that has been of great
importance to marginalised women in different countries. bell hooks (2003) has written
various books and articles and done research on the self-esteem of black people, in
particular women. She realised when she started to teach in university that black people
were often living in misery, self-loathing and were full of shame. Some had depression and
anxiety and were taking drugs that only made things worse. Suicide attempts 'were more
than anyone cared to talk about' bell hooks (2003, Kindle location 107). All this was despite
the fact that black people had greater access to society and more opportunities then before.
She has emphasised that this is in a way internalised racism that has not been very visible in
the anti-racist discussion because the focus has been on political rights to freedom. She
stresses the importance of speaking up.
Although we may have had a long period of silence, maybe even denial, when we
have been unable to speak openly and honestly about the crisis in how we see
ourselves and others and how we are seen, we black folks know that our
collective wounded self-esteem has not been healed. We know that we are in
pain. And it is only through facing the pain that we will be able to make it go away.
(hooks, 2003, Kindle location 107).

Audre Lorde (2009d) emphasises that speaking up is mandatory for marginalised women,
both to heal but also so they can connect and influence social change. She explains that
speaking up is painful and terrifying at times but points out that we are often, either way,
afraid and in pain; 'And I began to recognize a source of power within myself that comes from
the knowledge that while it is most desirable not to be afraid, learning to put fear into
perspective gave me great strength' (Lorde, 2009d, 40). She explained that when she
stopped being silent she had met other women, 'Black and white, old and young, lesbian,
bisexual, and heterosexual', that helped her examine 'the words to fit a world in which we all
believed, bridging our differences. And it was the concern and caring of all those women
which gave me strength and enabled me to scrutinize the essentials of my living (Lorde,
2009d, 41). Finally, I believe that her words about the contradictory status of black women
summarises well the great importance of including and intersecting black feminist thought as
a natural and essential part of feminist theories as well as shading an interesting light on how
the social location of black women and disabled women, though diverse and different, is
similar and can be of great importance to each other.
Black women have on one hand always been highly visible, and so, on the
other hand, have been rendered invisible through the depersonalization of
racism. Even within the women’s movement, we have had to fight, and still
do, for that very visibility which also renders us most vulnerable, our
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Blackness. [...] And that visibility which makes us most vulnerable is that
which also is the source of our greatest strength. (Lorde, 2009d, 41).

As a lesbian Audre Lorde also encountered homophobia in the groups of black straight
women. She emphasises that even though we can feel worlds apart we need to recognise
each other and work together, celebrating our differences with respect without thinking it will
always be easy. It does not have to be; 'Well, I do not want to be tolerated, nor misnamed. I
want to be recognized. I am a Black Lesbian, and I am your sister' (Lorde, 2009a, 63).

Feminist disability studies
Disabled women have experienced being marginalised inside disability justice spaces and
feminist spaces, both where activism takes place and in the academia. We have felt that as
women our voice is not heard where disability is up for discussion and as disabled we are not
heard where gender issues are in the forefront. Disabled women have pointed out in various
literature that they neither feel belonging entirely to women’s organizations nor disability
organizations. As discussed by Blackwell-Stratton and co. (1988) disabled women face
somewhat different issues then nondisabled women. While nondisabled women have fought
for the right to abortions, disabled women have fought against forced sterilization and
abortions. Furthermore, disabled women are often perceived as unfit partners or mothers
while nondisabled women have a great obligation to become partners and mothers and if
they don’t they are often judged. Even though the representation of oppression in disabled
and nondisabled women’s lives can be different the core of the problem is similar; a lack of
agency over their own body and their right to make life choices that don’t have to fit into a
gender or ability box.
In relation to violence, which I would assume is a top priority for women across the
margins to influence structural and cultural changes, Nixon (2009) points out that feminist
nondisabled women have often been hesitant to change definitions of violence and
broadening the gender-based approach because of fear that it will affect the safeguarding of
women. Furthermore, disabled people organizations have been hesitant to realize that
gender is a factor for the fear of loosing a holistic approach in disabled people’s rights
activism (Nixon, 2009). Sometimes intersections of other identities, e.g. race or sexual
orientation, also becomes 'in the way' of the agenda of different organisations or developing
theories. There is a tendency to believe that ‘each group’ should take care of itself in all
aspects. This can lead to ignorance and even competition between groups. Evidence clearly
shows that both collaboration and solidarity is important (Nixon, 2009).
Similar to the way in which disability activism can trace its ideological
foundations to the rejection of institutionalisation and the development of the
social model of disability, much domestic violence activism, service provision
and research is broadly feminist in nature with roots in the women’s liberation
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movement and the recognition of gender as a defining social structure.
(Nixon, 2009, 477)

Furthermore as Hague, Mullender and Thaira argue, ‘material feminist interpretations and
disability theory, if used together, provide an effective analytical tool for exploring the nature
and consequences of violence against disabled women’ (Hague, Mullender and Thaira,
2011, 759).
Disabled women themselves have resisted this situation through activism but both
Sisters of Frida in the UK (Sisters of Frida, 2012) and Tabú are among feminist disability
platforms run by and for disabled women (and in Tabú's case also disabled trans people)
(Tabú, 2014) with the aim of practicing intersectional feminist disability activism. Additionally
we have provoked disability critique and feminist thought by acknowledging the intersection
of gender studies and disability studies, sometimes referred to as feminist disability studies.
Inga Björk Bjarnadóttir, a feminist disability activist, a politician and a university student,
states in a newspaper article she wrote about intersectional feminism and disabled women;
'It is impossible to explain the extreme powerlessness that comes with being perceived, at
the same time, as a hopeless sexual being and a sexual object' (Bjarnadóttir, 2015, para. 4).
In another article she writes; 'The message is that nobody could ever love a person like me
except a knight shining armour - but I don't want to be saved' (Bjarnadóttir, 2016, para. 2).
Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (2001) says feminist disability studies brings together
disability and gender studies; 'to argue that cultural expectations, received attitudes, social
institutions, and their attendant material conditions create a situation in which bodies that are
categorized as both female and disabled are disadvantaged doubly and in parallel ways.'
(Garland-Thomson, 2001, 4-5). She further explains that feminist disability studies are an
important lens to make sense of the paradoxical messages that disabled women face on the
grounds of gender and disability. Intersectional locations do make the experience of groups
qualitatively different. When theorising critically feminism and disability the fundamental
aspects are that disabled women's reality is structured by representation, the centre is
defined by the margins, disability and gender 'are ways of signifying relationships of power’
(Garland-Thomson, 2001, 6) and that human identity is and will always be multiple and
flickering. Also that all evaluation and analysing is political (Garland-Thomson, 2001).
Jenny Morris (1993) emphasises that at the same time as feminism is poorer without
addressing disability, disability studies can gain important aspects from feminist theories.
She points out that even though feminist thought has developed in direction to intersectional
approaches and the importance of acknowledging different and overlapping power structures
it has failed in trying to 'add on' disabled women perspectives in research and theorising. By
doing so, disabled women are viewed as 'different' sending us messages that we belong
'elsewhere'. Also, while feminist thought has become more inclusive of race and sexuality,
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disability is still largely ignored. She points out that this has been argued by saying that
disabled women's experience is so different and does not sit well with nondisabled women's
fight for equality and social change. This she disagrees with and says; 'These are really
flimsy arguments. Racism also takes different forms in different cultures yet recent feminist
analysis has, quite rightly, argued that Black women’s experiences and interests must be
placed at the heart of feminist research and theory,' (Morris, 1993, 55).
Integrating these two aspects of identity into feminist thought will be just as
revolutionary as feminism’s political and theoretical challenge to the way that
the experience of the white male was taken as representative of general
human experience. Indeed feminism’s challenge must remain incomplete
while it excludes two such important aspects of human experience and
modes of social and economic oppression (Morris, 1993, 57).

The same goes for disability studies and disability movements. Morris reflects on the
tendency of disability studies scholar (often disabled men), in the strive to resist victimisation,
to ignore the personal of the political and vice versa. 'To experience disability is to
experience the frailty of the human body,' (Morris, 1993, 65) she says and adds that by
ignoring that we will isolate the experience of the personal and possibly blame ourselves for
difficult emotions and feelings (Morris, 1993). Disabled women have raised questions about
whether disability politics have taken the psychological nature of oppression enough into
account, that is; internalized oppression (Watermayor and Görgans, 2014). Since the impact
of the oppression is not always very visible or apparent, few notice it happening, often not
even the oppressed person, so the effects are often minimized or ignored. Psychological
effects in the process of internalizing oppression, maybe because of that, are largely
unknown and under-researched.

Psycho-emotional effects: internalized oppression
In this subchapter I will explore theoretical work on psycho-emotional affects of oppression
and other forms of violence. First I will reflect on the affects of direct violence on the psych
and then turn to the affects of more subtle forms of the oppression and indirect violence, e.g.
micro-aggressions, with a particular interest on internalised oppression, in particular
internalised sexism and ableism.

Psycho-emotional effects of direct violence
In the World Report on Violence and Health (2002) it is stated that in 2000 an estimated 1.6
million people lost their lives to violence worldwide. Adding to death and severe physical
harm, e.g. long-term illness, disability and reproductive health problems, many victims suffer
from psychological problems, including depression, addiction and anxiety (WHO, 2002).
Hence, domestic violence has long-term negative consequences for women who are
subjected to violence, physically, psychologically and socially. As Campbell (2002) points out
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intimate partner violence is one of the most common causes of injury in women and various
studies in the United States show that 40-60% of murders of women in North America are
done by intimate partners. Also, the women who survive domestic violence have the most
likelihood of developing depression and traumatic stress disorder. Women with posttraumatic stress disorder used drugs or alcohol to numb the symptoms of the ‘disorder’ and
in difficult situations, such as during sex after experiencing violence and to calm themselves
down in various situations (Campbell, 2002).
There seems to be a lack of research concerning the effects of violence on disabled
women. One can assume that the consequences are similar those of nondisabled women
but at the same time it would be oversimplifying not to look at their situation from the
perspective of intersectional systems of oppression. According to several US studies
disabled women who have experienced violence, have greater health difficulties and depend
more on health services than disabled women who have not been subjected to violence and
the nondisabled women who have experienced violence. The health problems that the
disabled women mentioned were headaches, back pains, vaginal infections and sexually
transmitted diseases, abdominal pain, as well as having twice the amount of unmet needs for
mental health care. Canadian research showed that women with physical impairments had
suffered more injuries, needed more medication and experienced more negative feelings
than nondisabled women in similar situations as well as disabled women not experiencing
domestic violence (Barrett and co., 2009).
Disabled women are often dependent upon the people who are violent for assistance
with daily living and professional support. They have a history of being disbelieved by the
people around them when they share with them incidents of violence. Also traditional
definitions of violence do not in all aspects capture the abusive situations disabled women
experience, so it is very difficult for them to leave situations of violence without jeopardizing
their lives (Hague, Mullender and Thiara, 2011). For this reason a disabled woman subjected
to intimate partner violence may experience a stronger sense of powerlessness. Disabled
people, as well as nondisabled people, have a tendency to dissociate their mind from their
bodies when they have experienced physical and sexual abuse to minimize pain, as well is
feeling disgust towards their bodies that they perceive themselves as Lurie and Monahan
phrase ´just an object’ that people ‘do things to’ (Lurie and Monahan, 2003, 6).

Internalised oppression and micro-aggression
Experiencing oppression over lifetime can lead to internalised oppression where people start
to take in the messages of being inferior and abnormal or belonging to a group that is
stigmatised similarly. Internalised oppression can operate on group and individual level with
the aim of keeping people oppressed and the power and privileges by the people who are
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oppressing. This often takes place, on an individual level, through self-loathing or self-hatred
and can lead to addiction, anger and sometimes violence. Research suggests that the more
a person has internalised oppression, the more denial she can be in about her oppression.
Internalised oppression can also lead to distress in marginalised groups where members find
it difficult to connect with each other, may discriminate against each other and choose to
identify with the oppressors. The consequence is often group conflicts and mistrust towards
group leaders, where group members have high expectation for people who are possibly in a
leading role. This can then cause burnout for the leaders. What is probably one of the most
dangerous aspects of internalised oppression is when it becomes a cultural norm and is
transmitted across generations (David and Derthick, 2014). There is evidence that
internalized oppression influences mental health and psychological wellbeing (David and
Derthick, 2014). It can be difficult for a person to develop strong self-esteem when subjected
to oppression since one can feel uncomfortable in their group, ashamed and not willing to
identify with the people in it. Also, research suggests internalized oppression may be related
to depression since the emotional state of the oppressed person can be similar, e.g. feeling
powerless, helpless, humiliated and inferior (David and Derthick, 2014). Furthermore, it has
been linked to isolation and the need to detach from the minority group the person belongs
to, her school or work environment, friends and family (David and Derthick, 2014). Scholars
who have been looking at internalized colonialism argue that internalized oppression is the
major psychological effect of colonialism and that it often leads to self-doubt, identity
confusion and feelings of inferiority among other colonized people (David and Derthick,
2014).
Research suggests that even though micro-aggression seems harmless and innocent
it can be more harmful than hate crimes. Oppressed groups often find it easier to deal with
straight-forward attacks because ‘no guesswork is involved in discerning the motives of the
perpetrators’ (Sue, 2010a, 23). Micro-aggressions seem to have major effects for
marginalized groups, e.g. devalued identities, lower work and learning productivity and
trigger both physical and mental illness. In relation to the latter, mental health is decreased
by low self-esteem, emotional turmoil and psychological energy deletion (Sue, 2010a).
Research shows that people experiencing micro-aggressions on a daily basis feel powerless
not being able to control the definition of their reality and sometimes end up not seeing any
point in resisting the attacks. The feeling of invisibility is also mentioned where a person who
is subjected to micro-aggression feels she is not seen or that she has to impress the
oppressive groups to be noticed. In addition, oppressed persons feel that they need to
navigate two different worlds and to keep things calm or they simply can’t be true towards
themselves. Finally, people subjected to micro-aggression, feel pressured to represent their
minority group perfectly. If they don’t the failing is seen as a failure to the whole minority
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group. In addition some people mentioned the importance of not confirming stereotypes
about their groups (Sue, 2010b).
It is important to look specifically at micro-invalidation since it is thought to be 'the
most insidious, damaging, and harmful form, because micro-invalidations directly attack or
deny the experiential realities of socially devalued groups' (Sue, 2010b, 10). One form of
micro-invalidations is when people say that gender, race or disability does not matter as by
saying that people are denying marginalized people's orientation, history and identity and
thereby their reality and experience. Also, oppressors are denying their responsibility,
privilege and power (Sue, 2010b). Another form of micro-invalidation is making people think
they are not welcomed or needed, e.g. if a disabled person enters an inaccessible
restaurant, complains about it and is told to 'just go somewhere else'. By doing so we are
made to feel responsible for the access issues and our complaint is nullified by pointing out
that we actually do not need to be there. A third form is when individual ableism or sexism is
denied by saying 'I'm not ableist, I have a disabled son' or 'I have nothing against disabled
people having sex, I'm just worried they will make disabled babies.' Again the reality of our
oppression is wiped out. A fourth form is the myth of an equal society where everyone can
achieve anything if they try hard enough. The power dynamics, social barriers and cultural
and structural factors are taken out of the picture and we, disabled people, are sent the
message that we are simple failures if we cannot get an education or a good job. If we
succeed it is because of individual superiority and no attention is paid to privileged positioned
or the resources we have access to that leads to better opportunities (Sue, 2010a).
In addition to this, it is also the implication that when we are hurt from microaggression or other forms of oppression we are overreacting, being too sensitive or making a
scene. Also, that our said hyper-sensitivity is embarrassing or making other people feel
uncomfortable or sad for no good reason. This relates to the theorizations of Sara Ahmed
(2010) on feminist killjoys in her book The Promise of Happiness. There she explores how
societies demand happiness and react intensely if oppressed groups, in her case women,
show frustration, sadness or anger. Ahmed makes an example of the 'happy housewives'
who are deemed to play along the 'happiness script' because that is 'natural and good'. Also,
which is interesting in light of dependency of particular groups on others, e.g. disabled
people, she makes a point of how we demand that children are happy to please their parents
who are making sacrifices to take care of them. If we are not happy we become
troublemakers that is presumed bad by dominant groups (Ahmed, 2010). Judith Butler in the
preface to Gender Trouble states;
To make trouble was, within the reigning discourse of my childhood,
something one should never do precisely because that would get one in
trouble. The rebellion and its reprimand seemed to be caught up in the
same terms, a phenomenon that gave rise to my first critical insight into the
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subtle ruse of power: The prevailing law threatened one with trouble, even
put one in trouble, all to keep one out of trouble” (Butler, 1990, vii).

As Ahmed (2010, kindle location 1134) points out; 'The figure of the female troublemaker
thus shares the same horizon with the figure of the feminist killjoy’. She demonstrates that
particular groups, e.g. black women, are quicker to be stigmatized as killjoys.
Reasonable thoughtful arguments are dismissed as anger (which of course
empties anger of its own reason), which makes you angry, such that your
response becomes read as the confirmation of evidence that you are not only
angry but also unreasonable! To make this point in another way, the anger of
feminists of color is attributed. [...] You become angry at the injustice of being
heard as motivated by anger, which makes it harder to separate yourself from
the object of your anger. You become entangled with what you are angry about
because you are angry about how they have entangled you in your anger. In
becoming angry about that entanglement, you confirm their commitment to
your anger as the truth “behind” your speech, which is what blocks your anger,
stops it from getting through. You are blocked by not getting through. (Ahmed,
2010, kindle location 1134)

I would argue, that micro-invalidation is in many aspects a way to keep us away from making
trouble and kill joy (for others) by silencing and denying us the freedom to feel and express
ourselves with troubling psychological consequences. Micro-invalidation can lead to what
Sue (2010b) calls micro-aggressive stress. Firstly, it can be associated with increased
likelihood of illness, 'equal to the effect of major catastrophic trauma'. Secondly, it leads to
emotional effects in the form of anxiety, exhaustion, feelings of alienation and depression.
Thirdly, research suggests that micro-aggressive stress can influence cognitive effects
because the person who experiences it puts so much energy into analysing the incidences,
processing it and/or thinking about how to react that she has less energy to put effort into her
work or studying. Fourthly, the stress can signal hostile atmosphere and effect behaviour,
e.g. the oppressed person can be very sceptical of the majority groups or people in power,
feel forced to 'play along' with the oppressors and possibly harm other oppressed people,
experience rage and anger, fatigue, loss of hope and start to adjust to micro-aggression in
ways that can be harmful (Sue, 2010b).

Internalized ableism
Campbell (2008) suggests that it can be helpful to look at the convergences in social
constructionist approaches to race and disability. Many similarities can be seen in the ways
those groups are ‘named, enumerated, disenumerated, partitioned, stigmatized and denied
attributes valued in the culture’ (Campbell, 2008, 15). Disabled people constantly feel
unwelcome through structure that is usually, often in traumatic ways, beneficial to
nondisabled people. From the moment we are born we are positioned subtly but firmly on the
margins where we experience different negative social responses at every level; in our
families, at school, on the street and in political spaces (Campbell, 2008).
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This can easily lead us to loathing our impairment, which though is a part of
ourselves. It comes, for example in the form of 'passing', e.g. if we have an invisible
impairment, where we do not mention or expose our impairment to avoid other people's
'distancing, demeaning, or otherwise judgmental response' (David and Derthick, 2014, 267).
Sigríður Hlín Jónsdóttir, a university student from Iceland with visual impairment, explains in
an interview on Tabú that sometimes she hides her impairment; ‘I met my boyfriend on
Tinder and I didn’t tell him that I had a visual impairment until after we met for the first time. I
found it important that I came before my impairment and decided not to reveal it so it
wouldn’t shadow who I am’ (Adrichem and Guðnýjardóttir, 2016). However while we believe
we are protecting ourselves 'passing' comes with a cost as Leary describes, 'passing occurs
when there is perceived danger in disclosure [...]. It represents a form of self-protection that
nevertheless usually disables and sometimes destroys, the self it means to safeguard'
(Campbell, 2009, 25). As with many other things, this is not a one sided topic, because
'passing' can also be out of disabled people's hands, since society fails to ask or expect
impairments that are not visible (Campbell, 2009). To elaborate on this and complicate this
further, one can say that assuming we are not disabled because the impairment is hidden,
e.g., when someone who parks in an accessible parking space, can lead to nondisabled
people confronting us about why we are 'stealing' the accessible parking space for no
reason. That leads to forced exposure or invasion of privacy where we are almost deemed to
explain our needs to strangers or give information on our embodiment when we do not want
to. In my work with Tabú, many women with invisible impairments, e.g. mental health
difficulties, autism and chronic pain, have encountered how this stresses them out,
embarrasses them in front of their children or isolate them because they fear going out and
ending up in this situation. One disabled woman I have worked with was forced to ‘pass’ by
the Directorate of Labour because her counsellor, who was supporting her in finding a job,
said that by hiding that she was missing one hand would make it easier for her to get a job.
In relation to this, because our disabled bodies are constant objects of the stare and
fixing or erasure by professionals and others we learn that they are abnormal, deviant,
monstrous, imperfect and not good enough. Therefore we are 'required to embrace, indeed
to assume, an identity' that's not our own (Campbell, 2009). Ágústsdóttir points this out in a
speech she delivered at a Slut walk event in 2014; ‘People point at me, touch me, stare at
me and asks me questions about my body, like it is some kind of property of the public and
I’m always supposed to be polite!’ (Ágústsdóttir, 2014, para. 5). We may feel that we need to
move, act or look in a particular way even when it is impossible for us or we simply do not
want to, so we will be tolerated, accepted or taken seriously. And maybe we try, even by
distancing ourselves from our own body, but usually it is never enough or it doesn’t even
matter (Campbell, 2009). In addition, since disabled people are stigmatized as incapable to
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work, study, have children or live independently, we can experience self-doubt and low
expectations on our own behalf, which may indeed lessen our ability to do those things. We
do not see the point of trying because we feel that nobody believes in us anyway. On the
other hand this can encourage perfectionism or immense energy devoting to bust the
stereotypes. Sigríður Hlín Jónsdóttir explains this well in the same interview as mentioned
above.
I was terribly ashamed of my visual impairment, saw it as a flaw and it was
permanent, I couldn’t wipe it away. […] At this time I did everything perfectly.
Everything I did had to be the best, nothing but the very best was the option.
This crazy perfectionism affected my mental health harshly. I became
anxious and the depression increased. (Adrichem and Guðnýjardóttir, 2016).

Sometimes the threat of stereotypes and stigma pushes us to do things we do not want to, or
even harm ourselves to show people they are wrong (David and Derthick, 2014).

Internalized sexism
Internalised sexism is a subtle but almost inevitable part of girls' and women's lives, and it
can intersect with other forms of internalised oppression, e.g. racial, ableist and ageist
oppression. It is when women believe they are inferior and do not deserve equal treatment to
men and it can even occur when no men are present as well as within and between women.
Just like intimate partner violence, rape and other forms of direct violence can be harmful
and traumatising for women differently manifested discrimination, like not getting equal pay
or being devalued in educational settings, can also be harmful, cause pain and add to daily
stress factors for us. As Judith Butler (1990) points out we are not born with our gender even
though we are born with presumed sex based on biological indicators. Through our lives we
learn what society determines to be female or male and we also learn what does not fit into
these dualistic labels. It can be said that gender roles are sustainable because one
generation of another passes on the written and unwritten gender role rules. In that process
internalised sexism often takes place (Butler, 1990). Amrhein and Bearman (2014) have
reflected on the different manifestations of internalised sexism. As the authors of this theory
point out, it is important to stress that even though these factors seem to be similiar for
women globally, different cultures, embodiement and social location will shape the practice of
internalised sexism differently.
First of all, there is the feeling of powerlessness where women believe they are not
capable enough and limited in many ways compared to men. We may feel disempowered
because the oppression robs us of control over our bodies and lives. This can become a
vicious circle because while women believe they are not entitled to power men will benefit by
holding on to it (Amrhein and Bearman, 2014). As Audre Lorde encounters in her speech
1990; 'Power not used is dangerous, because power is never quiet and it is never neutral. If I
do not use my power, however relative it is, if I don't find out what it is and how I use it,
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someone else is using it. The power you do not use is used against us' (Lorde, 2015, min.
12:58). So internalised sexism is a tool to keep power imbalance in place and therefor
reinforce more sexism. When powerlessness is internalised, women can become passive,
helpless and submissive. More or less so because by taking action or resisting oppression
we know that we are risking ourselves and can become more hurt or powerless. Second it is
the feeling of objectification where women start to see themselves as objects that belong to
others, mostly men, or bodies that we view from the standpoint of the public. While trying to
understand and evaluate our own bodies we observe from outside instead of from the inside
- from our own standpoint. Research shows that even though self-objectification does not
have to influence self-esteem in all aspects or spaces it reduces women's wellbeing and can
trigger eating disorders, depression and the need to have cosmetic surgery (Amrhein and
Bearman, 2014). When intersected with disability the objectification of the body can be
unbearable like the disability activist and scholar Karin Hitzelberger reflects on in her blog.
Blatant awkward questions from strangers are one thing, but the attacks on my right
to my own body are often more a bit subtler, and way more insidious. The real
danger comes from the people who help me, and from doctors and therapists who
put the comfort and ease of others in front of my health and safety. There is a
prevailing attitude that because I need help, people who are helping me should
have a say in what I do with my body. That it is my job to make my body more
comfortable and easier to work with for my carers, with very little regard to how this
affects me as a person. My body is so often treated as an object whose presence is
to be molded in a way that is most convenient for everyone else around me, with no
consideration to the permanent damage left behind. (Hitzelbrger, 2015, para. 4)

The internalisation of objectification in women's lives can be dangerous in terms of
sexualisation. Our bodies are seen to be a tool for others in their sex lives, which often
leaves us not enjoying sexual experiences or engaging in sex with others that we do not
want or that is harmful to us. Thirdly it is the loss of self where women have the tendency to
sacrifice their needs and desires or at least never put themselves first. This can lead to
women letting go of their dreams, longings and aspiration. Also, this can decrease women's
ability to know whether they are doing something for themselves or even identifying their own
desires (Amrhein and Bearman, 2014). As I mentioned in the subchapter Social location and
self-reflection I had a burnout in my activist role for Personal Assistance in Iceland a few
years ago. In a very able-bodied male-dominant space the demands were so hard and often
unrealistic that the amount of energy I put into it eventually pushed me over the limit. I
realised I was not enjoying my work anymore, it was most days making me feel miserable
and having bad influence on my physical and mental health. From this experience I have
realised, in relation to loosing oneself, that I had come to a place where I had put almost
everything important to me aside for the job and at some point I had lost the sense for when I
was doing my job because I wanted to and enjoyed it and when I was doing it because
others needed and wanted me to.
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Fourthly it is the invalidation of one's feelings and thoughts and beliefs, when women
are hurting from sexism, that they are too sensitive or dramatic and should put their emotions
aside (micro-invalidation). This can cause women to silence and suppress their experience
and feelings so they are not stigmatised as weak or victims. Also, we might choose silence,
because we believe we have nothing to say or that our opinions and knowledge do not
matter. Additionally, that men, or other more privileged groups, must always be right or more
valid. The fifth aspect is derogation where women themselves use criticism as a form of
gender policing. It can present itself in different ways, e.g. gender specific insults like calling
women bitches if they are angry or defending themselves or sluts if they express themselves
freely sexually or simply dress in a certain way and also with ableist insults like stating
women have mental health difficulties if they talk and act in particular ways by using words
like 'crazy', 'paranoid', 'abnormal' etc. (Amrhein and Bearman, 2014).

Healing from internalised oppression
Research shows that people experiencing internalized oppression often do not seek help
(Sue, 2010a). Also, depression has been shown to decrease when internalized oppression is
a central focus of therapy (Watermayor and Görgans, 2014). From personal experience, of
activism, offering counselling and research work, I have come to realize that many disabled
girls and women do either have bad encounters of seeking counselling from psychiatrists,
social workers and doctors or do not go of fear that they will be stigmatized. Donna Reeve
(2010) argues that counsellors often withhold the same views and stereotypes of disabled
people as the rest of society and therefore ongoing oppression can take place in the
counselling room (Reeve, 2010).
This relates closely to the discourse of critical psychology that criticises mainstream
psychology for institutionalizing ‘a narrow view of the field’s ethical mandate to promote
human welfare’ (Austin, Fox and Prilleltensky, 2009, 3) that has negative effects; e.g.
fostering inequality and oppression by not challenging dominant cultures and power
hierarchies. By practicing counselling and therapy in that way, outside consciousness of
power domination or the effects of social constructions on people’s lives, the risk of blaming
the clients becomes high (Austin, Fox and Prilleltensky, 2009). Albee (1990) pointed out that
defining a problem that confronts thousands and even millions of people as ‘individual’ was
absurd and would decrease advocacy for social change (Austin, Fox and Prilleltensky, 2009).
Most critical psychologists, despite political diversity, believe that something is fundamentally
wrong when a discipline fails to challenge unjust societal practices and instead reinforces
them, sometimes for their own good. In relation to disability, Reeve (2010) argues in this
sense, that counsellors are often not aware of their disableist attitudes, which can lead to
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oppressive situations for disabled clients (Reeve, 2010). Prilleltensky (2009) argues that a
critical psychology approach celebrates:
Disability culture highlights the strength inherent in collective efforts to counteract
exclusion, marginalization, and other psychologically damaging practices. It portrays
people with disabilities not as passive victims of such practices and attitudes, but as
active agents of change who lead meaningful and fulfilling lives, resist oppressive
narratives and structures, and work toward enhancing the wellbeing of future
generations (Prilleltensky, 2009, 255).

As Reeve (2010) discusses disabled people seek counselling for various reasons like
nondisabled people, but additionally may need therapy or counselling because of hard
experience of structural barriers, from the medical system and other oppression. She
suggests that ‘disability counselling’ could enable disabled people to ‘deal with the
relationship between the experience of individual impairment and the experience of a
disabling society’ (Reeve, 2010, 671) where people could choose whether the counsellor
was disabled or not and where the social model of disability would ground the practice.
Though I agree with Reeve, I do believe that it is also necessary to acknowledge more
directly what Audre Lorde (1985) phrased well ‘there is no such thing as a single-issue
struggle because we don’t live single-issue lives’ (Lorde and Smith, 1985, 57). Disabled
women are likely to be subjected to oppression on the grounds of gender and disability, as
well as possibly other factors, likes race, class and age. Therefore, I would argue that it is
important for disabled women to have access to counselling and therapy which is aware of
disability oppression and gender dynamics. Disability consciousness among therapists is
important but it is critical that consciousness around gender is also a cornerstone.
In that case, feminist therapy is an approach that listens to, and privileges, the voices
and experiences of women and other persons who have been perceived as ‘the other’. It is
practiced in a way where people are seen as ‘responsive to the problems of their lives,
capable of solving those problems, and desirous of change’ (Brown, 2010, 113). Even
though feminist therapy has changed and developed hand in hand with feminist movements
and the discourse of critical psychology, what remains in its practice is the dynamics of
interpersonal and personal power both inside and outside of therapy, and that the margins
become the centre. Also, that the psychotherapy process is brought into the social and
political contexts, which take into account the constructions of gender, power and
powerlessness. The therapy evolves, not only on the therapy itself, but the everyday life of
the person seeking counselling and the politics of power and privilege in our social structure
and culture. Unlike in traditional psychotherapies feminist therapy as a model, does not have
particular treatment goals, but the treatment outcome is determined and assessed in
collaboration with the client. Therefore the power to define outcome is in the clients hand
(Brown, 2010).
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Finally, it is interesting, in relation to acknowledging the problem with using the terms
therapy, to look at peer counselling and disability which has it’s roots in the Independent
Living movement. There, again, the problem is positioned outside the person and the aim is
to reflect on what, in the person’s environment, has to be changed for them to have a better
life. In peer counselling the counsellor is a disabled person as well so that a client can have
the opportunity to model after someone whom has similar experience and understands the
politics of disablism and ableism. Peer counselling comes in many forms, is both on
individual level and in groups, as well as being practiced therapeutic and in activism work
(Sisco, 1992).
In this chapter I have given an overview of the theoretical background of this research and
reflected on multiple oppressions in disabled women's lives, intersectionality and the process
of internalised oppression. I will now turn to the methodological approach of the research.
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2. Methodology
In this chapter I will explain the methodology behind this research and the analysing process.
I will also introduce the participants and reflect of the ethical dilemmas and shortcomings of
this research.

Feminist anti-oppressive research
When making a decision to do research on the psycho-emotional effects of multiple
oppressions for disabled women I found it important that it would be feminist, anti-oppressive
and an empowering process for the participants, both in the making of the research, as well
as when it will be introduced and presented. As has been discussed disabled women have a
long history of being subjected to violent structures in society and objectified through
professionalism and the academy. Our stories are usually told by nondisabled people for
nondisabled people. Also, as a disabled woman who has often been the subject (or object) of
research through being interviewed by people in academy, I have given deep and personal
information without knowing or hearing of the findings or results of the research afterwards. I
believe this is disrespectful and in a way abusive use of my knowledge and often difficult
experience. As a researcher I emphasise on being a tool for the research participants to
have their voices heard and in that way be active agents for social change. As an oppressed
woman, doing research with other oppressed women, this research is feminist, antioppressive, empowering and change making for disabled women’s lives (Brown and Potts,
2005). As I have encountered in the section about social location and self-reflection I have
tried to be aware of my position and privileges without being ashamed of where I come from
or for my knowledge since it can be meaningful for this research. It also holds me
accountable and responsible for what comes of this research or as Absolon and Wille (2005,
110) explain; ‘As an anti-oppressive methodology, location brings ownership and
responsibility to the forefront. When researchers own who or what they represent, they also
reveal what they do not represent.’
There is no final definition of feminist research methods but in general it is concerned
with taking critical approaches towards dominant intellectual traditions that have either
justified or ignored women's or other marginalised groups’ oppression. One of its aims is to
give voice to marginalised and excluded knowledge to affect social change and social justice
for and with women and other people located on the margins (Holland and Ramazanoglu,
2002). When research from the margins is defined it is research for marginalised people, by
marginalised people with marginalised people. One of the aims of research from the margins
is to challenge how knowledge is created, who creates it and what kind of knowledge it is. It
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is therefore personal and political. Doing research from the margins would be defined as
critical research and ‘positions itself as about critiquing and transforming existing social
relations’. Also, it emphasises that the reality of people’s lives is viewed both objective, ‘in
terms of the real forces that impinge on the lives of groups and individuals’ and subjective,
because of various individual and group interpretations of these forces and the experiences
they engender’ (Brown and Strega, 2005, 9).
I have sensed that the research has developed with every interview and through my
transformation in the process by reading, the interviews I have had with the research
participants, my activist work with disabled women and life itself. It has at times made me
worry but since learning from and conducting information from Aboriginal research
methodologies, that I argue is in many ways comparable and useful to research done for, by
and with disabled women, I have felt more at ease. It is of great importance that ‘research is
as much about process as they are about product. It is in the process of conducting research
that the researcher engages the community to share knowledge, recreation, and work’
(Absolon and Wille, 2005, 107).

Qualitative research and narrative methods
This research is based on qualitative methods that focus on observing and understanding
people's experience. By using qualitative methods the researcher is able to approach
knowledge from the standpoint of the research participants and understand better their
interpretations and the meaning which they give to their environment, other people,
interactions they encounter, and themselves. Qualitative research is also usually conducted
to understand processes, such as how people make decisions, react to different situations,
survive in difficult circumstances or find ways to negotiate their feelings or emotions in
different ways. In addition, it is used to make more sense of social, political, educational and
cultural contexts in which people live and act. Methods of this kind can be useful when doing
research to create opportunities for people to have a voice, identifying complexities or
nuances and creating information and new knowledge on sensitive or taboo topics like
oppression, psychological effects of violence or situations where power imbalance is an
issue and is difficult to unfold only with quantitative research (Bailey, Hennink and Hutter,
2011).
Disabled people and their lived experience is often an object of research that would
be identified as positivist, where the assumption is that people's reality consists of facts and
that researchers can observe or measure objectively or neutrally. This can erase disabled
people's voices and put them in a position of powerlessness where they cannot self-identify
or put their experience and meaning into context. In a way, this can lead us to being
exploited to prejudice assumptions about us as a group as well as reinforce stigma that can
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be harmful in our lives. Therefore it is an important part of political action and resistance to
approach feminist disability research by interpretive paradigm that acknowledges that
people's perceptions and experience of their often constantly changing reality is subjective,
complicated and contradictory. Also, that we, as researchers are never fully 'neutral' or
objective since we bring with us beliefs, opinions, feelings and insights that are rooted in our
location in society and our own story/stories (Bailey, Hennink and Hutter, 2011).
In this research the main method was in-depth interviews with disabled women. An
in-depth interview is when researchers collect data by one-to-one interviews where they
discuss deeply specific topics. It has been defined as a knowledge producing conversations,
where there is a co-creation of knowledge and meaning in the setting where the interviews
take place. I used semi-structured interviews to prompt the data which means that I had a
guide of questions while interviewing the women (Bailey, Hennink and Hutter, 2011).
Since this research is about psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions for
disabled women, I found it of great importance to be aware of the sensitivity of the topic and
approaching the interviews in a way, the participants could feel as safe as possible in sharing
their story. In my work with disabled women through counselling, workshops and activism I
have used methods of narrative psychology and decided to do so also in this research.
Narrative psychology is based on people organising their experiences and the interpretation
of their reality in everyday life in the form of narratives. They have different forms and
contents but have in common that they are organised interpretations of events. By looking at
narrative accounts it is possible to explore how stories are told, what language is used, how it
connects to particular experiences, and in what way it changes and is shared with others
(Murray and Sargeant, 2012).
It can be argued, that creating narratives is apart of self-identification, sense making,
healing and empowerment or as Murray and Sargeant, (2012, 165) explain; 'it is through
telling stories to ourselves and to others that we define ourselves'. With the aim of being a
narrative interviewer, I wanted to reduce the power imbalance to encourage narratives of
experiences to be told. The narratives can be an important opportunity to unfold life stories
and by that define one's identity, feelings and knowledge. For disabled women I believe it is
fundamental because often our lives are defined by other peoples’ narratives of our
existence. As will be discussed further in the chapter about ethical issues and shortcomings
of research, I worried that these interviews could bring forth difficult emotions and trigger
hard memories for the participants. One of the problems I have encountered through my
activist work with disabled women and from my own experience, there is a lack of
psychologists and mental health practitioners that publicly define themselves as feminist and
are known to be conscious of ableism and its effects. Therefore I did not find it ethical or
professional to suggest a psychologist to the women, as often is done after interviews of this
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kind, whom they could reach out to if in need. Because of this I believed it was important to
use narrative approaches in the research since they can be, in a way, therapeutic (Murray
and Sargeant, 2012).

Data gathering and analysing
The decision on the topic of the research was made in the fall 2014. In October that year I
started taking the interviews and before Christmas I had taken four. I transcribed them myself
in that time and began to analyse them. I went to Manchester Metropolitan University as an
exchange student in January 2015 for seven months so I took the rest of the interviews in the
fall of 2015. Since the transcribing work was very difficult for me physically, the year before I
got assistance through the Student Counselling and Career Centre at the University of
Iceland with transcribing the rest of the interviews. By doing so I was able to devote my
energy into the analysing process and this research.
All nine interviews were 1,5-2 hours long and where recorded on my computer. Even
though I did not transcribe them all myself I listened to all of them twice and went over the
transcription and did some editing. I also reread them multiple times through the whole
research process. I wrote analytic notes with all the interviews and coded them. I then
analysed themes, which developed with time, by using a mind map with a computer program
called Mindjet MindManager. I also used Microsoft Word Documents and an application
called Stickies to write down my thoughts and different things to remember. Since working
with the data on printed paper is not accessible for me, I found this to be the best way for me
to analyse the data, be able to be creative and have a good overview without needing any
assistance. When writing and creating text it is important to me to have personal space to do
so and not needing someone else to write or organise my files. Thus, I did not go very
traditional ways with analysing, which I have to admit provoked anxiety at times about
whether it was a 'good enough' way of doing research. I have come to the conclusion that
going the normative way is necessarily not the best way and by trusting my gut I was doing
my best and acting on, but not just writing about, 'cripping up' research.
In the analytical process I was guided by narrative methods. Narrative analysis, in a
broad definition, aims to ‘systematically relate the narrative means deployed for the function
of laying out and making sense of particular kinds of, if not totally unique, experiences’
(Bamberg, 2012). The role of the narrative researcher is to explore different types of
narratives and how they connect with everyday lives of the participants in the research. I
explored how the stories were told, the discourse and language used while the disabled
women shared their stories. When interviewing the women I was in a way looking at their life
stories; beginning at the point when they first realized they were disabled and there onward. I
looked specifically at their narratives of certain events/times in their lives (childhood,
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education, work, breakthrough events etc.) but also of specific spaces like their interactions
with family members, professionals and strangers on the streets. I also asked the women to
tell me how they felt in particular events, interactions and times of their lives, how others
reacted to their emotions and how/if they responded/acted in these situations. While
analysing, I also coded and themed based on this focus. Alongside exploring the narratives
of the research participants I looked at disabled women's and other marginalized women's
narratives through blogs, newspaper articles, autobiographies and poetry. The narrative
analysing process can define more clearly the meaning of the narratives encountered and
better understand particular events or experiences (Bamberg, 2012).

Research participants
I interviewed nine self-identified disabled women whom all I recruited through informal
networking, although, not all from the same network. One of the women I knew personally
through cooperation in activism spaces but the others I knew of but do not know on a
personal level. I wanted to try to recruit disabled women who identify themselves as disabled,
have diverse experience of disability, come from different backgrounds and are in different
age groups. Also, I decided to mostly reach out to disabled women who have in one way or
another taken part in disability activism or disability organizations, with that in mind that they
would be aware of oppression and/or identify themselves as being oppressed.
The reason for wanting to interview self-identified disabled women was that I believed
it was important that the women experience themselves as disabled (at least in some way) to
be able to discuss disability related oppression. As was discussed in the chapter about
theoretical background oppression sometimes is internalised by denying or not realising one
is oppressed. Therefore, I believed that to be able to discuss psycho-emotional effects of
multiple oppressions, it was important that the women were at a place in their lives where
they feel and ‘admit’ that they are marginalized. What motivated me to try to explore disabled
women’s experience of oppression whom have different impairments, age and social
backgrounds was trying to understand in what way oppression and the effects of the
oppression was similar or different based on social status or, whether e.g. the impairment
was acquired at birth or later in life and visible or hidden, and also how/if different
generations experience oppression differently or a-like. I would argue that having this in mind
is important in relation to intersectionality and the acknowledgement, that even though
disabled women share experience of impairment, they are a diverse group of human beings
with different stories and identities. With the diversity in mind I would also argue that we as
disabled women, and as a society, can gain important information and insight for social
change by identifying what experience of oppression, psycho-emotional effects and
resistance, coping and healing strategies we share.
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I contacted all the women directly through e-mail where I explained the research and
its aims in an attached file, asked them whether they would like to participate and offered to
answer any questions they had. To three women I sent an easy read version so it would be
accessible information. In one case, I contacted a nondisabled professional who works with
autistic people, and asked for recommendations on autistic women who could be interested
in participating in this research. She gave me three names and I chose randomly. All of the
women replied within a short period of time and all agreed. It came to my attention that most
of the women made clear how appreciative they were of being asked to participate and of the
research topic. In a way, I was surprised, because of how sensitive the topic is and possibly
troubling for disabled women, as I will acknowledge in the section Ethical issues and
shortcomings of research, but on the other hand I felt it made sense since this is a topic that
very likely has meaning for the disabled women, is often silenced and has, in my opinion,
been under-researched.
The women chose the time and place of the interviews, but it shall be stated that the
choice of location was limited to lack of physical access. Even though this did not seem to be
a problem I am aware that some of the women may have preferred to meet at their home or
elsewhere where there was no wheelchair access. The first interview took place at the
National library in an a meeting room for students, but it was not very accessible and the
environment was not too pleasant so I got a meeting room at the Student Counselling and
Career Centre at the University of Iceland which was much better in all aspects. Five
interviews took place there. Three of the women asked if the interview could be located at my
home and I said that was welcome despite being aware of the power imbalance that could
cause. In one case it was an access issue, one woman could only come to the interview on a
weekend when the Student Counselling and Career Centre was closed and one mentioned
‘feeling more safe’ doing the interview at my home than at the university. In two instances
there was a problem with access to sign language interpretation. A fund that usually pays for
sign language interpretation in social situations was empty so I paid for the sign language
interpretation personally. Even though I did not disclose that particularly to the disabled
women who relied on it for the interviews I felt how uncomfortable this was for them that the
fund did not pay for it. One woman, especially, excused herself over and over again and
offered to answer the questions in writing when she told me the fund was empty. The fact
that a sign language interpretation fund can become empty and hindrance Deaf women, e.g.
in participating in research, is of course unacceptable. The University of Iceland did not
accommodate this in any way, unless telling me to apply for funding ‘somewhere’, which I
very likely could have done, but did not end up having the time to do. I am privileged enough
to be able to pay for the sign language interpretation but if I had not been I would have
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needed to ask the women to wait while I tried to get funding or exclude their voices in my
research.
The disabled women who participated in the research were 19-48 years old at the
time their interviews took place. They all, except one, live in Reykjavík or in the suburbs of
Reykjavík. They were all either in mainstream college, university or on the labour market.
They all lived in their own homes but two women (aged 19 and 21) lived with their parent/s.
All of the women were single at the time and two of the women have children. Two of the
women identified as queer but I did not ask directly so possibly others identified themselves
as queer although they did not acknowledge it. All the women were cis-gendered. All of the
women were white and were born and raised in Iceland. The women had different
impairments. Two women had physical impairments, two visual impairments, two hearing
impairments, two learning disabilities, two mental health difficulties and one has autism. Two
of these women had more than one impairment, one woman had a progressive impairment
and one woman had become disabled after an accident.

Ethical issues and shortcomings of research
At the University of Iceland there is an Ethical Review Committee that is responsible for the
ethical protocols around research. The core values in this protocol are respect for the
research participants, their autonomy and privacy. The researcher is obligated to minimise
harm to the participant and increase as much as possible the value of the research - the
value shall always be to a greater extent than possible harm. The researcher has to be just
and never take advantage of vulnerable persons or participants in the research. The
researcher should be conscious of gender bias and respect diversity and equality on all
levels of the research. The researcher should also be honest and transparent and follow
acceptable research methodology (Háskóli Íslands, 2014). The University’s Ethical Review
Committee obligates researchers to follow a policy about data protection that the Icelandic
Data Protection Authority is responsible for. After I read closely the policy from the Icelandic
Data Protection Authority I decided that I would not need to apply for permission but only
inform the Icelandic Data Protection Authority about the research. I did so in the fall of 2014
when I started working on the research. Their definition of ‘sensitive data’ does not include
students doing research through interviews that are private and first hand accounts, but only
when data is gathered through data basis or a third party. I did not receive any comments
from the Data Protection Authority (Persónuvernd, n.d.).
When researching on the margins it is, in my view, especially important to be aware
of ethical issues. That is not only because the topic is sensitive and the group is in a
vulnerable position but mostly because the group, at least in this case, has been exposed to
stigma and violence from the beginning of our times and is therefore constantly experiencing
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power imbalance and lack of opportunity to identify itself. On the other hand it is crucial not to
decide in beforehand whether participants experience themselves as vulnerable or make
assumptions about the sensitivity of the subject. Additionally, I was able to get informed and
signed consent from every participant before the interviews. Some would argue that e.g.
people with learning disabilities are not able to give informed consent and permission would
need to be given from the Data Protection Authority, but in my opinion it is important to trust
the women’s autonomy and authority to decide based on accessible information (Harper and
Thompson, 2012).
The topic is, in my view, sensitive although the disabled women who I contacted
seemed eager to participate. Disability activism and research, e.g. in Northern Europe and
North America has focused on the social model of disability where the barriers we face are
always articulated as structural and not individual or physical. In addition the disability
discourse has revolved mostly around the political and structural barriers (access, services,
economic factors, housing, mobility etc.) but less on the personal (pain, internalised
oppression, sexual autonomy etc.) Disabled feminist scholars like Donna Reeve (2002) and
Carol Thomas (2007) have criticised this, but there has, in spite of that, not been much
willingness to discuss the effects of the impaired body and the psycho-emotional effects of
the personal and political (Watermeyer, 2013). In my perspective, this is in many ways
understandable. Historically disabled people have been stigmatised as victims of tragic
circumstances and that their lives are not worth living. We have often felt obligated to be
thankful and happy because of everything that has been done ‘for us’. I, myself, have
struggled enormously admitting that sometimes my body causes me pain and that
discrimination and oppression affect my emotional wellbeing because I am so afraid to be
pitied or needing to defend my humanity, sexuality and life worth. It is therefore very
important to be aware of approaching this topic gently but at the same time acknowledging
the importance to break the silence and make this research give disabled women a voice
without fuelling stereotypes or dominating discourse of victimisation. Internalising oppression
and experiencing emotional labour because of physical or emotional pain should not have to
have to do with being unfortunate, a victim and not living a fulfilling life (Watermeyer, 2013).
Since this topic is under-researched and silenced I was worried that the interviews
could be emotionally difficult for the participants and possibly open up complicated feelings
and thoughts that would follow them after the research. In former research I worked on,
concerning violence against disabled women, the participants were offered one free session
with a chosen psychologist after their interviews. I decided not to do that. The forenamed
research was funded so that is how the sessions were paid. Lack of funding was not to the
only reason I did not offer psychological help but also it is my experience, from working with
disabled women, that they often do not trust mental health professionals and have
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encountered ableism, sexism and other stigma in counselling sessions they have attended.
What I did in stead, aware that is not comparable and can be problematic because of the
power I have by being the one doing the research, was that I explained before the interviews
that they could become emotional and they had every right to stop at any point, take a break
or not answer questions at any time. When the interview was over I answered questions they
had, explained that they could contact me if they had something to add or if they wanted
something they said taken out. I also offered them to contact me if they wanted to discuss
further the content of the interview or some feelings in relation to the interview. In two cases I
contacted the women myself a few days after the interview because I sensed that the
interviews were hard on them and I was worried about how they were feeling. In both cases
they replied saying that the interviews had ‘stirred up’ thoughts, understanding and emotions
but were thankful for the opportunity to have this conversation.
In a way it is a shortcoming of the research and ethically complicated that it is hard to
protect the participants from being identified and traced down by people who may know them
or know of them. Iceland is a very small country and the ‘disability community’ is even
smaller. It is probably an overstatement to say that ‘everybody knows everyone’ but there is
truth in it. Because of this, I choose not to use pseudonyms nor identify the women
specifically or their circumstances in the research, even though I believe it would be more
personal and humane. Also, from my experience of research, I have learned that even
though I speak and present the research respectfully and carefully the presentation is not
always in the researchers hands, e.g. if the media discusses it. Protecting the women’s
privacy is not only important because of their personal information but also for the sake of
their safety inside the service system which they criticise in this research. The women’s
experience of this research participation is hoped to be empowering, not to put them in a
position of more powerlessness or fear.
I am also politically active in disability activism spaces so I personally know or know
of all the disabled women participating in the research. I stress that I consciously worked
hard to find women who I do not have close contact with. Also, because of my activism and
often being in a leading role, my opinions are very visible to anyone who cares to know of
them. I, for example, have very direct and public opinions on segregated education and
institutionalisation, as well as being until recently apart of a political party that has ideology
and agenda that I have put my name to. I am very aware that it may affect the way the
women see me, talk to me and what they choose to share with me. In the interviews I
sometimes I found it complicated when the women shared experiences and feelings of
confusion and fear, e.g. for their future, and asked me questions, during the interviews
because I sometimes possibly could have answered some of their questions or offered them
words of encouragement. They sometimes asked me directly about some matters, e.g.
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stigma around sex and relationships, parents’ overprotection and User-Controlled Personal
Assistance. In the first interviews I tried to steer the conversations away from myself and did
not respond much to questions because of fear of overstepping boundaries, but I regretted it
because most likely the women had very few people or no one to answer their questions or
react to their concerns. In a way I believe not answering their questions can be oppressive
and does not reflect feminist research. A part of the benefits of being a marginalised
researcher doing feminist anti-oppressive research on the margins is that it can shape a
research relationship that is built on more trust than if I would be nondisabled. I believe this is
something to respect and be aware of, but not something to be ashamed of or avoid. I found
ways to deal with concerns and questions by responding slightly in the interviews but after, I
offered to answer questions and reacted more thoroughly to some concerns of theirs. In one
case, I lent a participant a book on a topic that she had discussed a great deal in the
interview and expressed complicated feelings and worry about.
It has to be acknowledged that this research does not represent elderly disabled
women, disabled girls, disabled women who are immigrants, asylum seekers or refugees,
disabled women who are non-verbal or disabled women who live in institutions. Also, it is
more reflective of women who live in the area of the capital city of Iceland. The reason lies in
different aspects and is a shortcoming of this research but because of limiting time frame,
extensiveness of master’s thesis, financial resources etc. I did not manage to interview a
more diverse group. It is of great importance to reach out to those groups of disabled women
in Iceland, especially when focusing on intersectional factors of oppression and
discrimination. Finally, I have struggled a great deal with the fact that I am doing an
inaccessible research. For some disabled women it will be complicated to read because the
discourse is academic and this thesis is written in English. It bothers me that a part of the
participants in this research won’t be able to read the thesis without help (that they might not
have access to). Universities are in their structure ableist and its production, e.g. research, is
therefore not for everyone. It is contradictory to make a master’s thesis that is not
approachable, and therefore excluding, to the women who are sharing their voices in this
research so society/ies can be become more inclusive. At the same time I see it as my
responsibility to use my privilege of having access to university education to do everything in
my power to present and publish the findings of this research in accessible ways so disabled
women can gain information and knowledge from it, influence and criticise its content and
develop further knowledge. Also, to challenge and resist ableist structures in the academy,
both in Iceland and elsewhere, because without being inclusive to people in different social
situation education, research and knowledge building is in my opinion not credible.
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In this chapter I have gone over the methodological aspects of the research, introduced the
participants and discussed the ethical dilemmas and shortcomings of research. Now I will
turn to the findings.
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3. Findings
In this chapter the findings from interviews with nine disabled women in Iceland will be
represented. I have divided the findings into three themes; multiple oppressions in different
spaces (1), The psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions (2) and Everyday
resistance and social change (3). Each theme has subthemes, based on the research
analyses, that will further be explained for each theme.

Multiple oppressions in different spaces
The women in the research experienced multiple forms of oppression in different areas and
times in their lives. The oppression represented itself through direct violence, e.g. physical
abuse, sexual abuse and verbal abuse. Also, the representation was through more subtle
and indirect ways like structural and cultural violence and micro-aggressions. Most of the
women who were born disabled said that they started to experience and remember
oppression around the time when they started primary school and were about six years old.
The women who became disabled later in their lives felt the oppression started right away, in
particular when communicating with health professionals. All the women encountered
experiencing oppression in multiple spaces and there were not many places they could be
sure to be safe or feel comfortable. The spaces they mentioned feeling unsafe and uneasy
on regular basis were in family settings, among friends, in the school and health care system,
by social services, in disability and feminist movements, through the media, on the internet
and out on the streets. In this theme I will shed a light on the subthemes that were
represented in the findings on different spaces where the disabled women experienced
oppression and how it was manifested; in the family and friends environment, through the
educational system, on the labour market and in social and political activity, in the service
system; both health care and social services, and finally in public spaces.

Families and friendships
Even though most of the disabled women talked about their families as important in their
lives they shared experiences of difficulties, oppressive situations and power imbalance. All
the three women in the research who have hearing impairment, visual impairments or both
said that they sometimes felt left out because of lack of sign language knowledge by some
family members or lack of visual interpretation about things that were happening around
them. The ones who spoke sign language could only speak with some family members and
sometimes even those who they could speak to forgot to sign conversations. They felt that
they had very superficial relationships with some family members because of this situation
and were often the last to know what was happening or the latest news in the family. Also
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they found it hard to be dependent on the family members who spoke sign language and
often felt like burdens and therefore did not expect much help. This seemed to bother them
less as children but got tiring with age. One of the participants, 19 years old, explained how
she felt about not to being able to communicate with one part of the family who lived out in
the country side and did not have access to sign language like the rest of the family; ‘[Sigh]
When I was little I did not care because I just came to their home to eat, sleep and play. But
now it gets tiresome, like when we are having a family dinner and I just sit for two hours and
talk to my parents and siblings or something.' This was sometimes, in the women’s view,
ignorance and lack of interest to include them but also a part of a wider structural problem in
the form of lack of support and access to sign language courses for family members.
Two women, one with learning disabilities and another with mental health difficulties,
mentioned that silence and invalidations of opinions, feelings and needs were manifestations
of oppression in the family environment. One, who is in her thirties, described that she had
not been able to talk to her parents about realizing she was disabled as a child and that she
was placed in various spaces without having a say about it. She always felt out of place in
the segregated school her parents put her in and wanted to attend her neighbourhood
school; ‘They just put me in a place I didn’t want to be in. […] Maybe they didn’t know better,
you know. I’m always thinking about it. […] I just didn’t want to be grouped down like this. Or
you know, labelled. Things were a bit silly in the special school’. The woman with mental
health difficulties, who is in her thirties, explained that her family was afraid of getting too
invested in her illness and therefore kept their distance which lead to lack of connection and
isolation. Because of this their understanding and empathy was lacking. She explains a
discussion she had with her father about a family member that had been abusive to her:
My dad said to me; ‘I hope you can clear this out as soon as possible’. That just
shows an enormous lack of understanding about how much I’m carrying and how
long it takes to work through this. My mom even said; ‘Aren’t you making to much
of this? Aren’t you just putting feelings towards this person [the abuser] now on
this incident? You know, some frustration or jealousy?’ You know, this represents
prejudice where you are somehow carrying something huge inside of you and
accidently show it to someone, someone close, and then woops, no, I’m not going
to show this because it won’t be understood at all.

Because the mental health difficulties were in many ways linked to the abuse she had
experienced by a close family member, others in the family tried to diminish it and make it
sound like a rough patch, a hard time, and suggest that she had a fault in the violence. The
mental health difficulties were not acknowledged and the fact that she needed real help was
invalidated.
One participant who is now in her forties and lived in the countryside, was only six
years old when she had to move to the capital city and was put in foster care because there
where no resources for disabled children with her impairment in her hometown. She travelled
from one foster home to another for three years and was finally placed long-term with the
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eighth family. At her family home, with her biological parents, she never experienced that she
was stigmatized or distrusted and felt she had freedom to build up her independence with
time. The family environment was though difficult, since her father had alcohol addiction and
was sometimes abusive. As an oldest sibling, she took responsibility for her younger ones
and tried to keep things going as smoothly as possible. When she was sent away in foster
care she was worried about them and her mother and was sometimes afraid for them. She
felt that her freedom was taken away; ‘But then I’m all a sudden almost tethered to the
house. The foster parents were extremely worried that I would put myself in total danger.’
A woman in the research, with a physical impairment now in her fifties, went through
a divorce after she had an accident and became disabled. She said that it was ‘actually the
biggest trauma’ in her life because it was ‘rejection’;
To be completely rejected … and this comes pursuant to me becoming
disabled and two years past … no, three. And then we have come to an end
and nothing that can be done. Noting could be fixed. And you know … yeah,
I just felt … I experienced this as rejection from every aspect. He was not
interested in me at all, not as a human being, or anything at all.

She also described the power imbalance she felt between her and her teenaged kids after
she was injured. She explained that her children were going though a hard time and
adjusting to having a disabled mother. If they were angry with her or did not agree, they
sometimes took her wheelchair away from where she was sitting and put it elsewhere or
threatened to leave her in the car and take the wheelchair; ‘They threatened me in this joke
like way but in a way they are being serious. But they don’t see this behaviour as violence.’ A
woman with learning disabilities, in her fifties, also felt that her role as a mother was not
always respected in the family as she explained that her former sister-in-law took power over
situations were she felt she should be in control of;
Like when my son had his confirmation. Maybe some people don’t see this as a
sensitive issue. It was in relation to his confirmation clothing. Usually the moms
take their children to town or shopping to look at the clothes and they choose it
with them. But in my case it is the aunt that goes and shops some clothes and he
chooses at home. This is not helpful.

The women had different experiences in relation to friendship. Even though they had good
friends they sometimes felt ableist behaviour and lack of understanding. A Deaf woman
explained that she had more meaningful relationships with her Deaf friends because the
communication with nondisabled friends were more shallow because of lack of access to
sign language. A woman without sight shared that often friends with sight did not realize how
much of their discussion were about visual things which became tiring. Sometimes she felt
out of place because her life experience was not the same as the experience of nondisabled
friends;
‘‘Have you seen the dresses in this store?’ In discussions like this I am quite aloof.
But if they ask; ‘Did you watch the literature TV program?’ I’m all in […]. It’s all
connected to what is up for discussion. Often this is hard even though I don’t mind
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all the time. […] Then it’s of course, it’s a bit weird, maybe if I think about my
colleagues, I don’t have the same experience, I have experienced the world
differently. They talk about their children and so on and to me it is just … blank.’

A woman with mental health difficulties had a similar experience but she found it
uncomfortable sometimes that her peers were in jobs and using their skills but she felt she
was not. She, though, said that she was coming to terms with that and realizing that she was
using her potential in her own way but had more difficulties in discussions about relationships
and parenthood; ‘It’s difficult to be 36 years old and see my friends raising children who are
twelve years old. Some of my friends are having their third child.’ She explained further that
she had been in a dinner party not so long ago where there were a lot of women who had a
partner; ‘I didn’t feel comfortable there. I was ashamed of my discontinuous relationship …
but I don’t feel like that everywhere.’
Finally a woman with physical impairment said that it could be very complicated when
friends and family used ableist language because it was so socially accepted and hard to
criticise;
The other day my cousin and I were watching a movie and the DVD player was
slow and he said; ‘Oohh, this fucking thing is so spastic’, and I said to him; ‘Well,
hello, I’m spastic’ and he goes; ‘No, you are not spastic, that’s this and that’ and I
was just like ‘well, yes!’ and explained it to him. And I think people wouldn’t say
‘This DVD player is so foreign’ except maybe Sigmundur Davíð (Iceland’s Prime
minister at the time). […] Words like these are used in such negative way in
society.’

Education, the labour market and political activism
In this subtheme the disabled women share their experience of the compulsory education
system, higher education, the labour market and political activism. Most of the women, whom
are born disabled, realised they were disabled in primary school and many faced barriers,
prejudice and bullying. The structure of the higher education system was also ableist and
excluding to them in many ways, as well as the labour market. The women faced ableism
and sexism in political activism participation and found nondisabled people often dominate
disability organisations.

Compulsory education
Most of the women who were born disabled recognised their disability early on and started to
experience disability related oppression at primary school1. In nursery school2 most of them
had, as to what they remember, a good experience, but from first grade many of them started
to feel different.
1

In Iceland children are generally in primary school from age of six to sixteen years
old.
2
In Iceland children are generally in nursery school from age of eighteen months to
six years old.
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When I was in nursery school (3-6 years old) there were a lot of disabled kids
so the first five years of my life I didn’t give this (the impairment) a single
thought. There was just half of the kids disabled and half nondisabled and I
remember that when I was younger I thought that’s how the world was. [...]
That’s why ... I remember the shock as soon as I started primary school and I
was the only disabled person of five hundred students. And I remember that I
just got daily comments for the first time ever about what was wrong with me.

This woman, now in her twenties, has an impairment that affects her speech and she
explained that very often at school and elsewhere she encountered stigma because of that.
When she was twelve years old she had a project at school where she was supposed to call
up grocery stores to compare the cost of particular products. That did not go well; ‘And I just
called, unknowing, and I think in seven stores out of ten the staff hang up on me. This has
really sat with me and still does. I’m afraid of talking to strangers on the phone because I’m
afraid they’ll hang up on me.’
Teachers were in some cases uncomfortable with the disabled women as students
and did not expect them to be there, children stared, made comments and in some cases
bullied. One woman with multiple impairments explained;
I think people believe disabled people should just take care of their own
business. You know, participate in sports specialized for disabled people, go
to special schools. Not to blend in. Like when disabled students enter a
mainstream school the teachers are like ‘oohh, can I, uuuhh, can I ... what
can I do for you?’ and often try to be too kind.

The structure of the educational system was in their experience sometimes ableist, the help
they received was not according to needs and sometimes even put barriers in their way to
participate. A Deaf woman went as a child to a special school for Deaf children where she
was happy to have teachers who spoke sign language and that she had the opportunity to
consume her education in her native language. Despite of that she said that she was isolated
from her hearing peers by being in the special school and had trouble identifying with the
Deaf kids and finding role models when not around nondisabled children as well. The
children in the special school were a diverse group, though they had their hearing impairment
in common, but they did not always get along nor fit well together. She also had difficulties
participating in leisure activities after school with hearing children because she had no
interpreters.
A woman with autism and mental health difficulties experienced massive bullying
through her school years. It started right away in first grade, and she felt that because she
was ‘different’, children and teachers had permission to be cruel to her. She remembers
being called names, e.g. a monster, whore and dirty, beaten up, spit on and usually blamed
for every occurring incident. She did not have many friends, was afraid at school and was
usually alone at home after school. She said that the little support she received was not
always helpful, even isolated her more and made her feel that she was the problem. Also,
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the disabled women criticised that through education teaching about diversity was lacking
and also prevention in relation to bullying, sex education, violence and trauma was not
present or even silenced. A woman with a physical impairment had very difficult time in sex
education classes because she felt disabled bodies were left out;
I remember looking up on the slides, I was fourteen, fifteen, and there were
two types of bodies. And they looked like models. Just like, this is what a
woman looks like and this is what a man looks like, and I thought; yeah,
right, I obviously don’t look like them. I felt like I didn’t fit in and that I didn’t
have the right to ask questions because I had a different body, a
marginalised body, that was not worth knowing anything about. And then I
found other teenagers became really embarrassed when I started talking
about sex and they were like; ‘ohh, is she going to talk about sex now?
Right, ok, ok, didn’t see that coming.’ So I just experienced that sex
education was for everyone as long as they were nondisabled.

A woman with mental health difficulties explained that she would have wanted to learn about
violence and it’s effects, more about the mind and not just the body, as well as where to look
for help. She never realized that she had mental health difficulties through her school years
nor that she was being abused and in some ways neglected;
It wasn’t until I was in university that I went to speak to a psychologist and it
was the first time I realized I needed special treatment. Till that time nobody
had suggested a psychologist, a social worker or some sort of support, you
know? So I was always just the super smart student who just .... I don’t know
... was always just not handling life. I was never just a person who had a
sensitive structured nervous system, which I also do have you know, and
therefore maybe just need a different environment from others.

Some of the women went to special schools or special units in mainstream schools and even
though some found aspects of that beneficial, most of them found the segregation more
harmful than not. The woman who was sent away to foster care studied at a special unit for
disabled children, at a school she never lived close to. That both resulted in difficulties in
keeping in touch with children at the school she was attending, and getting to know the
children in the neighbourhood where her foster parents lived. The woman with learning
disabilities, who was not happy with her parents’ placement for her in a special school, said
that there she experienced ‘violence, prejudice, discrimination and other kind of mess’ which
mostly manifested itself in lack of understanding, support and opportunities. She especially
encountered that the staff was unkind to her when she had her periods; ‘'Just because I was
... a woman and had no emotions ... that's what they said. It made me feel sad. It was when I
had my periods. I was sad.' She added that there came a point at the special school where
she realized that she was disabled and being excluded from the world; ‘then I was just; am I
really realizing that I’m going to … be … that I can’t … I’m disabled … I need special … you
know … special school … and go there … and maybe I’ll never meet anyone that I will care
about and want to be around … you know!’
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Higher education
All the women in the research had gone through or tried higher education; high school3,
vocational education and universities. Most of them encountered barriers of some sort and in
some cases it lead to them not being able to finish their complete education. Most of the
women had mixed feelings about higher education, they found it important and empowering
but also often a very ableist space where diverse needs and abilities were not met, respected
and celebrated.
The women who went to high school had different experiences. A woman with
learning disabilities enjoyed her time and felt that teachers and staff were more supportive
and kind then at primary school. On the other hand she experienced sexual harassment in
high school that influenced her life fundamentally. A woman with multiple impairments was
quite happy with high school but found it inaccessible in terms of leisure activities. She is
blind so visual advertisements about events did not catch her eye and often information got
to her too late so she couldn't ask for sign language interpreters since she is also deaf. An
autistic woman found high school in ways better than elementary school, felt safer from
bullying and got more support through the special unit4 in her school. However, she felt that
the special unit was isolated from the majority of the students who often did not know what
the students in the special unit were doing or even that that the unit did exist. Also, she felt
that the students there had so diverse educational needs that it did not make sense to group
them together. In addition to this she felt disrespect from her teachers. She decided to try a
homemaking5 school that was though not successful but there she again went through
bullying from other students, some teachers and even the principal.
A woman without sight said, that when she was in her twenties she had applied for
Iceland's Teacher Training college6. She was accepted but then she was offered a meeting
where she was told she could not study to become a teacher; ‘They brought me to this
meeting and told me that I could technically study to become a teacher but that it was
pointless. Because I would never get a teacher qualification. I wouldn't be able to teach kids
to read and write and that was the foundation of teaching.’ She then tried Iceland's College of
3

In Iceland students generally go to high school from the age of sixteen to twenty
where they usually gain a degree that allows them access to university.
4
In Iceland the majority of people with learning disabilities only have access to
special units in high school. They are allowed to study for four years (while non
disabled people can usually take the time they need). The special units don‘t offer
degrees that give people with learning disabilities access to formal university
education.
5
A homemaking school is at a high school level and offers students the opportunity
to learn domestic work such as cooking, cleaning, hand-craft work etc.
6
Now the Teacher Training College is a part of the University of Iceland but at that
time it was a college that did not offer university degrees.
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Pedagogy where she was accepted and allowed to start her education but the paternalistic
and controlling behavior of one of her main teachers prevented her from finishing that
education.
She just took me literally in her arms. She planned everything, when I got up
in the morning, when I went home in the afternoon and what I ate. She
owned me after I contacted her. I was put aside and got special services and
upbringing. And if I wasn't there at the correct time in the morning she called
to check if I wasn't coming, if I wasn't aware I was a student there. And I just
thought, well, okay. I had experience of adjusting my curriculum so it would
be accessible for me but she did not follow my suggestions and we were
always falling out. Which ended with me having enough and one day I just
said what I thought of her and she did not tolerate that and that dream was
over. It took three months.

She went on to university a few years later but because of lack of assistance, access and
support it was too difficult so she quit. A few other women discussed their experience of
university. A woman with a physical impairment that affects her speech experienced a lot of
stigma. She studies a particular language and feels that teachers are uncomfortable with her
and implying that they don’t know how to assess her on verbal exams.
It's the first time that I'm dealing with an extremely big and heavy problem,
for the first time in my life because of my disability. For the first time my
disability is recoiling up on me and the fact that my speech is unclear. And I
feel that people are perplexed what to do with a person who speaks
unclearly and studies languages; 'how am I supposed to assess her in verbal
exams?' the teachers are wondering.'

Two women with learning disabilities studied for a diploma for people with learning
disabilities in the University of Iceland. They both enjoyed it and one of them found it 'life
saving' and empowering. What was hurtful was the fact that when she graduated the group
was not allowed to be a part of a graduation ceremony because people graduating with
diplomas do not get a ceremony. This was though troubling because people with learning
disabilities do not have access to other university degrees and were studying alongside
students without learning disabilities who were graduating with higher degrees and had the
opportunity to attend a ceremony; 'It's discriminatory not being able to graduate with the
other students. It's one of the worst things I have experienced. We shouldn't have to suffer
because of this. It was so difficult. I felt marginalized.' She also criticized that she did not
have access to more education and was especially unhappy with the departments at the
university that teach mainly about disability but do not make an effort to include and
encourage disabled students and hire disabled teachers. She was especially concerned
about disabled women; 'They have to let disabled women into their courses. I feel like they
don't want disabled women ... you know, they don't want to ... they would much rather that
nondisabled people study and teach.’ A woman with mental health difficulties struggled with
the university environment because of the workload and pressure. She explained.
When I was doing my master’s overseas we were told that we should not
have a life. We should just be married to the academia. And, because I have
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some kind of masochist inside of me, and this over performance person, I
liked it and thought; yes! I'm home, but at the same time I was just; aaaahhh
(with a terrified voice) because I was in such a denial (about the mental
health difficulties) that I was just relieved to be married to the academia. […]
And later, when I had become sick, because of this inhuman pressure, I was
just like; ohh, yeah, damn it. That's why. This environment.

Labour market
The labour market was often a challenging field for the women in the research. Some of the
women were having trouble finding jobs and getting support to do so, others were
experiencing ableist attitudes at work, barriers and mistrust. A woman with a physical
impairment, who had become disabled after an accident, said that it had been quite difficult
to get back to work as a manager in a company she runs. People who she used to work with,
and clients she was in constant contact with, became awkward and avoided her as well as
disrespecting her with micro-aggressive comments or behaviour; 'People that used to come
and just walk straight into my office and talk to me just stopped doing that entirely.'
A Deaf woman also experienced that she was put down in her job by her boss and
that when she expressed her opinions it was not always welcome; 'I have a job with many
responsibilities and I'm not often invited to meetings with the executive staff (even though
she is a part of that group) and I think it is because I'm Deaf. Both of the women with learning
disabilities felt devalued on the labour market but in different ways. One of the women
worked at a social service centre and felt that she was not trusted for challenging tasks and
often had nothing to do at work. She had been trying to get help with finding a new job
through the disability services at the Directorate of Labour but it had not been successful.
I think the support for disabled people going into the labour market is not
good. The system does not help much, the labour market support system. I
have gone to meetings but then I had waited for three years or something
rather but they never called. Then I called them up again. Then there were
just excuses. They said I was to demanding and something like that. And
then ... they said I needed to look by myself but I told them that was hard for
me. That's why I asked for their support. And this was months ago and I'm
still waiting.

Another woman with a learning disability was overall happy in her job still felt that her
experience and knowledge was not respected. She was not always advised on disability
issues even though that was apart of her job. She described that when she was advised or
asked to sit in a committee as a specialist she felt she was being used as a token. She got
no preparation for the meetings so she was not capable of following the agenda of the
meeting, she felt when she talked people did not listen to her and when she made
suggestions or comments they were not taken into account even though she was there as a
disability rights specialist.
A woman with mental health difficulties experienced various barriers on the labour
market, often in relation to workload and pressure but also because many workplaces lack
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quiet spaces where staff can go and rest their minds, meditate or even take a short nap. She
mentioned a especially hurtful incident where her disability was used against her when she
quit her job because she was unhappy with her salary and working conditions. A colleague of
hers told their boss that she was quitting because of her mental health difficulties but not
because simply unhappy at the job.
A woman with physical impairment that affects her speech and an autistic woman
expressed worries about their future on the labour market. The former one explained that she
is interested in languages but was afraid that it would be hard to get a job in that field.
People; 'Ever since I got interested in studying languages I have sensed that people talk
about it as it is extremely hard for me and that I don’t have a chance to get a job that
interests me because of my unclear speech. I experience a lot of prejudice because of my
unclear speech'. The autistic woman expressed concerns about not having graduated with
an advanced level from high school and therefore not having opportunities. She also
explained that it could be very problematic to have a hidden disability when applying for jobs
because people don’t always tolerate impairments they cannot see; 'And of course because
you cant physically see that I'm disabled it has been a bit of a problem because as soon as I
say it to people they go; 'ohh, yeah okay, lets take a step back from this one.' It happens a
lot.'

Political participation and activism
All the women had at some point in their lives gotten involved in disability organisations or
some kind of disability activism. They had different experiences; some of them found it
empowering, others were frustrated about the male and nondisabled dominance in these
spaces but most of them had mixed feelings towards it. Only one woman had gotten involved
in feminist activism but felt unwelcome. A Deaf woman and a woman without sight especially
addressed sexism in disability organisations. They said that even though disabled women
were active in the organisations they did not hold as much power and were often working
behind the men - at least when it came to holding positions and making decisions.
Men have just always held the prize. They are, I don't know, not entirely ... t's
not always related to disability ... but still a little. Men in the disability
movement, maybe I don’t know this to well, but what I have experienced is
that they are sexist pigs. I think they try as hard as they can to hold women
down. Or maybe not exactly, they try to push them aside, maybe not hold
them down ... they just need to be in the forefront. They like that. They find it
very fancy to be chairmen in these kinds of organisations. [...]

What was also troubling for her, especially when she began participating in the organisation,
was the focus on charity and pity. She was frustrated with putting so much effort into building
and owning property for the organisations instead of fighting for social change and human
rights. When that was done, it was always based on pity. It was demanded that everyone
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participated in raising money and she despised that. She explained her experience of selling
lottery tickets walking from house to house.
I met a women after women who wanted to tell me how tragic my life was,
offering me twisted donuts and a glass of milk. I couldn't defend myself. And
sometimes people found me not of a good material because I didn't want to
sell the lottery tickets. I was not showing solidarity. I was not contributing
enough.

She eventually quit and stopped participating in this particular organisation. The other
woman expressed similar concerns and said that even though women in her organisation
were quite powerful she felt great male dominance in The Organisation of the Disabled in
Iceland. Also, she said that in addition to that nondisabled people take up a lot of power and
space there within. She describes a meeting she participated in.
It's so interesting to participate in a meeting about the UN convention on
rights of people with disabilities ... in one of the meetings I just sat and
thought; wow, I think I am the only one; no we are two disabled women.
Then there were representatives from each (member) organisation who are
not disabled themselves but still speaking on our behalf. But the disabled
representatives were prominently disabled men, in wheelchairs or blind - I
thought that was interesting.

She goes on to explain how she became a board member in her organisation very young
and found it difficult because she felt unwelcome.
Whether it was because I was a woman, I don’t know. Yes, maybe a little bit.
In a particular group. There was a particular group of guys, or men, who
hated me. They wanted to punch me. They just wanted me to concede to
them. They wanted to be big and strong. That's what I remember. [...] Then I
became a chairwoman of the organisation when I was 25 years old. Then I
started to sense it again. The director was a disabled man. And we did not
get a long. I don’t know if it was the person or the gender, I just don't know,
or the age, I don’t know. But the men disregarded my work, were always
questioning me. Like I couldn't be trusted. I eventually had a burnout.

She explained further that despite of this, she felt the women in the organisation were strong
and great role models for her and other disabled young girls. She said that it had taught them
responsibility and what it means to have a role, even though the space was rooted in sexist
gender roles; 'who baked the cakes? Or the waffles? It was the women who did all the charity
work but the men just sat chatting. And it developed a feeling of responsibility and interest
among the women.'
Two women with learning disabilities had troubling experiences with disability
organisations that are run for people with learning disabilities by mostly nondisabled people.
They felt that people with learning disabilities were not in a leading role, that disabled
people's parents were in the forefront and that they were not trusted even though the aims of
the organisations were around inclusion, empowerment and self determination; 'it's been
hard for them (the organisation) to take the step, to give us a chance ... disabled people ... I
think. The parents are the ones who come first'. One of the women said that she was hired
as an assistant for the chairwoman, a nondisabled parent, to give people with learning
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disabilities more say and access to decision making. It turned out to be a short period of time
and she was told that the organisation did not have money to pay her anymore. She found
this surprising for various reasons.
I was asked to quit because they didn't have money for this project (her job)
anymore. I was a little bit surprised at the time. Because they were hiring a
new director and the leaving director did not quit but got another halftime
position. [...] I have thought quite a lot about this, what the reason was. I
don’t know [sighs]. Maybe they didn’t find ... this was of course just
temporary ... but maybe they thought that I was not doing enough. I don’t
know. The thing is that I actually didn’t get any preparation. I was just called
to a meeting like I often am ... but I had never seen all the files (to be
discussed) before the meeting, also like reports from the board, but
everyone else had seen them.

In the interviews, violence culture was discussed in relation to disability organisations. It
manifested in normalising sexist micro-aggression and sexual harassment. One woman said;
'When girls are going into puberty and start to dress up in short dresses the guys often poke
their breasts or grab them or kiss them and I wonder; is this okay? Many men think is just
normal to do this but many women find it uncomfortable.' She added that it varied how the
women responded but many of them talked about this behind closed doors. She emphasised
that disabled people's history of all kinds of violence influenced this for all genders and
education was crucial so people were aware what was acceptable and how to set
boundaries; 'we are humans, not objects'.

Service systems
The disabled women in the research all faced oppression and discrimination by social
services and health care. It manifested itself through lack of support and services, systemic
barriers, traditions and culture, disbelief from professionals, paternalism and ignorance.
Experience of bullying, neglect and emotional abuse with underlying ableism, sexism,
ageism and other forms of oppression was the reality of some of the women in the service
system.

Social service system
Not all the women in the research relied on social services, but those who did found that it
was difficult to seek appropriate support and that their wishes were often not met without a
fight. Some of the women felt that the services offered were very standardized so they were
either offered too much support, support that did not suit them or not sufficient support.
One woman without sight explained that she was used to not having any services
even though she needed it because it deprived her of freedom and privacy. She had to be
home at a particular time to let the support worker in to assist with cleaning and who often
did not clean very well. Also, the support she could have to go to social events or to the
grocery store demanded that she documented where she was going and for how long. The
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support worker needed this documentation to show that she had done her job; ‘I cannot
accept that the local authorities can gather information on what I as an individual choose to
do with my support worker. That’s ridiculous.’
A woman with physical impairment as a result of an accident had a similar story to
tell. After she was discharged from the rehabilitation centre she felt that the local authorities
decided on her behalf, without her consent, what kind of support she needed. They called
her up and told her that they had arranged transport services for her despite the fact that she
had a car that she planned on keeping driving herself. Also, she was offered a support
worker for house cleaning, which she accepted, who turned out to be controlling and needed
to follow the social services rules which say that support workers cannot move heavy
furniture like sofas and reach to higher shelves to dust them. The woman said that both
herself and her family were in a fragile state after the accident and that it was very difficult to
deal with this kind of support. What she found most difficult was how judgemental the support
worker was. For example, she told the woman off for not making her children tidy up more
and showed frustration when the woman asked her to clean things better or clean under the
sofa.
Four women in the research had User-Controlled services, some were participants
in a pilot project funded by the local authorities and the state on Personal Assistance, while
others had Direct Payment Contracts only funded by the local authorities which were not as
well established as Personal Assistance through the pilot project. All of them had to put a lot
of effort into getting this kind of support since it is not legalized in Iceland and the regulations
around it vary between different municipalities. Some of the women mainly struggled in
advance, e.g. because they were viewed as not being disabled enough or that they should
just accept traditional services which they had all tried and were not happy with. She
explained that the regulation was excluding for people who did not need a lot of assistance
as well as for those who did. After endless meetings she finally got a contract but only
because she pushed up her need of hours so she would fit the requirements; ‘so they (social
services) changed my hours from 54 to 60 so it would look better’. Two women, one with the
learning disabilities and another with multiple impairments encountered that even though
Personal Assistance had completely changed their lives they were not receiving enough
hours and the monthly payment amount did not cover the cost of salaries accepted by the
assistants’ union and not for professional support. A woman with learning disabilities, who
was a single mother of a disabled child, wanted to be able to hire a social educator part time
through a private company for her family, and the woman with multiple impairments wanted
to hire trained sign language interpreters. This often led to lack of appropriate services. The
women needed to cut down their assistance to be able to pay for professional help or use
their own money – money they usually did not have. The woman with mental health
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difficulties also experienced being someone who did not fit system criteria when applying for
rehabilitation pension. Because her disability was invisible and the roots of her problems
were not seen as accountable she felt that she sometimes needed to change her story in
different places to be heard:
You are trying to get something out of the system, like I am at this point, you
are trying to get money. I was trying to get subsistence so I could work
through my trauma, knowing that these individuals (different professionals)
did not understand that I needed to work through my trauma. So my
impairment is not factually valid except by random individuals in the system
that I stumble upon. […] So you have to be defensive but still come to ask
for what you need. So you actually have to be dishonest. But that’s really
uncomfortable because the system assumes you are dishonest. So you are
living their stereotype of you, their prejudice [laughs]. As a person who, like
most, doesn’t want to be dishonest it’s hard to work through this. And many
people don’t - with the consequence of not getting what they need. They are
not ready to go and tell the story the way the professional prefers it each
time.

A woman with physical impairment expressed her fear for similar reasons but because she
needs assistance only with particular tasks in different times of the day she would not be able
to live on her own; ‘I’m in a position where I need little help but still too much help to live on
my own (without assistance)’. A woman with learning disabilities also talked about that it had
taken along time to get the support she needed to live on her own. She found the social
workers were often ‘stuck in a box’ not willing to explore different options and come up with
new ideas.

Health care system
Almost all the women faced barriers in the health care system. Most of them experienced
being discriminated against where they sought rehabilitation and physiotherapy, mental
health services and reproductive health care. They often felt there was lack of knowledge
among health care providers about the reality of disabled people and about the impact of
ableism intersected with other factors like sexism and ageism. They also, like in the social
service system, felt that they were either too disabled or not disabled enough, powerless and
not heard. Women with invisible impairments like autism or mental health difficulties often
experienced that they were not believed nor taken seriously. Having more than one
impairment also seemed to sit uncomfortably with the structure of health care services.
One of the women with physical impairment explained that the rehabilitation process
after her accident had been difficult, not only because she had become disabled, but also
because she felt that she was not always listened to nor taken seriously, some of the doctors
were patronizing, did not respect her wishes or trust that she knew her body. She could not
control when she had a shower, what she ate and when she stopped taking medication that
she felt she did not need anymore. She also explained that in the process of helping her to
adjust to new circumstances and offering guidance about what would happen after she came
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home things were decided beforehand without paying attention to individual difference. For
example, it was assumed that she would need to wear thigh high socks for the rest of her life
and that she could not work full time because that was said a ‘norm’ for patients in her
position.
The doctors always know better. Everyone knows my future better than I do.
And I of course didn’t know anything after I had the accident. So you’re
steered into some kind of life. I was also told that I would not be able to work
more than a half time job. I was advised right away to apply for benefits. […]
I know people were just trying to be kind but not being in a full time job is not
my tempo (meaning time or temperament).

Another woman with physical impairment from birth encountered the feeling of
powerlessness towards her physiotherapist. She said that the therapist often acted as she
knew the disabled woman better then she herself and used her professional status to take
control over matters that should have been in the control of the disabled woman. One time,
her physiotherapist came to her home to fix a working chair, but all of a sudden started to
comment on her bed.
And she was just like ‘I really think you should get an electric bed’ and she
started reasoning it and I couldn’t argue with her because she was the
professional, she had gotten education in this field and you know, I don’t
have a university degree or anything and I am somehow still very bitter
because of this. […] Yeah, and I don’t feel that I’m in any situation, or should
be in any situation, to say no. These people just have degrees in people like
me.

She explained further that this was typical for health care professionals and the culture in
their system. With this in mind she also suggested, like the woman mentioned before, that
prejudice towards disabled people start to structure the way the health care system works by
assuming all disabled people are the same and ignoring human diversity.
In relation to rehabilitation and mental health a woman with mental health difficulties
encountered major difficulties in trying to get proper sick leave and rehabilitation pension.
From childhood she had dealt with undiagnosed depression, anxiety, post-traumatic-stressdisorder, personality disorder and more and said that this had been diagnosed randomly in
different places. She believed that the roots of her mental health difficulties were both
biological and psychosocial but encountered problems in finding support that focuses on
finding the core of her psychological state without dismissing her experience of neglect,
sexual abuse and trauma. She constantly felt that the doctors thought, because her disability
was not visible, she was exaggerating and that they ignored her attempts to explain that she
was realizing the major impact of violence on her mental state. Sometimes the doctors were
even cold or hostile. She also experienced sexist and ageist attitudes;
So when I tell him [the doctor] that I witnessed violence as a child by a family
member and that I had also been abused I don’t feel that he [the family
doctor] thought it was serious. […] I sense that, ok, I am yet just another
woman coming in with a panic attack, asking for something he can’t offer me
… I off course don’t know what he was thinking ... But I experienced the
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prejudice. [...] Then I started crying and that was also uncomfortable
because then I felt like a crying girl who is crying because nothing is working
out and everyone is mean to her.

She also explains that often help is random and that you cannot expect that ‘the people with
power are the people who understand’. It wasn’t until she made an appointment with her
family doctor, who happens to have mental health difficulties as well, that she was advised to
seek help in a rehabilitation clinic who focuses on holistic approaches in health care. A
woman with autism and mental health difficulties shared her experience of seeking help from
the mental health services after having attempted suicide for the first time. When she called
up the psychiatric unit at the hospital she was told that she could not get help there because
she had autism. ‘We don’t deal with disability diagnosis here so you have to get help
somewhere else’ the answer was. It wasn’t until two years later that someone corrected ‘this
big lie’ and the woman got help.
Several women encountered lack of psychological help in different ways. The
woman with mental health difficulties talked about high price of seeing a psychologist that
she had to pay for herself. One woman without sight said that she had seen some
psychologists since she was a child but not often made progress with them. She said that her
complex situation as a child had made it difficult for her because she was both ashamed of
the domestic violence that went on in the home of her biological parents and felt guilty to
have left her mother and siblings to deal with that while she was in foster care. She also
encountered the difficulty of being alone as a child at meetings about her emotional state
among adults only, mostly professionals.
Then there was a meeting with me, the teacher, my parents, the
psychologist in the unit (special unit at school) and I was put up against a
wall where I was supposed to tell how I was feeling in this unit, how I was
experiencing my [foster] home and how I felt overall. And there they sat, all
those people, and I was supposed to tell them that my dad was a drunk and
that I felt terrible about it. That I felt terrible about leaving my sister and that
he [dad] was always hitting mom and that I needed to watch out for him –
this just didn’t work. I just wrote this lot of, I thought they were pricks and
idiots. Those people are not fit for … they don’t understand what they are
doing.

In her adult years she has gone to psychologists and said they were very different from each
other. Some were helpful but others were ableist, telling her that she was a hero ‘for watering
the flowers’ and felt sorry for her ‘for being blind’ that did not help nor push for progress. The
woman who went through rehabilitation after an accident was surprised how little emotional
support was offered at the hospital and at the rehabilitation centre. She explained that she
had often asked for it but was only offered a priest and that did not work for the family. After
four, or five months in the rehabilitation unit, a psychologist came to talk to her but was about
to quit so she did not help at all. She felt that there were so many family members in shock,
that support of this kind should be mandatory and a part of rehabilitation program, both for
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her and her family. Because of the lack of it she was the one to support everyone around
her, including her husband at the time, and her children. Even though she realized that she
needed help she first and foremost wanted to help her family; ‘because I thought to my self, I
can always deal with this later’.
Five of the women in the research discussed their experience of gynaecologists and
two of them, a Deaf woman and a woman with a learning disability, were satisfied with the
services they received. The woman with a learning disability, though, said she had been very
scared to go for her first appointment and kept pushing it for years. She explained that her
fear was mostly rooted in lack of knowledge because she had been deprived of sex
education in the special school and special unit at her college. When this was discussed she
lowered her voice and almost whispered;
You know, I mean, you know, I mean, ohh, you know, you know, it’s hard to
say this but maybe it’s fine, just fine. My clitoris. I don’t know what it is. Or
you know, all this stuff. How the body works and thinks. It’s so important that
we know… about hormones. We have to know our bodies. And you know,
not say that we are eternal children. [laughs]

Lack of access at the gynaecologist was an issue. A woman with physical impairment said
that visits to the gynaecologist had become difficult after she became a wheelchair user. It
was hard for her to access the chair for the observation because she could not control the
movement of her legs and she needed a lot of help getting into it from her wheelchair. She
found this embarrassing and that it deprived her of privacy. A woman without sight said that
she had once gone to the centre for cancer check ups and she would never do that again. All
information was in pictures and written text, which she had no use of, as well as the staff
guided her visually and talked to her ‘like a baby’. The doctor was also rude, did not say a
word to her and left without saying goodbye. After that she just went to a clinic where she
saw a gynaecologist. She said, overall, that he had been fine, but explained that this one
time her visual impairment had made him uncomfortable. She had asked for the birth control
diaphragm and the doctor was trying to explain visually how to position it and use. That did
not work very well for the woman, so she asked him if he could just put it in so she could
sense how it was done. The doctor did that but behaved awkwardly; ‘I found it very strange
that a doctor who could be testing women and working inside their vaginas all day long
became so awkward when I asked for birth control.’

Public space
Ableism is everywhere and it is not always possible to link it to a particular space, group,
incident or person. It intervenes with sexism and other 'isms' that make it complicated to
pinpoint and make sense of. In this subtheme the women's narratives of ableist and sexist
micro-aggression and stigma will be discussed and how it represents itself through media,
public spaces and communication.
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Media representation
All the disabled women in the research expressed, in one way or another, how disability
representation in media, public discourse and arts is often charged with value that shows
disabled people as victims of tragic lives, freaks, incapable, desexualised, inhumane or non
existent. They relate to the history of marginalisation among disabled people, the power
nondisabled people have over it and how we are made visible, and the lack of access and
independence, which puts us aside and not often in public eye. Many of the women
discussed this in relation to representation of disability in the media, and the lack thereof, or
as a Deaf woman phrased it; 'I never see deaf people in movies. And if there is they are
represented as weirdoes'. A woman with a physical impairment who reads a lot said that
when disability is featured in literature it is usually about a disabled person dying from her
'disease'. Also in children's books disability is often bad or negative; 'The bad guy had a peg
leg or was missing an eye'. The women also expressed that because of this representation
'ordinary' disabled role models were almost unseen.
You never see an interview with disabled doctors or teachers. Disabled
people are rarely in the news unless it's about their impairment. And I was
thinking about it the other day; disabled people don't really need an extreme
sports person or a disabled man climbing Everest as a role model, much
rather role models of disabled people doing ordinary mundane things.

The representation of disability intersects with gender and other factors. A woman with
multiple impairments stated; 'And disabled women, they are so seldom in movies that to be
honest, I feel like they are not good enough, not as good as nondisabled women.' Most of the
women had experienced stigma around their gender and sexuality, especially in relation to
the body, sex and motherhood.

Intersections of everyday sexism with ableism
Media representation relates to stigma around sexuality that has many variations and is often
contradictory. Some women experience desexualising attitudes while other feel that they are
hyper sexualized or slut shamed in different ways. A woman with a physical impairment
explained that she had experienced major changes in attitudes towards her after she
became disabled. Since her husband left her following the accident she thought she was
'stick free’ from men ‘because nobody would be interested' and didn't even give it a thought.
With time she started to sense that some men, often married, were starting to show her
sexual interest, often by overstepping boundaries; 'Why do married men think they can just
barge in on me and sort out the disabled woman's sex life, you know? Just, once and for all.
And if I ask them they just say that they want to do me a favour and try something new'. She
says that this has gotten her thinking about how nondisabled men see disabled women; 'I
mean ... if I'm not interesting unless ... I actually don't know because of what, you know ... but
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... [sighs] ... you know, those men are in ... in a relationship, secure relationship with their
wives, and they are just, cheat... you know, cheating on them and you know ... and then I'm
just some option [cries]’.
A Deaf woman discussed that when Deaf women have a partner people are surprised
but also if they do not; 'So if I'm not in a relationship, if somebody asks me whether I have a
husband or a boyfriend, and I say no, then (they say); 'what?!' - And there are others who
say; 'yes, I have a husband' and then people say; 'wow!' like it's a landslide to have a
partner'. She also discusses how people assume about all Deaf women because of
something one of them does. She said, that she sometimes hears people say Deaf women
are sluttish because they know someone who 'is sleeping around and has children with two
men' or that it is Deaf culture. A woman with a physical impairment, on the other hand, said:
I think that everyone believes that disabled people live in chastity. And when
disabled people have children it is just like when Baby Jesus was born
[giggles]. That a holy spirit has been born by someone swinging a magic
wand and woops, there is a child. I feel that people become really
embarrassed when I talk about sex. I remember when I was fourteen (at
school) and we were supposed to think about what kind of family we would
have when we grew up and I said; 'yeah, I'll probably have a husband and
hopefully have children' and people were like; [makes a shocked face] ...
'Children? You are so brave thinking like that.'

A woman with a learning disability discussed how disabled women are often stigmatised as
unfit mothers; 'People think because we are disabled that we don’t take good enough care of
our children's basic needs. Like changing the diapers and so on. I was accused of not giving
my son the right medication.' She said that she had been afraid to loose custody over her
son and once she had been reported to the Child Protection Services. A woman without
sight, addressed the prejudice towards disabled mothers, and believes this differentiates
when it comes to disabled men because of the pressure on all women and the image that
says that 'to be a mother is a very serious job.' She says that therefore disabled mothers are
viewed with suspicion 'because everyone is keeping in mind the child's interest' which does
not seem to go hand in hand with 'having a parent, especially a mother, with an impairment'.
That is not assumed to be appropriate circumstances. She also discussed the gender
imbalance when it comes to disability, relationships and parenting.
Women are supposed to take care of them (men). They are supposed to
take care of them and assist them so you know, having a wife with a
disability ... if a man does that ... then he is just ... he's felt sorry for, that poor
thing. How is he going to handle that? Is he supposed to ... you know ... do
what she can't? How is that going to work? He is just such a hero. But if it is
the opposite, if a woman has a disabled husband, then she is just so kind;
she is just going to take care of that poor thing.
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Lack of access
A woman with a physical impairment explained, that lack of access and micro-invalidating
responses in public places, is marginalising even though it might not be defined as direct
exclusion.
I'm not excluded directly. But it's excluding when you are always crashing
walls. You can’t go there, you can’t get into the store. When I complained
that I couldn't get into the bakery they (the staff) were just like; 'yeah, yeah,
I'll just come and get you. You just call us.' And when I complained that I
couldn't get into the grocery store it was the same; 'we'll come and help you.'
So you are constantly fighting for being able to go and do the things you
used to be able to. And it's hard to get people to understand that it is not
acceptable, not being able to access places that you could access as a
nondisabled person. It is not fair, that you are experiencing human rights
violations every single day. […] And everyone is ready to take me
somewhere or carry me up and down the stairs. But changing the situation,
making it accessible, no ... no, no, no.'

Lack of access to the media and services are also troubling in public places and for
participation in society for disabled women. A woman without sight explained that it can be
hard accessing books in Braille; 'You have to order in good advance if you want a book in
Braille, it takes such a long time to make them [is being sarcastic] and last Christmas I was
told that I could get one book in Braille this Christmas.' A Deaf woman explained, that spoken
language often is a big hindrance in having access to making phone calls, which is
something that one often has to do, listening to the radio, TV programs and public
discussion; 'Where the voice is the medium, where there is spoken language, that's where
there are barriers'.

Psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions
In this theme the psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions for the disabled women in
the research will be explored. It is problematic to define different effects from each other,
since they are often tangled up in each other and therefore hard to make sense of. Even
though the effects are discussed in separate subthemes, it is important to acknowledge, that
often they go hand in and intersect in different situations and spaces.

Exhaustion
Many of the women encountered, that they were tired or exhausted from needing to fight for
their rights and go through the system to find appropriate help on daily basis, doing activism,
needing to constantly educate others, or making them feel better about women’s existence,
prove themselves in different spaces or keep up an image to resist stereotypes or stigma. In
the worst cases, they experienced burnout and stopped seeking the support they needed.
A Deaf woman said that when she was a child she coped better with the barriers she
faced but with age and time she has gotten more tired since it never stops and can become
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more troubling as an adult. A woman with mental health difficulties who had experienced
addiction and suicidal thoughts, explained that when you are very sick and in a fragile state,
needing to look for help is overwhelming. She said, that when women are up against
professionals, who don’t take them seriously or show them disrespect, they sometimes end
up giving up.
The most serious consequences is that you don’t look for help, or you look
for help slower. And when you are going through trauma, and experience
incidences like this, [a patronizing conversation with a doctor] it comes with a
cost. One phone call like this, maybe takes one or two days of recovery. So,
you know, you are in great danger of starting to harm yourself or going into
addiction.

Also, the women shared experience of constantly having to educate others about their
impairment, situation, need for assistance or ‘how to behave’ and the emotional labour
involved. One woman physical impairment remembered how hard it was to teach the other
kids at her primary school about why she was ‘like this’. Even though the children knew her
at the end of the school year, there was always another first grade each fall, so educating
them was ‘just a full time job’ and nobody, teachers or parents, seemed to help out. Another
woman explained, that after she became disabled, she needed to show people a lot of
patience while they adjusted to her using a wheelchair, both family members and colleagues,
and that she needed to be polite while at it, so people would not see her negatively. This was
a lot of work and took up a lot of energy.
So you know, I’m always, like I said before, I always have this task of
teaching people. And comforting people, convincing them that this [being
disabled] is okay, that I’ll survive and all that [sighs]. […] I’ve experienced
that my employees [at the company she runs] don’t take me seriously as
their boss, or ignore me. So I’m always teaching. And I always feel that, I
have to do that in a way that doesn’t provoke them. So they don’t get a bad
image of the disabled person [laughs]. So I wont become some power of
terror in a wheelchair [laughs].

A third woman, with multiple impairments, also discussed how exhausting it could be to need
personal assistants and train them. She often had to hire new ones so the training was
happening over and over again. ‘I think I should get paid for this’ she said half joking.
The threat of stereotypes takes up a lot of space in the women’s lives. The fear of
being stigmatized in negative ways often pushed them into trying to prove themselves or
overworking to be ‘allowed’ to be sick or disabled. A woman with mental health difficulties
explained that she felt she needed to be extremely intelligent, or hard working to prove that
she was worthy of trust, so she could allow herself to be depressed in between and therefore
‘not productive’. Sometimes though, this led to her becoming sicker because she pushed
herself to the limit. At work a Deaf woman explained that she was under extra pressure:
Yeah, it’s the thing about always needing to prove yourself, tackling the
double standard. And become tired for a longer time. And I have to be more
proactive when there are projects that need to be done, then I need to be the
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first to say; ‘Hey, wait, I’ll do this’. And if I don’t it’s taken from me, somebody
hearing gets it. I feel a little like I’m not trusted.

She added, that she worried that Deaf women often felt obligated to be in a relationship, or
have children, because other people did not expect them too, so they sometimes ended up in
situations, that they did not want to be in; ‘It’s like they need a front. To live as ‘ordinary life’
as the image says. I sometimes ask myself; what’s the point? Are you in this relationship
because you love the person or just to be in a relationship?’ A woman with learning
disabilities said that she was tired and stressed to always need to prove herself, both at work
and also, when she was trying to convince her parents, that she wanted to move out and live
independently; ‘You constantly need to prove yourself. It is so hard, that when you have to do
that every single day, always like … wait … yeah, now I feel like that I have to prove myself’.
Finally, a few women explained, that activism work made them exhausted or even in a
burnout state. This was ether mostly due to ableism and sexism in social movements.

Anxiety and fear
Stress, anxiety, and fear took a toll on many of the women in the research and often they did
not disclose that to anyone. Also, it seemed to be a matter of fact in their life. The anxiety
mostly revolved around social situations in public spaces, lack of information, inappropriate
services and difficulty in communicating with sign language interpreters or personal
assistants.
A woman, with mental health difficulties, explained that her anxiety had followed her
since she was sexually abused as a child. When she started to seek help, she felt that
because of her ability to express herself clearly, the mental health care system often
undermined the seriousness of her mental state.
It wasn’t until I had the breakdown that I couldn’t express myself as clearly.
Then I was just … I just cried … but the depression is more like that I
become very serious and shut down but can still speak clearly but there I
was just in a haze somehow. I just needed a teddy bear, I needed to hold on
to someone, I could not sleep alone and so on.

Both of the Deaf women, explained that social settings could be very stressful, as well as the
lack of access to sign language interpreters.
Of course I sometimes found it difficult to come into a group of hearing
people, especially while I was still in high school. Because, on the inside, I
was afraid to be judged based on my deafness and that I would say
something wrong or behave differently than you are ‘supposed to’. And, of
course, I wanted to be included and noticed by the boys, but I was so
obsessed on my own flaws, that I was always stressing and trying.

They both accounted, that not knowing if they could get interpretation for events until right
before, made them worried and anxious. One discussed, that interpreters were various, both
in signing, and professionally, so she was often stressed at work that they did not interpret
her well enough, or that they would overstep their boundaries and start to participate in
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conversation which they were not meant to. She was worried about how low their wages
were, and that with time, it would be harder to find good interpreters; ‘Why does this have to
be like this? This is my way of communicating and my key to society’ she stated. The other,
who is also blind, said that this uncertainty put a lot of pressure on her social life in high
school and in addition, that information is often only visual, so she did not know about events
until it was too late.
I’m always losing out on something. Often information about events comes
only two days beforehand or I hear of them late because I did not see the
advertisement and then I need to book an interpreter right away. It’s
stressful. And often I don’t get interpreters with short notice and cannot go to
the event. This puts too much strain on young disabled people who are
trying to participate in extracurricular activities. This is our time to have fun.
But we have to think about everything. It is too much responsibility.

A woman with learning disabilities also encountered a lot of anxiety from the time she was a
child. She explained that it had begun at primary school, where she had not gotten enough
support and became stressed about failing expectations and nervous in interacting with
others. She also talked about how support workers and personal assistants could cause her
anxiety when they didn’t respect her wishes and overstepped boundaries by behaving
paternalistically; ‘It’s not a nice feeling. Sometimes I tear up. And it affects me, I feel small
inside, and often, when they think (and say) I shouldn’t do something, then it is less likely I
ask for help with it again. When this hurts me the most, I need to take in extra anxiety
medication’. She also mentioned that she found it stressful when she got new assistants,
because she has difficulty in trusting people. Furthermore, she discussed that she often
became stressed when using the special transport, services because she did not know which
driver comes each time and what type of car she needs to sit in.

Frustration and anger
Some of the women encountered frustration and anger. They found difficult to deal with it
and some felt bad for being irritated with people around them. One of the women had a few
times lost her temper and physically attacked other children as a child. These instances were
usually related to lack of access, paternalistic behaviour of professionals and support
workers, micro-aggression in public spaces and bullying.
A Deaf woman said, that as she has become older, she gets more frustrated as well
as tired, when she faces social barriers, e.g. communication difficulties and social stigma.
She explained that she often felt excluded in family gatherings in a way that she did not
‘enjoy the moment at the same time as them’ because she had no sign language interpreter
and that she became ‘a little frustrated’. Frustration at work was also an issue for a woman
with learning disabilities who felt she was not taken seriously and was sometimes asked to
be on committees, relating to disability as an expert, but had no say. She explained, that she
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was often ‘appalled’ by this, but was afraid to talk about it to her colleagues. She mentioned
especially, this one committee; ‘It was a horrible experience. I was furious the whole time. I
wasn’t listened to. I wasn’t respected. Nobody offered support. I needed an assistant. I was
used as a token.’
A woman with a physical impairment, felt frustrated by the support worker who came
to her home after she became disabled and interfered with how she wanted to perform the
house keeping and was raising her children; ‘This was obviously so annoying, or frustrating,
because I thought my kids were just going through really hard stuff. Everything was so fragile
and sensitive at this time. In my mind nagging about some socks on their floor was totally
pointless.’ A woman without sight, expressed that she gets very angry when she cannot
access technical things, e.g. on booking webpages which her reading device does not work
for and on social media where everything is very visual.
This manifests itself in extreme anger and sometimes I am afraid that I have
to go to an anger management program. When things like this happen, I get
an uncontrollable urge to take my anger out on someone. I get this
uncontrollable need to take my keyboard and threw it out the living room
window. But what prevents it are the consequences. For a long time I got so
furious that I threw it in the bin. But you know, I know I can take it out of the
bin again. Also, I feel that when this happens, and sometimes it does, I have
no one [to talk too].

She explained, that even though with time, this anger has been directed more towards
discrimination and less inwards, through self-hate, it is very difficult;
It has too much impact, I know that. I have often thought about that I let this
affect me too much because the more it affects me the more unhappy I am
as a person but I don’t know … this has an extreme impact on me and I
don’t know how I can stop it. I have never found anyone who can tell me.
And, maybe, it’s not possible, that I know. I remember that this did impact
me more before and provoked more self-hate then it does today. It made me
feel hopeless. Now it makes me feel … today the anger is more directed
towards the people who humiliate me, or the computer system that I can’t
use, or just, you know, the things that limit me.

An autistic woman, with mental health difficulties explained, that sometimes she would get
very angry about the way she was treated. There were moments where she lost control of
her temper; ‘I was twelve when there were almost pressed charges against me for punching
a girl and braking her nose because she said ‘You can’t be like us because you are so
immature’. I obviously did the only thing I could do and punched her in the nose, broke it for
some reason, and walked off.’ She also found it extremely difficult when she witnessed
disrespect towards other disabled people. Once she saw a group of boys, who used to bully
her in primary school, bully a teenage girl with learning disabilities at a community centre.
She attacked them.
I was devastated. The reason why I got so angry was probably that I knew
the boys. They did this to me for a few years, in primary school. [laughs]. So,
I just let them have it. But I didn’t feel … I am not proud of hitting them now,
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but I was then. At the time. I probably would have regretted it more to not
stand up for her [the disabled teenage girl who was being bullied].

Sadness and trauma
One of the consequences of multiple oppressions was sadness and depression. Part of the
women had experienced some or extensive trauma through their lives and often because of
ableist structures, violence and prejudice. Some women had suicidal thoughts or had
attempted suicide, and two of the women encountered developing addiction or using
something temporarily, e.g. alcohol or sex, to numb the pain they were going through.
For a Deaf woman in the research the lack of access to sign language interpretation
made her feel sad. As she encountered in relation to her anxiety, her sadness grew with the
years and she became more sensitive about being excluded, especially in a group of friends
and family. A woman expressed great sadness when, as a child, she was sent to foster care;
‘It was a terrible time. Like I remember it, it was a true nightmare. […] All a sudden everything
is disrupted and I’m sent in foster care at some old couple. […] And I was in an environment
that I didn’t know so I just felt like a prisoner’. She also felt terrible about leaving her mother
and siblings in an abusive home and deep grief.
I think … I think it is just normal for all children to experience rejection. There
is no chance not to. I at least felt rejected and separation anxiety and grief.
[…] I very soon became antisocial, just wanted to be alone, that people
would leave me alone. With time I was having trouble concentrating at
school, and became easily irritated and hostile.

She goes on to discuss, that when she became a teenager, she started to drink a lot. Even
though she disliked going to nightclubs and partying, she went to fit in; ‘I didn’t understand
what was fun about going out. I didn’t like it. I still went, just to get drunk and I drank a lot at
that time. And it was just a way to escape this world. I just drank to try to step up my game.’
A woman with a physical impairment expressed her concerns about the lack of crises
counselling that is family focused in the rehabilitation process and after she got home from
the hospital. She explained, that all her family was having a hard time and that the little
psychological help they were offered did not approach the family holistically.
It was just a terrible situation. The kids were experiencing one of their
parents, who used to take care of them all their lives, almost fully dependent
and going through overwhelming grief. Grief because of what happened, that
you have kind of lost yourself. And then, there is the other parent, trying to
survive with his partner in a totally different state than he has ever
experienced or expected her to be in, and everything just evolves into a
catastrophe.

A woman with mental health difficulties, who had not received appropriate help, explained
that when she entered the labour market, she started to let go of the pressure to be perfect
like in school and often did not show up at work. The anxiety was becoming more severe and
developing into depression; ‘it was not just the anxiety but I didn’t see the point in anything. I
just always wanted to be asleep.’ She said that the periods of depression became longer and
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when she had started her dream university education she had to quit; ‘I had one dream and it
was studying this. […] I could not do this, because I was too anxious and had suicidal
thoughts and I thought I would not do anything in life. I was actually just waiting to die.’ She
explained that even though her parents had discussed the abuse to her as a child and this
had been a very difficult time for her family, it did not have any consequences for the abuser
nor for her future.
And I’m just completely full on trying to heal a wound that I don’t even know I
have by becoming subjected to sex and love addiction and other harmful
situations where I’m in great danger of experiencing violence again.

As a result of massive bullying and strict behavioural therapy in her school years, an autistic
woman talked about her experience of depression and suicidal thoughts; ‘I’ve been dealing
with depression since I was a child. […] I felt like people couldn’t care less whether I existed
or not. […] Everything people were saying to me made me feel like it was true. That’s why I
have so often attempted suicide.’

Dependency and the feeling of being a burden
The women's experience of feeling like a burden and being dependent on family, friends and
service systems, were closely interconnected. They were very aware of that other people
needed to assist them and felt shame and powerlessness in having that need. Also the
system's reaction to their requirements, made them feel like they were a financial burden.
They also discussed, that they felt uncomfortable talking about what they were going through
personally, in fear of being a burden in that way too. The women felt, that politicians
sometimes made them feel like a burden by their discourse and emphasis. A woman with
learning disabilities, made an example about how the chairwoman of the budget committee
of the Parliament of Iceland made her feel.
You know, I mean … we shouldn’t see ourselves (disabled people) as
problems. We need to tell society that we are not a problem. Sometimes I
feel like one. Like when, for example, Vigdís Hauksdóttir (chairwoman of the
budget committee of the Parliament of Iceland at the time) is always saying,
that we are just a problem.

A woman with mental health difficulties explained, that dealing with getting help in the system
was exhausting, there was no formal guidance and she stopped asking her family for help
because she did not want to tire them anymore. She explained; 'There I was, just some
woman, trying to defraud medicine out of the system. You feel like this bloodsucker. [...] And
there is no one who helps you with this. That's what is so hard. I've been sick so many times,
that I just can’t burden my parents and siblings with this anymore.' She goes on to discuss
that not relying on them, is also a matter of longing to be independent. Since she has needed
a lot of help from her mother and sister, it has also become problematic, that they take
ownership of her and it is hard to get out of it.
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They then become the relatives and own every fiber in my body and it's hard
to get out of a pattern where they control my life. Because I asked for it, you
know? So there came a time when I stopped reaching out to them to
balance the need to go from being completely dependent to completely
independent, that was so hard for them. [...] My sister once complained a lot
and kind of put her foot down before I had the nervous breakdown and said;
‘I need to get a break from communicating with you.’ She then had
experienced very strongly that I had needed her and reached out to her a lot,
but when I felt better, I disappeared. And she was really hurt, so I started to
practice to show her both sides of me; also when I felt fine and was in a
good mood. [...] It's not that they became tired of me or anything, they didn't
say that, but I was afraid they were tired of me.

A woman with a physical impairment that affects her speech, also explained that she was
afraid to tell friends and family how she felt about the discrimination, everyday oppression
and micro aggression because it would be tiring for them; ‘But of course when something
happens, like when somebody degrades me, I need to talk about it to someone I know. It's
hard not to tell someone what you are feeling, to just keep it to yourself. [...] But I think it's not
very uplifting for my friends and family.' She goes on to explain, that having a mild form of
physical impairment, can also be troubling because she can do many things independently,
but not enough to live on her own. She needs assistance with tying her shoelaces, cooking
dinner, buttoning her jacket and so on and she feels that people, like her family and her
physiotherapist, thinks that therefore she cannot get support or Personal Assistance and
should just rely on her mother and sister for help. That means, she cannot move away from
home.
I of course deeply love my family but it sucks that there is always older
people that are driving me around. I find it extremely uncomfortable, that
everyone knows where I am because they need to drive me. I have no
privacy. [...] It is very limiting for your independence and privacy to rely on
your family. My mom had to plan her work for many years around my time
timetable and when I needed to be picked up and I find that very
uncomfortable. [...] It feels hopeless. And I feel stuck. I feel stuck in the same
place as I was in when I was fifteen, ten and five years old. I'm a grown up. I
want Personal Assistance and to take responsibility.

A woman without sight, who now has Personal Assistance but did not before, explained how
difficult it had felt, to rely on her neighbour to assist her with shopping, opening and reading
the mail and so on. Now she pays her neighbour as her assistant but also has another
assistant. Before receiving the assistance it was hard; 'I felt constant guilt. She (the
neighbour) was calling me up after work, asking if I needed to go somewhere, still saying she
would rather be doing something else. I was like her duty.' She added, that before she had
assistance, she did not even think about participating in feminist activism (which she does
now) ‘or anything else for that matter’ because she was tired of needing to rely on others;
‘Because you know, even though someone comes and says; ‘common, we can always pick
you up or drive you home’ I’ve just had enough of it, completely. I have had enough of
always being everywhere on somebody’s else’s terms.’ A woman with multiple impairments
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said that even though she now has some Personal Assistance it is not enough. Her mom had
decided on the hours when she was younger, but now she was older, wanted more freedom
from her parents and felt she needed to rely on them to much; 'I felt like a burden on my
family. I think that's unfair and even if though I have some assistance it doesn't mean that I
can do whatever I like. It sucks not being able to go out like everyone else.'
For a woman with a physical impairment after an accident, it felt extremely hard not
being able to do things on her own. When her children used this situation against her, by
threatening to leave her in the car or take her wheelchair away if she did not do what they
said, she felt vulnerable; 'What do I do if I don’t agree with them and they leave me in the
car? What do I do? But somehow it we managed. You just give in a little.' She also
explained, how powerless and objectified she felt about her husband assisting her, especially
when he was overstepping boundaries;
I was married at the time and he couldn't handle the situation. It was too
much for him. He couldn't ... and it ... but he took ... went through this
process where he was going to take care of me. He had never taken care of
me before. Ever. He went into something he was not asked to do, you know,
he signed up for a project. I was the project, you know. And you know, that
showed ... you know, I was going to ... what should I say ... well ... he partly
deprived me of power at the same time, you know, because he started to do
things that maybe ... didn’t have to be done or he hadn't done before and ...
and you know ... so I kind of ... I cant explain this really.

Overall, the feeling of being dependent on others, was extremely difficult; 'It was devastating,
going through this and needing to ask for help and assistance. I'm not over that yet. I don't
know if I'll ever get over finding it hard, you know'.

Shame and powerlessness
Shame and powerlessness seem to be intervened into most aspects of the women's lives.
Therefore it is hard to take apart those feelings from feelings of anger, frustration, anxiety,
and sadness. However, in some cases the shame and powerlessness are put into words,
directly through experience of medicalization and paternalism, victim blaming, microinvalidation and othering.
An autistic woman experienced herself being to blame for other people's prejudice
and bullying; 'I just thought; is it my fault? Am I the reason for everyone’s unhappiness? Is
that why they are so cruel, violent and want nothing to do with me?' She also explained that
she had isolated herself, was fearful of what other people thought of her and in many was
just wanted to hide. She talked about, like many autistic activists and scholars have done,
that she processes her environment differently and feels that she is usually the one
responsible for misunderstanding, despite violent behaviours from others.
I've always been backed into a corner and it has been getting me out of this
corner that has been the problem. I've always been shy and afraid of what
people might think of me. As I say, I process things, hear things, define
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things completely different from others and I misunderstand a lot. All the
time. Sometimes it's both ways but sometimes it is me, I have to admit that it
is my fault that I misunderstand, because I take everything literally.

In relation to victim blaming, it is interesting to reflect on the words of a woman with multiple
impairments when she points out that; 'Parents are usually not disabled like their kids. They
just want to cure their child, so in the end the child learns; I'm the problem and I'm supposed
to be cured.' The focus on therapy, treatment and curing seems to be problematic for the
women when growing up and affect the way they see themselves and how they tackle the
barriers they are facing. If they are the ones to be fixed they must be the ones to blame for
the reaction of others and the difficulties they go through. A Deaf woman explained how the
pressure on Deaf children to use spoken language instead of sign language can easily
invalidate their feelings; ‘And it hurts me. How much is the child really hearing? How much is
it faking? You know, just nodding and accepting, but how does the child feel on the inside?’
She wondered how it feels when it is being kept ‘on the sidelines’; ‘How is the child feeling
emotionally? We forget to think about that.’ A woman without sight, discussed this in relation
to special education and the shame she felt when she was 'taken out' by special education
teachers or therapists; 'It was hard. I found it more difficult as I got older. When I was in high
school, the special education teachers came to visit me in class and took me to tutoring
sessions outside of class. I didn't like it. I was, ehm, attention was paid to me because of this.
I found it stigmatizing and I wanted it to stop.'
The culture of violence seemed to influence the women's reflection on sharing their
experience with others and having the freedom to feel. Also that it was their responsibility to
defend themselves. A woman with a physical impairment impacting her speech, described
how the bullying of other kids and the prejudice and micro-aggression of others was
normalized, which takes away her right to respond.
It was the norm. That it was okay for the kids to say that they lost their
appetite [when she was eating] and I thought it was okay that, you know,
people commented that I talked stupid or something. I never knew how to
defend myself and, what is more, is that I thought it was the norm. Then, I
had a teacher, who never intervened so I felt all alone.

She added that as a grown up, she finds the micro-aggressions about the way she speaks or
the way her body moves, very challenging because it so subtle and often wrapped in well
meaning, but hurtful praises or comments. She also finds it hurtful, when people make her
feel that she does not belong, and devalue her capacity and willingness to participate in
political discussions or activism, like in the feminist movement.
But, I of course, have political opinions and opinions on social matters, but it
is brutal that I'm not listened to or talked to, like a real person. And,
sometimes, I just don't get involved, because I don't want to become
disappointed and think; damn it, they didn't take me seriously. They don't
care what I think. I feel that disabled people are harming the image. Like a
queer, disabled friend of mine has talked about in relation to the queer
movement, that they didn't want disabled people, and I thought; damn it, how
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often have I experienced this? Because we are so busy creating images of
social groups, a perfect image that I somehow destroy. I have to be honest, I
have started crying about being in this situation because I feel that people
don't take me seriously.

She explains the micro-invalidating responses from others when she discusses this, sends
her the message that she should just toughen up and get over it, which makes her feel
powerless and in pain.
I sense it strongly that it is hard to respond to this attitude because I was
once discussing this with a person and saying that I was so tired of that
people are always telling my how sweet and inspiring I am and all those
adjectives and she said; 'It is terribly hard for you to say something, it's really
not possible, because people mean so well.' And I sensed, at that moment,
how powerless I was. [...] I'm just supposed to get over it and not be
offended because people mean so well.

She said, that it would be different, if people would be hostile to her; ‘It’s different if people
would tell me to ‘fuck off’ or that I was tedious. Then everyone would say; ‘Defend yourself,
now!’ But when people use ‘nice’ adjectives then it’s politically incorrect to become offended.
So society tells me to shut up and be a well-behaved disabled woman’. This invalidation of
experiences, also manifested itself in the women feeling too ashamed of their experience, or
that they needed to stay strong. A woman with learning disabilities, explained that when
people disrespected her she did not always know who to talk to and that she tried to be
tough; 'Sometimes, it's hard, sometimes not. Sometimes I just try to laugh and smile through
my tears. Because that's better.' She added, that mistrust was one of the hardest things to
deal with; 'I think that's the worst prejudice, when somebody says I can’t. Then I feel
devalued'.
The woman that was sent to foster care as a child said, that she could not explain
why she was behaving 'badly' and was in pain. She added, that the mistrust she felt from her
first foster parents, was making her feel prisoned and powerlessness because she was used
to her biological mother believing in her capability and showing her trust; ‘It was like being in
jail. Because mom always said; ‘are you sure you can do this?’ and I said; ‘yes’ and then she
trusted me and maybe said; ‘you know this is hot?’ and I said; ‘yeah, yeah’ and she trusted
that. But it didn’t matter what I said to my foster parents, they had no faith in me.’
Finally, a woman with a physical impairment, explained how her opinions are often
dismissed and how the service system often wants to take control over her life, especially in
the rehabilitation process; ‘The system was eating me alive. You lose power over yourself.
[…] But you know, you feel that your opinions don't matter. You feel like nobody is listening.’

Dehumanization and sexual objectification
Some of the women in the research felt dehumanised and desexualised as an effect of
discrimination and oppression in their everyday lives. Those factors often intervened and
overlapped. An autistic woman often mentioned in the interview, that she felt that people did
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not treat her as a human being and felt the need to put into words in our discussion that she
indeed was. This has impacted her emotional wellbeing immensely and filled her with selfloathing;
I still hear voices in my head like; ‘you are not a human being. You will never
be a human being.’ It's just constantly on repeat in my head. And also when I
go to sleep. [...] This is actually how my life has been. Those messages;
because she is so different, because she is not the stereotype of the
ordinary, then you can just ... you can almost kill her ... nobody cares. Those
were the messages I got as a child. No child should have to go through that.

She went on to explain, that it was complicated to know why she was discriminated against
and feels that it is not only related to a particular factor, but her entire existence; ‘I’m not just
discriminated against because I’m a woman and disabled. I’m discriminated against because
I exist.’ A woman with a physical impairment said, that it was so shocking to realise, that by
becoming disabled, she had lost her humanity because, her environment and many people in
it stopped treating her like a human being. Fighting for access and assistance was not just
about receiving substantial things or services; 'All a sudden, you have to start fighting for
your humanity'.
A woman with physical impairment said, that media representation and the lack of it
was, in fact dehumanising because it either shows us as non-existent or out of the ordinary.
She mentioned, that when reading books like Harry Potter, where there are no disabled
characters, she felt out of place; 'I felt like I did not fit into this world'. She also added, that
because disabled people are often presented as someone who is dying, she had, as a child,
thought that was true for her; 'It really shaped my consciousness. I thought I was dying, every
single day'.
The dehumanisation often intersected with internalised sexism, especially in the form
of feeling desexualised, slut shamed or sexually objectified. A woman without sight said that
this was very complicated and multi-layered.
I think that multiple oppressions have very bad impact on disabled women. It
causes low self-esteem. People are always saying that you are not equal to
nondisabled women. They [disabled women] … you know ... It is kind of
always those messages. You know ... They are both dealing with the
disability baggage, in addition to being women. They have the disability
baggage, the women baggage, and then you add those together and then
you have a new baggage.

A woman with physical impairment explained the pain after her husband left her; 'I was so
extremely surprised. I just said to him; 'what's going on? I have not changed at all. I'm still
me. I'm this person.' It was like, you know, because my body has changed, that is ... to
much.' She explained that the reaction of men to her disability makes her feel worthless;
'This marginalises me. They are not interested in my company or attracted to me because
I'm an interesting person, it's something else, you know. […] It makes me feel like I'm just a
piece of trash.'
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An autistic woman experienced slut shaming through bullying at school. She found
that really troubling and felt the need to point out that she had dressed 'appropriately' and
was not having sex with others at the time; ‘I was called a whore very often when I was at
school, because even though I had never dressed in anything that showed some skin, but I
was often called a whore. I was called a stupid whore. That was one of the things that made
me feel terrible. I was even a virgin then.’
The history of the sexism in the lives of disabled women has revealed that disabled
women have been told that the solution to sexual violence we encounter can be sterilisation.
Also that an ‘ordinary’ biological aspect of being defined as a cis-gendered woman, like
periods, becomes disgusting in the case of disabled women. With that in mind, it is thought
provoking to address a conversation I had with a woman with learning disabilities, who
participated in the research. There she explains that in her belief she is safer from sexual
violence because she is sterilised, and also that her periods are problematic. The latter is
especially interesting in the light of her experience from primary school, where she felt
disrespected when she had her periods.
The woman: If they (disabled women) are having to heavy periods, then it's
best to be sterilised because that will help. If you know ... if you know ... if it
is like that ... if you know, a thing happens like that happened to me in high
school when I was sexually harassed ...
Me: Yes...
The woman: ... and you know, I was always very sick when I had my
periods. It's very normal to be sick when you have your periods.
Me: Yes...
The woman: Some people said that it wasn't normal, but some people said
that, yes, it was normal.
Me: Right...
The woman: Some people don't realise how bad periods are for you.
Me: Okay...
The woman: And you know, I didn't want to have children, for example, so I
just decided to have the surgery.
Me: Okay...
The woman: Because it makes you stronger.
Me: Okay...
The woman: Then nobody harasses you, fortunately (laughs)
Me: Sorry, can you say that again?
The woman: Nobody harassing me.
Me: Nobody is harassing you because you had the surgery?
The woman: No.
Me: Ok...
The woman: That's just good.
Me: Can you explain this a bit more?
The woman: Yes. It's like ... you know ... nobody is touching you ... and you
know ... somebody sexually harassing you. That's not happening anymore.
Me: Okay. And you relate that to having the surgery?
The woman: Yes.
Me. Okay.
The woman: And that's also good, because I'm on the pill now.
Me: Yeah...
The woman: That helps.
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In many ways this conversation shows the influence of stigma, oppressive messages,
contradictions and the lack of power women with learning disabilities may face, and the way
they try to make sense and live with that reality.

Everyday resistance and social change
In this theme, the women’s account of everyday resistance in the demand for social change
will be discussed. First, the importance of self-identification will be discussed with the
spectrum of disability in mind. Then, the women's experience of objecting sexist stigma will
be reflected on, and how they, in their daily life, push back. Informal support will be
discussed and how it can be helpful as well as claiming power in the mental health service
system. Finally, the women will address, how the structure of society needs to change so
disabled women can live independently without violence and shame.

Self-identification and the spectrum of disability
When living in a world that stigmatises and defines disability and illness as tragic and
something to 'cure' or make disappear, claiming power over self-identification is a radical act
of resistance and healing according to some of the women in the research. It can be a tough
task and goes on every single day, but by gaining knowledge, sharing experiences with other
disabled women, recognising role models and finding powerful meaning in disability many of
them, have come a long way.
A Deaf woman explained, that as she became a teenager, she became more selfconscious about being Deaf and was very busy, trying to figure out what other people
thought of her. She was afraid of being judged and not fitting in, and said that she would
have wanted to know about terms like 'ableism' and definitions relating to Deaf culture to be
able to better make sense of all her thoughts and feelings. She also wished she had had a
well educated strong Deaf role model close to her in age and better access to sign language.
She felt that it was helpful going to an inclusive college, where she could better see her own
reflection in others, that was harder in the school for Deaf children. Her self-confidence
started to build up when she got a bit older; 'So when I got older, when I started to become
more confident, it was just like coming out of the closet, as Deaf. Just yeah, I don't need to
hide, I don't need to adjust to others, and this is how I am. Then it became easier. Life, in
general.' She said that it could be complicated to deal with how people see Deaf people but
emphasises that she has a very clear picture of it and finds that important. People often
judge her for saying that she would prefer having a Deaf partner and Deaf children. She
answers that firmly:
The Deaf community, we don't see the difference, between Deaf and hearing
children. Because we know we are equals. We know sign language and we
learn sign language and we have our way of communicating and that is just
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normal communication. Hoping to have a disabled child, a Deaf child, people
don’t understand and think we are burdening the child. […] I was raised as
the only one in the family who is Deaf. And I think it is just less straining if
the parents ... if everyone is Deaf.

She said that her relationship with the term disability is 'a little complicated' and that it varies
if she defines herself as disabled, Deaf or both.
In political activism and at my job [as a teacher] I say that I'm both. But in my
private life.... I don’t feel it, just barriers, and the term disabled was always a
little bit negative when I was growing up. People were afraid of being
stigmatised and I was raised in that kind of discourse. It was always a little
downgrading. Disabled?! [uses a contemptuous tone]. So I don't define
myself like that. But if I look at the context and the Deaf community I define
myself both ways [disabled and Deaf].

A woman with mental health difficulties, also finds the term disability complicated as well as
terms on mental illness/health and other definitions. She says all these words are so full of
meaning and preconceived ideas that it differs whether she wants to define herself or not and if she does, how she does it. She wants acceptance and empathy, but not pity, and she
wants to be able to get help to work through her mental health difficulties, but still, not be
seen responsible for her state of being; 'First of all, we lack accepting that anxiety and
depression are often a normal reaction to an abnormal society and also that it is a normal
reaction for people who just have a more sensitive structure then others and need something
else in life.' She says that it is hard to find the words and that there is no particular term that
sits well with her.
Sometimes I say 'because of my illness' but then I don't. You know, I say it to
you now, but ... if I'm talking to other people just on a regular basis and I'm
talking about my life, then it's very hard to say 'because of my illness'
because then people go: 'what, are you sick?'. I mean, sometimes I say
'yeah, because of depression' and then it's, ugghh, I become afraid that I'll
be victimised. And when people ask me if I have a disease I'm like 'ugghh,
nooo....' [laughs] but then 'well, yeah, nooo... yes' [laughs]. Because, I have
a post-traumatic-stress-disorder and depression disease [says disease with
sarcasm] and I have anxiety and a bipolar tendency, but you know, yeah,
maybe I have four diseases but I still don’t like the word. [...] I think the term
disease isolates this as something inside me that needs to be cured, or
much rather, something that can't be cured.

She discusses, that at the same time she would like to dismiss definitions, they are often
necessary to have a right to rehabilitation benefits and other help. When she was growing up
her parents or anyone else never mentioned that she might be dealing with mental health
difficulties or disability, so defining herself didn't cross her mind until she finally got
rehabilitation benefits which she found liberating; 'I felt I was allowed to be sick and that I was
... so to me benefits were not humiliating [laughs] ... it was actually; finally, thanks!' In many
ways, she wished that somebody had mentioned to her earlier that she was disabled; 'Or I
don’t know, belonged ... could get some sort of support or understanding from people with
similar experiences. It was some sort of acceptance that; yeah, okay, I'm not just imaging
this.' She emphasises this is complicated.
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Sometimes, I try out some words that activists are using in other countries.
[...] I'm looking for a word that describes that I have this mind or spirit that is
alternative ... that is something a little bit different [giggles] but not a word
that describes ideas about limitations. This is always ambivalent because
there is always a particular acknowledgement in saying impairment or
disability ... yeah, then others understand what you mean. But what I'm
talking about is, like neuro-queer ... that's more like ... yeah, that I gain
something from this that others don't, you know? So it's not just that I'm
missing out on something but that I'm given something. And that I have a
vision that is maybe special and positive.

A woman with learning disabilities explained, that as a child she had been told that she was
‘slow to learn’ and she did not think much about it. When she became an adult, she had been
diagnosed with learning difficulties by a doctor but when she asked if that was a disability he
said no because she was ‘too independent’. When she started participating in disability
activism she started to define herself as disabled and talk about that she has learning
disabilities. As a mother of a son with learning disabilities she said they have discussed the
term disability quite a lot and together gone through a process of self-identification.
He has been asking me if I’m disabled or not. And I have to admit that I have
a little … it has been a bit hard to answer … knowing how to respond. But I
have told him that I have a learning disability. First, I told him that I was
disabled inside [laughs]. And actually, he started to ask me yesterday,
because he is thinking a little bit about this concerning himself; ‘mom, am I
… am I … sort of disabled?’ It was after he read an article at school about a
disabled woman. […] I have told him before that he has Attention Deficit
Disorder but he has not wanted to accept that, so I have just let him … that’s
ok. He does not agree. And he doesn’t have to. But, since he started asking,
I told him again and explained that he had been diagnosed with mild learning
disabilities when he was six (now he is fourteen). I told him that maybe that
had changed, but anyhow all kids were different and he was doing well. This
was a bit emotional for me. Because … I just want to try to say … say this in
a way that doesn’t hurt him. I think about that quite a lot. Even though, I give
him this information it’s important that he doesn’t feel small. Because I’m
disabled myself I think I’m more aware of doing this gently.

A woman without sight said, that she had always been ‘resistant to the term disability and
being disabled and being different and needing segregated services and being on benefits’
since she was a child. She said she had never accepted having impairment, even though
she knew that she could not see. It was not because not seeing was bad; ‘But … disability to
me … it is the society that is disabling, I never felt disabled’. She added that getting to know
disability studies and the philosophy of Independent Living ‘was like freedom … it changed
my life completely’.

Objecting to sexist stigma and reconstructing femininity
The disabled women all agreed on the importance of challenging preconceived ideas about
femininity and gender in relation to disability. Research needs to be done on sexuality and
identity in disabled women's lives, sex education needs to be rethought and taught by
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disabled people and that disability and feminist movements have to become aware of the
intersections of sexism and ableism and other forms of oppression.
A disabled woman with physical impairment said, that it has to stop that disabled
men's sex life is seen as more important then disabled women's sex life. She said that both
the academia and health care system needed to focus on the sexual freedom of disabled
women.
When disabled men become disabled or something, then that is a huge
issue ... the poor guys ... now they have lost control over their sex lives. [...]
But it's never ... or not often ... up for discussion that women might have you
know ... that there is some research done. Of course, they have done
something about this but not from the standpoint of disabled women's
identities. I haven't seen that, you know. Our sex life has not been
researched. Maybe ... possibly just ... I mean; ‘how often a week, month or a
year do women with spinal cord injury have sex if they are in a relationship?’
or something. The clinical stuff. But we are not looking at our identities and
how we experience sex as disabled women. If we are looking for some
intimacy, how does that feel for us?

Another woman with a physical impairment was very firm on this issue too. She said that she
would have wanted to know that it was normal for her to be interested in sex, that of course
she was a sexual being and sexually active and there was nothing wrong with that; 'I wish I
hadn't been judged like a disabled person is some pathetic child, or that we have no chance,
or that we are leftovers, or that we would never meet nondisabled partners.' She added that
people should also watch how they ask her or other disabled people questions about sex; 'I
just won’t have it that people are asking me; how do disabled people have sex? They have
no right to.'
With this in mind, the women wanted to see radical changes in sex education. They
said, that sex education needed to become more inclusive by discussing disability as a part
of human diversity, and by representing pictures and photos of disabled bodies, so they
could better identify themselves with the material. Also a Deaf woman wanted to see Deaf
teachers in sex education.
That would mean that the sex education would be more open and that the
facial expression are correct and the performance and so the teacher
wouldn't be shy. [...] You know, when you are talking about intercourse, you
can’t be shy. If the interpreters are shy, or scared to sign, the kids will start to
whisper and laugh and experience this as silly. Stupid. If the teacher is Deaf
they would be less afraid to ask, and not worry about the question being
stupid, just be honest.

The women found creative ways to access information on sex, e.g. through the Internet and,
for a woman without a sight who is now in her fifties, through books and the radio. She said
that because she was quite isolated and often alone in her teenage years, she listened a lot
to the radio and sometimes there were stories read that described sex; ‘People couldn’t
really follow up on what I was listening to. It was a bit difficult to censor my stuff. It was very
weird that I had permission to rent books from the audiobook library on my own through the
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phone. […] So when I was ten I had started reading books for adults, all kinds of books about
all kind of sex or whatever I thought of’.
In relation to this the women emphasised that access to reproductive health services
would become more inclusive and easy. They mentioned that health care professionals in
this field needed to be aware of stigma and that physical access to examining taples and
equipments had to accommodate their needs. Also that the services offered were accessible
both, to women who have visual, and hearing impairment. A Deaf woman had a good
experience of gynaecologist services because everything was very visual.
A woman with multiple impairments, along with others, discussed the importance for
disabled women to become aware of multiple oppressions and the intersections of gender
and disability.
I think we need to open up disabled women's eyes for gender. Ehhmm, for
me, I didn’t recognize gender discrimination until I took that class in high
school (feminist literature) because I didn’t realize the prejudice towards me
as a woman. I'm disabled. So sexism is kind of ... hiding behind ableism.
And then I started thinking, that even though I'm disabled, it doesn’t mean
that I am free from sexism.

She also said that disabled women need to take up more space in the feminist movement
and demand to be seen; ‘I think that disabled women do need their own movement, but also
to enter the women’s movement. Yes, they are disabled, but still, they also have a vagina’.
The concept of ‘real women’ came up in the interviews and it was in relation to resistance. A
woman without sight, said that she had all a sudden, after letting many people treat her
badly, had enough and decided to become a woman.
So I made a decision when I was around thirty that it was time to become a
woman. […] That meant, that I was not going to allow people to downgrade
me and talk to me like I was a five year old. And it also meant, that I was
maybe going to buy high heals, dresses and a lipstick. And try to have a
haircut regularly and be like a human being and just you know, try to expand
my identity, to stop being a poor little thing. Appear to have more courage
and power for this.

A woman with learning disabilities also mentioned, that with age she had become more
confident and she related that with becoming a real woman; ‘I feel that I am a real woman.
[…] Strong. Stronger and harder working. More ready to say what I think. And what is right
and wrong. That’s totally cool. Because, then I’m less insecure.’

Pushing back and breaking the silence
The women in the research went various ways, if and when they had the energy, to push
back to oppressive attitudes, micro-aggression and other forms of cultural and structural
violence. For some of them, they just had to take the battle where they were standing/sitting
but others experienced some kind of momentum, where they had enough and started to work
towards change. This also overlapped.
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A woman who is a director of a company, experienced that both her employees and
costumers stopped coming into her office to talk to her after she started to use a wheelchair.
She took matters into her own hands; ‘To begin with I had to position myself at the front desk
so I could reach people and teach them it was okay to come into my office and talk to me.
[…] Then, I put … another wheelchair on the other side of my office desk and offered people
a seat … in it. And they didn’t like it, some of them’. She explained, that she did this to show
people that wheelchairs were not dangerous and that even though a person sits in one she
has not changed, she is still a human being. A Deaf woman, who also struggles with
exclusion and prejudice at her work, said that it wasn’t easy, but she tries to set her mind to
focusing on that ‘my employers can’t handle that I’m in the same room as them’ but not that
she was the problem. She tries hard not to sit back and makes an effort to take up space and
make her opinions clear. Another woman, who has mental health difficulties, sensed how
much stigma there was around mental health difficulties and rehabilitation so she made a
deliberate decision to talk openly about it at work.
At work the other day I was introducing myself to a new colleague […]. And
he said; ‘I haven’t seen you’ and I just; ‘No, I was at a rehabilitation centre. I
have just decided to be as open as I possibly can without disrespecting my
personal boundaries. This is something I like to say because I’m spreading
the joy of healing. Because, I want young people to know, that they can also
go to mental health rehabilitation.

A woman without sight said, that after she quit college because of oppressive behaviour by
her teacher, she had enough; ‘I started thinking; is this the live you are going to live until you
turn seventy? Are you going to let other people treat you like this until then, or how are you
going to have this?’ She explained that she had wondered why people treated her with such
disrespect and whether nondisabled people also received this kind of treatment; ‘The answer
is no. So I had to ask myself; am I going to do something about this? It’s not going to happen
on its own. I have to take action.’ She said, that it is hard to find ways to resist, but for her,
the best way is to be tough and rough; ‘So, I’ll talk like a sailor, be careful to always take
control and be proactive in any way I can.’ She adds, that the problem with this approach is
that people become afraid of her because ‘I don’t give people a chance to … I raise a wall.’
She said; then people don’t know what to do or how to behave – and some even become a
little bit afraid; ‘I think you (the researcher) do that. I think people say; ‘yeah, wait, Freyja,
should I dare to talk to her? That’s how it is. But it’s still so important to smash those
stereotypes. It has worked for me.’ She explains that with time she has gotten more courage
to claim more power and control when communicating with the system.
I have started to answer this system at full stretch. I got an e-mail last week
nd
that said; ‘can you come on Monday the 22 at 11 o’clock to sign a direct
payment contract. Some people just would have said; ‘God, I have to show
up at the meeting’ and I just said; ‘No, I unfortunately can’t, I don’t have
assistance at this time and wont be able to come. Find another day. I can
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come on the 23 ’. […] I have just started to respect my right to propose a
motion.

An autistic woman was invited through Facebook to a reunion with her class from primary
school when she was in upper secondary school. She found it ‘extremely funny’ that they
invited her and thought to herself; ‘ohh, so I exist now?’. She decided to write a note on
Facebook to her former classmates.
I wrote one of the longest status updates that I have put on Facebook and
told them how I had felt, and if they wanted the human me to this event
without being damn abusive to me I would come. […] Then I got some
replies. People often hadn’t realised what they had been doing. That it had
affected me so much. Or that this had been bullying.

One of the things she believes is important for people who have experienced bullying,
oppression and other kind of violence is not being silent.
Don’t become silent because someone calls you a loudmouth, just be a
loudmouth, that’s better then shutting up, it doesn’t help anyone. I have been
told that because now, after I have become twenty, I have not been silent
anymore, because I am a loudmouth, that I’ve apparently been helping
someone in similar situation. […] So, for heavens sake, never be silent.

She believes it is extremely important to educate, and start as early as nursery school to
prevent bullying, prejudice and oppression. She said that it should not be only for children but
also for teachers and parents and that attending a lecture or workshop on these topics
should not be optional but obligatory. Also, that this education should be continuum; ‘at least
once a year’. When asked, who should behold this education she answers focused;
‘Someone who has experience, who has that social status (of being oppressed). Like
disabled people. That would be best. Someone who can open up peoples eyes. Someone
who can share experience, has the courage to speak up, who wants to, just someone who
gives a damn.’ She emphasises that speaking up is hard and that probably less then half of
the people who have faced bullying and oppression have the courage to do so; ‘Sometimes
you just can’t, because you are so emotionally damaged. You have scars that never heal.
Bleeding wounds, that bleed unequally and never fully heal.’ A woman with learning
disabilities agrees that education is important and that disabled people should be the ones
educating; ‘We always have to remember that we know more … we know more about
ourselves than others know about us. We are the best educators’. A woman with physical
impairment also stresses, that disabled people themselves need to have access to
information about oppression, and explained how much influence disability studies had on
her when she took a few courses.
It’s information. It’s important that disabled people learn about themselves
and disability. What’s okay and what’s not okay. Some people are born into
this (oppression) and don’t know anything else […] When you are always
raised inside … in a particular room, you don’t know of the world outside,
you know. So it is vital to educate, empower disabled people … so they
know what kind of life they have the right to live. That they have just as much
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value as anyone else, though they might need to go different ways to get
there.

Informal support, empathy and the validation of experience
The women all discussed the importance of the support of their family and friends and having
an opportunity to seek encouragement and empathy from people around them. Also, to feel
their experience was taken seriously and ways of feeling was accepted. They all believe that
parents have an important role in empowering disabled girls and women, and how they view
their daughters, is a key. A woman with learning disabilities firmly states, that if parents view
their disabled children’s existence as tragic, it can be harmful; 'It's not painf... it's not loss to
have a disabled child. It's one of the worst things I've heard; that having a disabled child
causes grief. And I just think; No, it's not sad. We just have to work harder, working through
our things.' A woman with multiple impairments agrees and adds that focusing on structural
barriers instead of the impairment of the child is essential.
[It’s important that parents] raise their (disabled) children like they are
ordinary children. But they need to show them respect and empathy and
keep up a close bond between disabled children and their parents. Don't try
to cure her. Fix the environment. Teach her sign language; offer her all the
assistance there is, cochlear implants, good friends and good schools. If she
is also blind make sure she learns to get around and learns to be
independent. Then she learns to live as a disabled person. Don't focus solely
on the cure.'

She said, her parents were her most important companions; 'I feel best when I talk to my
parents, because I know them well and we are equals.' A woman without sight also stresses
the importance of parents trusting their disabled daughters, giving them freedom to try
different things and experience independence; ‘give them freedom’. A woman with learning
disabilities has the same opinions, but says kindness, support and guidance matter.
Be kind to them. Take care of them. Don't take to much control away from
them, though. Let them make mistakes. That's how you learn the most. Don't
make them do anything they don't want to do. That's important to say. We
are all so important. Let them have children if they say they can. Help them
know what is wrong and right and what is helpful and not helpful when they
feel hurt. That's a discussion we have to be able to have ... with our parents.

An autistic woman is one of the many women who find the role of parents important,
especially in finding the balance of freedom and care. She states in a message to parents
about disabled daughters; ‘Please protect them. But don’t overprotect them’.
But it is not only parents who can be of great support. Some of the women had
different people in their lives they went to for support. The autistic woman, mentioned before,
lacked support from family and did not have many friends, but her great grandmother was
meaningful to her.
She has a heart and soul of gold, more then anyone I know. She is my
mother figure, entirely, and raised me like I was her child. She is my closest
and only friend. She obviously knows I’m autistic but doesn’t give a shit. She
never treated me like a disabled individual or a disabled girl. I was just her
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great granddaughter who always went to her on weekends and often during
the week just to be with her. She taught me to cook, she taught me to clean,
she taught me all kinds of everything. […] If she hadn’t been there for me
when things went wrong, I probably would have died before I became twelve
years old. I reached out to her when I could, to stay the night or have dinner
with her. Just that she could touch me without becoming afraid of me. That
helped me so much.

She also explained that she often felt so alone because there was nobody that stood up for
her. She though mentioned one girl from school who had this one time yelled at their school
mates for bullying her and after had took her hand and walked off [with her]; 'Then, there
came this one person, one person, that took my hand without thinking that she would
become filthy and wouldn't be able to wash her hands to become clean again. That a one
person would defend me, was better than no one. Or actually, a lot more than that, I kind of
owe her my life for doing that.' She also discussed how important it had been for her when
she was bullied at work and the managers stepped in as soon as she talked to them about it.
They did something right away, it was unbelievable, right away. I was
shocked, really. It was done right away. Then there was a formal apology
and they made sure that no bullying would take place again. They did watch
out for that […] It was so strange for me. I was not used to someone doing
stuff like this for a person like me. I was astonished, but happy, my god! Just
that they made an effort. Just that would’ve been enough for me, but they
firmly stopped it. And I thought to myself; is this done? Do I have that right?

Two of the women mentioned that time together with children could be healing. 'I think I feel
the best when I play cards or do something exciting with my brother’s daughters. Or just
spend some time with children,' said a woman without sight and added that children are fun,
unabashed and straightforward. She said that while adults can make so much hassle out of
nothing, e.g. when she needs assistance, the children just get on with it and ask if they are
not sure what to do. Also that children are much more willing to empathise and understand,
without becoming offensive or stressed. A woman with mental health difficulties mentions this
also, and says that is 'nice to have children around'.
As the accounts of the disabled women in the research have shown about oppression
and discrimination they often have no one to share their experience with or listen without
invalidating how they feel. Some of them discuss this directly, and highlight that it’s essential
for their emotional wellbeing that friends and family take them seriously and believe what
they tell them. A woman with a physical impairment said that people often go wrong ways in
encouraging or soothing her when she becomes upset or frustrated, e.g. when somebody is
ableist or micro-aggressive.
’O, he probably is like this to everyone’, I always get this reaction, that they
(the ableist people) just behave like this to everyone. It’s never me, it never
has anything to do with me. It frustrates me extremely that people are not
brave enough to admit; ‘Yeah, okay, he said that because you are disabled,
that’s how it is and that is unfair’. I would be over the moon if just once,
somebody would say that. […] I want to talk about this to people, people who
take it seriously. I would say that my way of to deal with this would be to say
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to someone; I experienced this, and this is how I feel about it. And get a
feedback from the person.

A woman without sight, often felt alone and found it difficult not being able to talk to anyone
who understands when she gets angry; ‘I would need to be able to talk to someone, call
someone, or have someone by my side, who I could vent my anger on because of this damn
shit (lack of access) without the person taking it to hard or personally. Who could just listen to
me, it would mean so much to me, but I haven’t found anyone for that role.’

Peer support and the solidarity among disabled women
A woman with mental health difficulties, along with others, discussed that it has been
important for her to be apart of a group of women who and to have a friend who is going
through similar experience as she is.
We understand that it is breaking news when we do many things in one day,
or go to dinner parties where we don’t know many people or something ...
speak to men or whatever ... a person we are interested in. We understand
that things can be ... you know ... that things are ... oohh, not that my other
friends don’t also, but they are just not in this place so it's different.

She also explained, that being surrounded, at least for some periods of time, by people who
share experience of disability, can be soothing and a relief of pressure. When she went to
the rehabilitation centre that focuses on holistic approaches to healing and recovery it was a
turning point for her; 'It was another surrender for me towards not being like others. But it
was more than surrender; it was just felt extremely like coming home. There everyone
walked very slowly and it was very normal not to drink caffeine and find it hard to do a lot of
things and need to rest after various things.'
A woman with multiple impairments also emphasised the importance of meeting
people in similar situations. She explained, that there was 'no subject in school' where she
learned how to deal with discrimination and stigma, or what ways could work well to
participate in society and be successful; 'If you meet other people you learn from them, you
can reflect on your situation, what you can do better, realize your strength. It’s great.’ A Deaf
woman agrees with this and says that it is very important for people who have a long history
of oppression and live in a culture of violence, maybe even in their families, to meet others
who are facing the same issues.
We need to educate people about the quality of life and the importance of
having as much quality of life as possible. And respect. And boundaries.
There is a lack of boundaries in society. People are allowed ... e.g. in school
and in the boarding school [for Deaf children] in the earlier days there was
no ordinary family life. That has been a hard experience from the boarding
school and shapes communication styles in the Deaf community.

She explained that it has been important for her to have her group of Deaf female friends to
discuss this with and work collectively with them on changing the culture of communication in
the Deaf community that sometimes is troubling. Also, that it is vital to have role models, and
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go to other Nordic countries or Europe to meet other Deaf people, especially for youth
groups; 'Iceland is a small society and it is very beneficial to go and meet others. It gives you
confidence'.
A woman without sight said, that the solidarity among disabled women is vital. She
explained that a cross-disability approach was important because if women with specific
impairments only worked together the groups would be to small, confidentiality would
become a problem and it would more likely develop into a group of friends then an activist
group; ‘By working across borders of disability we learn to break down walls of prejudice
inside the disability community. I learned so much by taking the workshop at Tabú (a
disability feminist organisation) because the group was so diverse’. She adds; ‘The most
important thing would be to become collective, that disabled women would get to know each
other like we did in the workshop, tighten our group and build a community. They would be
united. They would get people’s attention and make others pay attention to what they stand
for – together’.

Claiming power: psychological support and mental health
The women in the research have many recommendations for change in the field of mental
health service and psychological help. A woman with mental health difficulties discussed the
importance of finding the balance of medicalization and neglect when it comes to mental
health issues.
I don’t think medicalization is always really helpful but on the other hand I
think there is so much hopelessness around how much a person can heal if
she gets proper support and that (the professionals who are offering help)
believe that there is something causing the illness. That this is not something
like catching a cold.

She explained, that when possible, it was very important to claim power over your therapy, or
that someone helps you in having control. She said, that when she became very sick the
second time, she started to take matters into her own hands and looked for a psychologist
that would not force her, or push her to take some particular medication. She had gathered
information on different ways of practicing therapy and wanted someone who was willing to
look into her past.
So since the year 2009 I have been very determined in my way of healing. I
had gone to a 12 step organisation where there is the focus in working on
yourself so you gain strength to think independently without being to
stubborn to ask for advice. So I started choosing people. Instead of finding a
family doctor I found a psychiatrist who can prescribe medication if I need
them but not force me to. He helped me get the rehabilitation benefits and
suggested I would go to the rehabilitation centre.

She said that she finds it important, to have professionals who support in finding deep and
real psychological and mental solutions and work with trauma and their affect. Also that it is
accepted that mental health difficulties, like physical health difficulties, can be extremely hard
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to work with and that it is very important to be able to get sick leave and have space to work
on healing.
It’s excruciatingly difficult and you kind of fall apart. When you start looking
at your core and your childhood. That’s why there has to be something that
catches you, you cant just be studying or working full time if you really want
to find the cause. But society isn’t structured that way. It’s assumed that,
okay, you are depressed now, but when do you get back to work? Instead of
asking; what’s causing your depression?

She said that, at the rehabilitation centre, she finally got the help she needed; ‘I had never at
the time been admitted long-term to a psychiatric unit because I was so smart. I was always
just with mom, that was maybe good, because the psychiatric unit is not good for everyone
but, but how much I needed to be somewhere where it was accepted that my state of being
was a total chaos.’ She said that it was crucial that psychologist services were subsidized,
that psychologists had more presence in primary schools and high schools, having access to
support was not based on diagnoses, children learned more about trauma and abuse and
where they can get the help they need.
A woman without sight, also talked about the importance of taking control over your
mental health support, speaking up and setting boundaries. She said one psychologist had
helped her the most, because he did not feel sorry for her because she was disabled, and
supported her in explaining to her mother why she was in pain the way she could not on her
own. A Deaf woman explained that it was important for disabled women and Deaf women to
believe in themselves and that psychologists, e.g. cognitive behavioral therapy, should be
able to help.
I think it could help them make a change. There are these deeply rooted
prejudice that people have experienced since they were little and are raised
with that shape their lives. They (disabled women) may avoid particular
circumstances and not take much responsibility, so no one can judge them.

A woman with physical impairment agrees with this, and also adds that during rehabilitation,
e.g. after becoming disabled, there is a great need of increase in mental health services.

Demanding a revolution: living without violence and shame
A fair benefit system, access to education and the labour market, User-Controlled Personal
Assistance and sign language interpretation are among the things disabled women believe
are essential so they can experience freedom and live without violence and shame.
A woman with mental health difficulties said, that it changed a lot for her having
access to rehabilitation benefits while working on her healing process and be able to balance
that with work. It also influenced her self-image and removed shame; ‘I could just say to
people; ‘I have been on rehabilitation benefits’ and they would think; ‘yes, okay, that’s
serious.’ So I felt that this [mental health difficulties] was accepted and that I was not just
imagining this.’ Alongside that, it has helped her to have an understanding counsellor
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through a program at the Directorate of Labour who saw her potentials on the labour market,
but at the same time accepted that she would need to take it slower and be aware of not
putting to much pressure on herself. She said that she wished she could have access to a
counsellor like this one but who would help her through the whole system. A woman with
learning disabilities did not have good experience of counselling from the same institution but
had opinions on how it should be done.
I want to see this support work […]. Not many of us (with learning
disabilities, autism and multiple impairments) and not me personally can look
for a job myself. I want to see better cooperation and that the councillors
work with us, look through the papers and other job advertisement with us.
So they are not choosing the work for. […] I don’t like it that they just say that
we have not done well enough in the job hunt or applying for jobs when they
haven’t even called up to check on us for three years. I often ask myself; are
the even interested in finding a job for us.

Having an opportunity to receive education where the women feel respected is a key for
other opportunities, self-growth and empowerment as some of the women mentioned. Two
women with learning disabilities discussed this directly. One of them went to a housekeeping
school many years ago and said that it had been an empowering experience.
It was a very good experience, going to the housekeeping school. I matured
a lot and learned to say no. I also got good grades and that boosted my
confidence. Also, I connected well with others, all the students lived there so
I didn’t go home. And we just learned to respect each other … and that we
were all different.

Another woman with learning disabilities, who finished a diploma for people with learning
disabilities in university, also felt it was of great importance; ‘This diploma saved my life. It
was a place [the university] where I became more active talking. Letting people know I was
there, that I did care. You know, my interest in politics started there and everything, in
university’.
She also found it important and empowering to finally move to her own place and
gain more independence with appropriate assistance and support. For many women
independence, whether through assistance or not, was a huge issue. User-Controlled
Personal Assistance was a key issue for those who needed support because then they could
access society, stop feeling like a burden, feel more as an individual human being, and have
control over who assisted them, when, where and how. A woman with a physical impairment
explained how her personal assistant was much different from the paternalistic support
worker who came to her before she got Personal Assistance.
She is there on my terms. She has similar standards concerning cleaning
and she does not come in and tell me how I should raise my kids. She is not
frustrated by how they conduct things. Her husband also sometimes comes
and helps with things. And it's no problem for them to change the light bulb
or put up the Christmas curtains. And she understands that I like to have my
home clean and so on.
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A woman without sight said, that having Personal Assistance was ‘wonderful’ and that she
does not, like many others she knows, know how she survived without it. For her it is
meaningful that she is in charge of the training of the assistants and that she can teach them
how they can help her deal with micro-aggression at the supermarket or how to prevent
humiliation in relation to ableism.
Now I don’t have to rely on a taxi driver to go with me into a store where the
staff talk to the taxi driver and he turns to me and asks me. Now it’s me, I
have the control. And I have the same person that I have shaped and taught
how I want to handle things. That makes a great difference and lessens
there humiliating moments that I experience. […] Like when I’m waiting in
line at the store my assistant touches my arm and then I know it’s my turn
instead of the taxi driver shouting; ‘well, now he is ready for you’. It’s so
important that people can let me know what is happening around me without
the whole world knowing. […] It doesn’t have to be like a ceremony or a
show.

A woman who has multiple impairments and needs both Personal Assistance and sign
language interpretation said, that both are equally important. She believes that; ‘all disabled
people need to know their right and get the support they need, personal assistants and sign
language interpreters’. She adds, that Personal Assistance had gotten her into society, but
that she would need better interpreter system so she could be more socially active; ‘I wish I
had a sign language interpreter in the closet and could get him when I need’. A Deaf woman
agreed and said that access to sign language interpreters needed to get much better,
especially for social participation, so Deaf people do not have to rely on family members at
events like weddings, funerals and baptizing. She explained how much impact it had on her
life, when sign language interpretation started to be an option for daily life.
It meant that you got more space, freedom and opportunities. That you could
show up at meetings and participate as you liked. Also, you could follow your
interest. […] Also to get an opportunity to get to know society, go to
meetings, learn and see how people communicate, what words they choose
and how the discourse was. […] It also helped me to get to know other
disabled people, see what they were thinking and identify with them and
others in the Deaf community.

She said that when she for the first time got access to sign language interpretation; ‘It was
similar to the feeling when the air is stuffy in a room and you open the door or the window
and you feel the cold and fresh air coming your way. it’s a similar feeling.’
Overall the disabled women want the structure of the society to change by celebrating
difference, becoming more human, recognizing intersectionality and multiple oppressions
and admitting that disabled people are worthy of trust to control their lives – also women.
They have had enough of being reduced to structural standards that nobody really knows
who made, and their rights are secured through the law and administrational processes.
Professionals also need to be aware of ableism, sexism and the power imbalance in different
systems; ‘It’s the thing with professionals and diversity. Often professionals are so inflexible.
They have found the ‘solution of the state’ which should fit everyone and then people are
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forced in that direction. That’s unacceptable.’ A woman with learning disabilities was very
clear on a message to politicians and disabled women.
Do better. Think more about User-Controlled Personal Assistance and
legalizing the UN Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities. Doing
that is extremely important. We may not forget that. It’s our [disabled
women’s’] right. And we have to say what we think. We cannot just peek in
and say; ‘this is not fair,’ or ‘this is not good enough’. Talk to us. It’s
important. Because we all matter. Each and every single one of us. In our
own way.

4. Discussions
'Sometimes we are blessed with being able to choose the time, and the arena, and the
manner of our revolution, but more usually we must do battle where we are standing' (Lorde,
2009b, 140). I would say that those words of Audre Lorde echo the findings of this research
on the manifestations of multiple oppressions in disabled women's lives and the effects it has
on our psycho-emotional wellbeing. In this final chapter I will summarize the findings and do
the following. I reflect on how it is possible, based on the women’s accounts, theory and my
experience of activism and marginalisation, to influence social change and healing ways for
disabled women who have been harmed by multiple oppressions and violence. I will
structure this chapter with the aim of answering the research questions; How and where do
disabled women experience multiple oppressions? How do multiple oppressions affect
disabled women’s psychological and emotional wellbeing? Which paths have disabled
women taken in dealing with, responding to and resisting oppression in their everyday lives
and what steps do they want to see taken to affect social change?

Constant subtle manifestations of multiple oppressions
The accounts of these nine disabled women show, that it does not matter where they are,
whom they are with, what they are doing, or how they are feeling; the sometimes harsh and
sometimes subtle attacks of oppressions are constantly hovering over them. It does not
matter whether we are in the space of your home and with loved ones, taking our first steps
in primary school, dealing with the teenage years in high school, trying to become what we
want to be when we 'grow up', in university, doing activism, getting our vagina checked up at
the gynaecologist, trying to unfold experienced trauma at a psychologists office, taking care
of our children at home, coming back to work after we have become disabled in an accident,
shopping groceries at the store, cleaning our house or lying in bed with our partner, we are
never safe from the violence of the entangled sexism, ableism and other oppression. And
each time, we have to ask ourselves; do I speak up now? Do I have the energy? If I don't, am
I a failure? Will it matter? Should I take this battle? Can I? Is it dangerous? Will it do more
harm than good? In all those situations we make big and small revolutions. But sometimes
we are too afraid or tired, so we keep still and stay silent. But that is also an act of survival.
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It can be overwhelming to analyse why and how we are in this position. Because the
world is complicated and so are we. I would argue that the theories of cultural and structural
violence can be helpful in this work. If we look at the women's accounts, they all seem to
experience their impairment through interactions with other people, mostly nondisabled
people. They are young when they start to feel inferior and as objects of the stare, pointing,
medical analysing and the care of others. Also, this inferiority, both as women and human
beings, becomes a socially accepted reason for direct violence, e.g. bullying and intimate
partner violence. The women are taught quickly, to take responsibility for this objectification
and become busy helping people around them, unlearn knowledge based on sexist and
ableist culture that is produced every single day. What supports this culture of violence even
further, is the representation of disabled women or the lack thereof. In books, television
shows and movies, disabled characters are absent and if they are present they are usually
evil, strange or about to die. In books you learn from in school, such as books about bodies
(with minds) and health, the only body presented is very normative and so is the definition of
health. It is hard to say which is worse because even though negative representation is
harmful no representation might be just as bad. As human beings we develop our (gender)
identity partly through comparing us to others and trying to identify with someone. But, when
we are brought up in nondisabled families, in a society where we very seldom see someone
'like us’, it becomes problematic. You might go through life constantly looking for 'yourself',
but finding nothing.
This culture of objectification, absence, silence and inferiority absorbs into most
people's consciousness and their way of thinking. Also our own - as disabled women. It not
only deprives disabled women of their definition of self and their lives, but also lays the
ground for structural violence, which further perpetuates our lives. Most of the political
barriers the disabled women in the research face, are structural violations. Many of them lack
resources to be able to live independently, participate in meaningful jobs on the open labour
market, have real access to education, and become mothers, political and active in society.
The people in power of systems, we often cannot live without, are shaped by ableist and
sexist views about our existence. Unfortunately, they often believe we are not worthy of
these resources, do not trust us to hold responsibility for various things in our lives, blame us
for failing, even though the ‘failure’ is because of mistrust or lack of these resources. Then,
we are assumed to be all the same. We become an object of disablement but our gender,
class, sexual orientation, background and personality is not always part of the picture. The
manifestation of the structural violence is the deprivation of resources, that prevents us from
having full human rights; sign language interpretation, Personal Assistance, disability
benefits, social security, good health care (mental health care, reproductive health care etc.)
and full access according to needs. Also micro-aggressive attitudes are apart of the acts of
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structural violence. The women in the research share narratives of professionals, politicians
and administrators being rude, invalidating their experience, not taking them seriously, or
believing in their deep knowledge and insight. This then, leads to scepticism on behalf of the
women, which is triggered by the scepticism of the system, who feel that they can never
relax and need to tell their story or identify themselves according to the discretion of each
professional or the system each time.
In my opinion, there are shortcomings with analysing oppression on the grounds of
structural and cultural violence, since it can lead to no one taking responsibility. When the
culture and system are held responsible for discrimination and human rights violations, it is
important not to forget that cultures and systems, do not fall from the sky. We, as human
beings, are the producers of culture and have built the systems from the beginning of our
times. A single act of one person, can benefit harming cultures and systems to a great
extent, just as a single act can have decreasing affects on oppression. In my work as an
activist and peer supporter, who often goes with disabled people into the system where they
are applying for support, I often feel the social workers, politicians or administrators point to
someone else's responsibility. The research suggests this also. The social workers say, they
are in no control over the decisions that are made about particular services but point to the
administrators. The administrators say we 'did not make the rules'; the rules are in the hands
of the politicians. The politicians at local levels say that they had to make the rules based on
the structure of the law enforced by politicians in parliament. And the politicians in parliament
say that they have no power, because in the end of the day the minister is in charge and has
to have interest in the topic so there will be change. In such complicated social constructs as
educational or social and health care service systems, can be there is no one person who
can be held accountable for oppression, but that does not mean no one in the culture/system
is responsible. Everyone needs to be held accountable for the development of these
systems. There is, without a doubt, truth in this chain of irresponsibility and people working
on different levels in different systems are without a doubt controlled by hierarchies. But, it
can be of danger to a disabled woman who has her whole life tied to a decision nobody
wants to make, or take responsibility for. We see, in this research, that disabled women
sometimes end up feeling responsible and might become 'empathetic' to the powerlessness
of a professional, for example. There is no magic solution to this problem. I would argue that
it is crucial for social change that responsibilities are clear. Consciousness on multiple
oppressions is a corner-stone in the education professionals, administrators and politicians
receive and when policies, protocols, regulations, laws and budgeting are developed. To be
able to practice intersectional anti-oppressive work inside those systems, it is essential that
disabled people, across the margins and of all genders, are in full consultation with all parties
and in a leading role on all political levels. Without our knowledge and expertise in shaping
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cultures and systems that are inclusive, there will much likely be more harm done, and the
status quo will be further normalised.
As was discussed in the theoretical chapter of the research indirect violence can lead
to direct violence, e.g. intimate partner violence, sexual abuse, deprivation and so forth. The
research findings show, that being deprived of Personal Assistance, sign language
interpretation and mental health services, puts disabled women in a position of
powerlessness among their family and friends. It complicates communications and
relationships. The friends and family members have to take responsibility that they in some
cases do not want, or have no legal obligation to, and the disabled women have no other
choice than to rely on support, that is being given by someone who is possibly crossing
boundaries, being violent or simply too close to them to be offering support of this kind. This
is not to say, that all friends and family members are incapable of offering important support,
or that no disabled women want assistance from a family member. It is simply the lack of
choice and control that the disabled women are confronted by, that puts them in a difficult
position where the likelihood of violence rises. The lack of awareness about violence and sex
education, that is aware of ableist, sexist and heteronormative factors, and inaccessible
reproductive health care, can also trigger sexual violence of some sort. The women who
acknowledged that they had been sexually abused, all expressed that they had experienced
extreme sexist stigma, had been shamed for their bodies, sexuality and periods, and/or had
bad experience of education and the health care system. This suggests quite clearly that
there is a direct link between normalised cultural/structural violence and direct violence.

Internalizations of sexist ableist oppression
Once oppression has been internalized, little force is needed to keep us
submissive. We harbour inside ourselves, the pain and the memories, the
fears and the confusions, the negative self-images and the low expectations,
turning them into weapons with which to re-injure ourselves, every day of our
lives. (Campbell, 2009, 16)

The disability activist, Michelline Mason, unfolds the psycho-emotional effects of oppression
meaningfully in the account above. As the research findings show, discrimination, oppression
and violence come with a cost for the disabled women in this research. It was not easy for
them to pin-point their emotions, that are paradoxical and interwoven. I often sensed shame
in relation to their emotions, like they were not entitled to feel, and like they experience
pressured to stay happy and not complain. Complaining was often dismissed or belittled by
others, so in a way they did not see the point of mentioning discomfort or unhappiness. Also,
their experience of victimisation made them uneasy when they admitted they were not
always happy, or sometimes resented their impairment or related oppression. At the same
time it was interesting to experience how eager most of them were to participate in the
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research and how they shared relief to finally have an opportunity to talk about the personal
aspects of gender and disability. I also encountered moments with the women in the
interviews where they explained that they had never talked about particular topics to anyone
before, e.g. prejudice, sexual objectification and sex.
In the interviews, it was evident that the process of internalisation had made them feel
like exhaustion, anxiety, anger, sadness, dependency, powerlessness and dehumanisation
and desexualisation was mundane. They were some numb towards it. One of the
participants said; 'This is one of the reasons I find it hard to talk about prejudice. There is so
much of it that I don’t feel it.' The constant struggle to fight for rights, resources, services and
deal with people on the streets was exhausting. Many of them explained that it prevented
them from defending themselves or asking for what they needed. It is interesting to explore
that in the light of internalised oppression. In a way it seems that the system and people who
are more privileged, consciously and unconsciously, make the everyday life of disabled
women exhausting. This seems to lessen their expectations, and deprive them of safety and
opportunities. Therefore the system and culture of ableism and sexism is not challenged and
we are stuck with status quo. What adds to the problem is that the women are often aware of
that and feel ashamed of not having the energy to resist the oppression. Because
contradictions are visible in these women's lives it is important to add that despite being tired,
they are under constant pressure to prove themselves at school, at work, in activism, as
mothers, as partners and basically everywhere they go. They need to work hard at
challenging stereotypes, which lessens even more the likelihood of them having the energy
to fight for personal, or political change. It can be said that every day, they are up against
making decisions about which battle to take and which one to let go of.
Exhaustion often goes hand in hand with anxiety for the women. Almost nothing is
solid and very few spaces are safe. It was a mundane thing for them being aware of maybe
not being able to attend a meeting because of access issues, or not getting a sign language
interpreter for an important event. The women also expressed guilt over needing to criticise
family members or services, e.g. Personal Assistance, they were not happy with, partly or
entirely. One of the women discussing problems she had with her parents whispered, and
said a few times 'I should not say this' or 'it is bad of me to say this'. I believe this guilt is
understandable. In my work fighting for Personal Assistance, I have often experienced
disabled people, women especially, being terrified to criticise Personal Assistance for the
fear of it being used against them. So, they fear that their fear will be used against them.
Unfortunately, in Iceland there has been unwillingness by some politician and administrators,
both by the local authorities and the state, to legalise Personal Assistance so it is frightening
to share difficult emotions towards Personal Assistance. As with almost everything in life,
nothing is perfect, but that does not mean it does not work or that you don't want it to exist. I
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would argue, that it could lead to further internalisation of oppression, cause more psychoemotional harm and even trigger violence having to hide difficult emotions like anxiety or
fear.
Frustration and anger took different forms in the lives of the disabled women in the
research. These are very troubling emotions for them, because they do not sit well with
preconceived ideas about disability and femininity. As a disabled person we are supposed to
be thankful and resilient, and as women we are supposed to behave ourselves and be polite.
Again, the shame concerning these emotions were apparent because almost all the women
felt they should not show anger, express anger or feel anger - even in extremely violent and
frustrating circumstances, e.g. where you are being bullied or cannot access important
locations. One woman mentioned, that it was her obligation to be patient so she would not be
living the stereotype of being an angry, disabled woman, even though people were rude to
her. Another woman said she should go to an anger management program, even though she
was, when angry, not having access to spaces important to her. Another woman said, people
had demanded constantly that she would apologise when she was resisting bullying as a
child. While I believe it is important that disabled women have access to feminist antioppressive therapy or any other emotional support, that they wish to seek, I think it is also
extremely important to validate their anger - one does not have to be without the other. A
feminist anti-racist activist Aabye-Gayle Francis-Favilla (2016) writes about women and
anger.
Anger, like sorrow, is an emotion many shy away from because it’s
uncomfortable. However, it is that discomfort that gives it power. [...] Anger is
important. It’s informative. When I peel back the layers of my ire, I often find
a whole ecosystem of emotions that I might have overlooked. [...] Everything
you feel is a lesson about yourself. And to love yourself well, you must know
yourself well. (Francis-Favilla, 2016, para. 3 and 14)

Audre Lorde (2007, kindle location 1946) agreed; 'My fear of anger taught me nothing. Your
fear of that anger will teach you nothing, also. Women responding to racism means women
responding to anger; Anger of exclusion, of unquestioned privilege, of racial distortions, of
silence, ill-use, stereotyping, defensiveness, misnaming, betrayal, and co-optation.' Violence
as a response to anger is of course never a helpful solution and causes harm but shaming
disabled women for their anger or responding by blaming them if they lose control of their
emotions is in my opinion also going to trigger violence and violent culture.
Over and over again, in my activist work, I hear politicians and administrators talk
about the financial cost of respecting human rights, e.g. legalising Personal Assistance or
offering sign language interpretation according to need. In this research, the financial cost of
violating these rights became evident. Exclusion and separation from family or the women's
closest environment impacts them tremendously, as well as bullying that no one stopped, or
violence that was never acknowledged. Even though some of the women experienced
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traumatic events decades ago and it would be easy to dismiss it as a part of their’ past, it is
just as much a part of their now. The woman who was sent away in foster care, still struggles
in many aspects of her life and explained that even today her relationship to her biological
family is difficult. The woman who was bullied throughout all her school years finds herself
scarred for life and has tried to commit suicide several times; 'I have stopped counting' she
said. The woman who experienced sexual violence as a child is dealing with her mental
health difficulties still, every, single day. The trauma does of course not define the women
entirely but are a part of their stories and background. In addition, the constant struggling for
human dignity and to be taken seriously, adds to this trauma and preserves it, as well as the
everyday sexist and ableist micro-aggressions. Even though humanity can probably never be
economically measured, and maybe should not be, the discourse of disabled people as
financial burdens makes no sense. If we draw knowledge from this research, the financial
burden is the culture of violence and violent structures that put the disabled women in a
position of powerlessness and being easily subjected to violence. To be in that place, as has
been encountered by the women, is sometimes unbearable and their only way out
sometimes seems to be addiction or the temptation to end their life. If we do not change our
course as a society we are in a way accepting that their feeling of living an unworthy life is
correct. We are sending a message, that their lives are not worth sustaining and fighting for.
Feelings of dependency are addressed in many ways by the women, both being a
financial burden on society and their families. I argue that the dualism around disability plays
a part in this because to be able to have support or assistance the women have to be 'the
right kind of disabled'. If their impairment is not visible, it is assumed not to be real. If the
impairment is flickering, it is too troubling. If the impairment is visible, but not visible enough,
it does not fit with the requirements of the system. The view, that families should be
responsible for offering assistance, is also problematic because all these women are adults,
entitled to their freedom of movement and privacy. Needing to rely on a parent, and/or a
partner, as adults deprives them of both, no matter how sensitive or 'professional' the family
members try to be. It also causes power imbalance where the family members (mostly
women) have to plan their schedule based on the disabled women's needs for assistance.
This then leads to the disabled women minimising their needs, or feeling shame and guilt in
putting people in that position. For women who need daily assistance and interpretation, it is
crucial that they have access to those resources without needing to prove themselves or
their impairment. Having family and friends to rely on, is important to most people but
needing to rely on them for going to the bathroom, school, or have a conversation with your
child's teacher is unacceptable and can lead to being subjected to intimate partner violence
and deprivation. The women made very clear accounts of how often they felt powerless. It
was closely connected to having their experience or feeling invalidated, or feeling that they
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were not taken seriously. Also paternalism by professionals deprived the women of power
and control. Here, it is of great importance, to educate professionals to not use their
profession against their clients. Doctors, physiotherapists, psychologists, social workers etc.
need to be aware of the power imbalance between themselves and disabled women. Their
knowledge of sexism, ableism and other forms of multiple oppressions is essential so they
are conscious of their privileges and respective of the women's self-definition, autonomy and
knowledge and so their cooperation can be empowering for disabled women.
Finally, the intersections of ableism, sexism and other marginalising factors harmed
the women's emotional wellbeing in many ways. The feeling of being inhumane was
mentioned over and over again. Some women remembered feeling like this from when they
were children and it influenced suicidal thoughts. They also felt that they would never be fully
human and that because they were disabled, people's authority to make them feel in which
was normalised. Not being seen as a human, and therefore of no worth, felt like their fate. A
woman who became disabled in her adult years, felt that her humanness had gone with her
physical ability, because all of a sudden she could take nothing for granted. She explained,
that she had to fight for her humanity everyday. According to this research, being
dehumanised often resulted in women feeling like their future was not important, nobody
would want them in different spaces and that they were the cause of other people's
unhappiness, anger and disrespect. When dehumanisation intersects with desexualisation, I
would say that it is an attack on the women's identity in multiple ways. The women shared
feelings of disgust towards their bodies, movement and speech and found that sexist microaggression often takes away their confidence in a split second. It is of great concern, that the
women used terms like 'a piece of trash' about themselves and find themselves in a position
where they have to 'become' real women by ticking some gender boxes that an ableist and
sexist society has made. I wonder, whether it can be suggested that in some cases, disabled
women feel that they are not born humane or female, but have to work for being 'allowed' to
be a human being and a woman. In addition I think that even though this work can be done
along side each other, that is becoming human and becoming a woman, it can sometimes be
problematic. If I reflect on my own experience, I often feel that when I enter a new space I'm
first just an impairment that has to proving that it is human and if and when I succeed in that
proofing I can start proofing my femininity. Off course the disabled women resist and respond
to this situation differently as I will discuss in the next subchapter.

Personal and political: healing and empowerment
I believe, the power of self-definition, comes apparent in the research findings. Disabled
women are so used to being the objects of definition and representation of others, that they
have little control over the discourse around their identity. Most of them have complicated
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relationships with the term disability because it has been in the hands of nondisabled people
who define it as something that has gone wrong, is broken, a burden and disruptive for
society. Some of the women still shy away from the term, not because having an impairment
is negative in itself, but because they do not want to undergo the negative and dominant
discourse of disability. Others have reclaimed the power of the definition, and embraced
being disabled as more of a sign of diversity, belonging to disability culture and benefits of
seeing the world from a different and meaningful perspective. It was also liberating for many
women in the research, getting to know disability studies and the Independent Living
Movement, where the structure of society is first and foremost viewed as disabling. The
women also some use other terms like 'Deaf' or 'Neuroqueer' only or alongside 'disabled'.
Others use the terms differently based on where they are located, whom they are talking to
and what they are doing. I would argue that it can be helpful for disabled women, and the
disability community, to learn in greater extent from the queer community where sexual
orientation and identity are seen more as a spectrum, but not a binary and where queer
people have through the years taken power over where, how, when and if they choose to
position themselves on the spectrum of gender and sexuality. Forcing disabled people to
define themselves on the grounds of dualistic binaries of disability, is in a way depriving us of
forming our own identity. This does mean that the structure of systems will need to change,
because today very specific impairments, mostly visible and extensive, are seen as relevant
when having the right to support and services.
The intersection of gender with disability was a ground for resistance among the
disabled women. They all agreed, based on the desexualising and/or sexual objectifying
representation or the lack thereof, their trouble accessing sex education and the silencing
around their sex lives, that disabled women needed some kind of sexual revolution where
their freedom to express their gender and sexuality was recognised and they were not either
hyper sexualised or desexualised at the same instance. They argued, that sex education
would have to change and become more diverse so it would present disabled bodies and
broaden the definition of sex. Also they wanted to see more research done on the sexual
experience of disabled women in relation to their self-esteem and identity, not solely on
clinical terms and that it should not be so (disabled) male dominant. I would argue, based on
this research, my activist work with disabled women and my personal experience, that doing
further feminist research on disabled women’s identity and sexuality and developing more
inclusive sex education, could benefit society as a whole and could increase disabled
women’s freedom from violence. Even though this would first and foremost be of great
benefit for people in marginalised bodies I think that this can be empowering to people of all
genders and social locations because it challenges preconceived images of bodies and sex
and can be resistant of body shaming, rape culture, the taboo around masturbation
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(especially for (marginalised) women), the porn industry and so forth. I also stress that sex
education moves from being only 'biological' to being also sociological, psychological and
feminist. It is not enough, in my opinion, to educate about biological facts about genitals or
birth control. It has to acknowledge the importance of enjoying sexual experiences, how
power imbalance and stereotypes can be harmful and how to deal with self-loathing and how
it can affect people's sex lives and so on. The sex education that has been especially made
for people with learning disabilities in Iceland does e.g. not tackle much of this but mostly
revolves around 'staying safe’, which comes dangerously close to victim blaming people for
sexual violence and mostly discusses 'threats' of violence. The women also talked about the
importance of gaining knowledge on intersectionality, and that they could also be
experiencing sexism though it tends to 'hides behind ableism'. I found it very interesting that
despite struggling with seeing their disabled bodies as feminine, they saw femininity as a
form of strength, independence, speaking up for themselves and setting boundaries, even
though it also involved more traditional views of wearing dresses and putting lipstick on. In
relation to the latter I believe it is very important to realise, that for a disabled woman it can
be a strong form of resistance to sexism intersected with ableism to act on traditional gender
roles, because, in a way we are reconstructing definitions on both femininity and disability.
The disabled women presented different ways of resisting oppression and discussed
that sometimes they did not have the energy or had not built up courage to do so. Many of
them went towards creative ways. Some chose particular perspective to tackle oppression or
became very firm and direct when talking to people who were micro-aggressive or
oppressive in some way. They all believed education was important, both for nondisabled
people and disabled people. Most of them believed deeply in the importance of breaking the
silence for self-healing and the healing of others in similar situations. Also, that the power of
disabled women's stories were important, but it could be very difficult to share them, which
should also be respected. As has been mentioned the women often felt a lot of shame
concerning their emotions, especially when they were micro-invalidated. I believe it can be
important to offer more guidance to family members and friends on stigma and prejudice,
and psycho-emotional effects of multiple oppressions and discrimination. Parents of disabled
children are often, in my experience, overloaded with information on medical issues, physio-,
occupational-, behavioural or speech therapy from professionals, but get little or nothing on
the rights of the child or the effects of prejudice, stereotyping and violence. Family members
might not always know how they can be supportive in resisting or healing from, often
traumatising events of marginalisation. I think it could be important to offer different kind of
education and information to relatives. As we see in this research, people who are close to
the women can be of great support but might need support themselves in knowing how it is
best to empower disabled women and girls nor invalidate or question their experience and
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overprotect them. Overprotection seems to backfire in the disabled women's lives and cause
more harm than good. Empathy and solidarity from loved ones is though fundamental for the
women's wellbeing.
But it is not only the support from family and friends that is important. The disabled
women explained, that having access to peer support in the disability community was vital,
and to meet others who are going through the same experience. Two young women stressed
the importance of participating in disability youth groups and others to have access to safe
spaces for disabled women. To make an example, in Tabú, where I work, we define a safer
space as a place for disabled women and trans people where they can relax, feel free of
judgement from others, ableism, sexism and other oppressive factors. A place where we
should be able to share experience without fear of being invalidated or stigmatised and a
place that is accessible and where we are allowed to feel the way we feel, physically and
emotionally. I am aware, that a safe space is a political term and can be different between
groups. In my experience, a space is possibly never entirely safe but may be safer than most
other spaces if the group that occupies it defines it, sets some ground guide-lines that they
follow, and are as open and honest as possible about the changes that need to be made if
something goes wrong. Creating a safe space takes a lot of work and everyone who
occupies it needs to be conscious of their role in keeping the space safe. But I would say that
it is worth it because for some disabled women there are very few spaces they encounter
feeling safe in. Other women have access to more spaces that are safe. Some safe spaces
are not consciously built up as safer spaces but are still safe because the people in them are
not oppressive or violent. Also, some women, who experience multiple oppressions, might
need different safe spaces to feel safe in different ways. With that in mind it is important for
disabled women to have access to different movements, not only disability related, because
they are not just disabled. They are also women and possibly belong to other marginalised
groups such as the queer movement. Audre Lorde (1982) describes well how her intersected
identity made her realise that being safe in one group was not always optional, but the
‘house of difference’ was her place.
Being women together was not enough. We were different. Being gay-girls
together was not enough. We were different. Being Black together was not
enough. We were different. Being Black women together was not enough.
We were different. Being Black dykes together was not enough. We were
different. Each of us had our own needs and pursuits, and many different
alliances. Self-preservation warned some of us that we could not afford to
settle for one easy definition, one narrow individuation of self. […]It was a
while before we came to realize that our place was the very house of
difference rather the security of any one particular difference. (Lorde, 1982,
226)

For some women, it is important to have access to formal psychological support and mental
health services. They stressed, that even though they often feared medicalization, it could be
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important to get help, because if it is according to needs and respectful it can be healing.
They emphasised that they needed to be in control and that the professional was obligated to
understand that and not disempower them. Through the years, many of them had built up the
courage to stop seeing professionals they did not like and choose the ones that really were
helpful. I would argue, that to prevent further oppression in counselling and psychotherapy,
feminist practices can be beneficial as well as knowledge on internalised ableism. Giving the
women opportunity to share their story and define it using narrative therapy methods, can be
healing and empowering. Having access to rehabilitation benefits, was also essential when
dealing with mental health difficulties, as well as subsidizing psychologists. This is lacking in
Iceland.
Even though the personal has been the main topic of this thesis, it is always political.
Disabled women are not responsible for their own oppression or to find solutions for it. To
heal from multiple oppressions, it is necessary for the structures of society to change in
accordance to the rights of disabled women. In their opinion The convention of the rights of
disabled people needs to be legalised as well as Personal Assistance. For many of the
women, legalising Personal Assistance is vital for independence, living on their own, getting
an education, entering the labour market, preventing institutionalisation and therefore being
safer from violence. Sign language interpretation needs to be available according to needs
and educational systems and the labour market needs to become accessible. Many of the
women said that it was of great importance, that disabled women entered politics and
became visible in public spaces, as well as that people in power realise that they have an
obligation to have disabled women in leading roles when it comes to making decisions for
their own lives, or for matters that relate to disabled women on all political levels.

Here, I have drawn together the findings based on the research questions. It is clear, that for
the participants in this research, multiple oppressions are a part of their everyday lives and
does

affect

them

psycho-emotionally

through

the

internalisation

of

oppressions.

Intersectionality is a key factor in fighting for social change, both through different service
systems, in activism and in the academia. Different aspects of disabled women’s identities,
have to be taken into account, and the multiple layers of shame can no more be a mundane
experience when the women discuss emotional effects of disability, gender and other
oppressive factors. In that respect, it is in my opinion, mandatory to acknowledge that even
though disabled women share experience of pain and difficulties, it does not evidently mean
that their lives are tragic and that disability is a problem to be cured or removed from this
world.
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Disabled women need to be able to speak freely about the effects of oppression, the
contradictions related to their lives and the complex intersections of different factors of
marginalization. Again, dualistic approaches can be harmful, also to emotional wellbeing or
the definition of quality of life. Life is not good or bad, or easy or hard. We can experience all
kinds of feelings at the same time. When we are exhausted we can be happy, when things
are going well we can become frustrated or sad, and even though we sometimes loath our
bodies or find them difficult to navigate, we would not want to have them any other way.
Sometimes it might be difficult to make sense of these complicated feelings or for others to
understand. But we don’t have an obligation to make sense of every aspect of our lives or be
understandable in the eyes of others to deserve respect. The disabled women in this
research are not asking for pity or to be victimized. They are also not suggesting that their
lives are not worth living, even though sometimes oppression can make them feel that way.
First and foremost, their claim is to have their experience validated and when they share
difficult emotions that others show empathy and respect, to prevent further internalization of
oppression. One woman in the research put forward a metaphor about how the trauma of
oppression is not an individual problem, but a production of violent power imbalanced
structures and cultures. I will let her words, which I find capture in many ways the essence of
this research, be the final words.
I mean, it’s bizarre in so many ways. For example, people who experience
war obviously go through inhumane circumstances. The consequences are,
that they get post-traumatic-stress disorder and somehow become bearers
of a disease. When in fact the war is the disease.
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